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2018 Park Metrics


Key Highlights


Staffing Levels


We are between the lower quartile and the median for staffing levels. We are at 6.3 FTE per 10,000


residents. The lower quartile is 3.8 and the median is 9.7 FTE per 10,000 residents. This number reflects


part-time youth center staff and parks maintenance staff.


Operating Expenditures


We are at $91,155 for operating expenditures per FTE and the typical park and recreation agency spends


$92,916. Please note that we are understaffed based on comparisons.


The City of Stoughton spends $3,746 on per acre of parkland. The spending on per acre of parkland for


like agencies (less than 500 people per sq. mile) is $3,673 for the median and the upper quartile is


$9,322.


Revenue


The typical agency generates $19.36 in revenue per capita. For like agencies (less than 500 people per


sq. mile), this would put us between the median and upper quartile. Stoughton Parks and Recreation


produces $19.00 in revenue per capita.


The cost recovery (revenue as a percentage of operating expenditures) for Stoughton Parks &


Recreation is 34.7% which puts us between the median and upper quartile of all agencies.


Total tax expenditure per capita for parks and recreation services in Stoughton is $36.


Parkland


Agencies with jurisdictions the size of Stoughton typically oversee 10.8 acres of parkland per 1,000


residents. The upper quartile for like jurisdictions is 18.0 acres. The City of Stoughton oversees 14.67


acres of parkland for every 1,000 residents. Conservancy and natural areas are included in NRPA’s


acreage for parkland.


The number of people served per park is an additional metric in this category. The City of Stoughton has


one park for every 569 residents. This would put the city in the lower quartile for this metric. For like


agencies, the lower quartile is 811 residents per park and the median is 1,318.







Agency Summary Effectiveness Ratios


   


Stoughton Parks


& Recreation


Department


1 Operating expenditures per capita $55


2 Revenue per capita $19


3 Total revenue to total operating expenditures 34.7%


4 Total tax expenditures per capita $36


5


Park operating expenditures per acre of


parkland $1,042


6 Operating expenditures per acre of parkland $3,746


7


Operating expenditures per acres of parks and


non-park sites $2,313


8 Operating expenditures per FTE $91,155


9 FTE's per 10,000 population 6.03


10 Acres of parks per 1,000 residents 14.67


11 Number of residents per park 569.04


12 Number of acres per park 8.35


13 Number of participants per program 222.31


14 Ratio of fee programs to all programs 92.6%


15 Ratio of building attendance to park attendance 23.6%
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The National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) is pleased to 
present the 2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review. This annual 
report summarizes the key findings from NRPA Park Metrics—our 
benchmarking tool that assists park and recreation professionals 
in the effective management and planning of their operating 
resources and capital facilities.


NRPA Park Metrics is a suite of tools that help evaluate your 
agency’s performance so you can more effectively manage and 
plan operating resources and capital facilities. You can use these 
tools to easily build customized reports and compare your agency 
to others to gain more funding support, improve operations and 
better serve your community.


The 2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review and NRPA 
Park Metrics together represent the most comprehensive 
collection of park and recreation benchmarks and insights 
which inform professionals, key stakeholders and the 
public on the state of the park and recreation industry.
These resources provide all professionals with a variety of tools.
■	 Guidance on the resources dedicated to and    
 performance of parks and recreation. How does your local  
 park and recreation agency measure up in terms  
 of providing open space, recreation opportunities and  
 programming relative to your peer agencies? Is your  
 agency properly staffed or sufficiently funded compared  
 to others? 
■	 Data that allow informed decisions on the optimal set  
 of service and facility offerings. Due to their unique  
 characteristics, park and recreation agencies do not make  
 decisions based on a “one-size-fits-all”standard.  These  
 metrics allow park and recreation professionals to compare  
 their agencies with others they view as peers. 
■	 Comprehensive data that demonstrate the broad  
 offerings and programming that meet the full definition  
 of parks and recreation. The information in this report  
 helps demonstrate to policymakers, key stakeholders, the  
 media and the general public the full breadth of service  
 offerings and responsibilities of park and recreation agencies.


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


Data is a powerful tool, but not the final answer for what is 
best for your agency. As park and recreation leaders, you are 
encouraged to use the 2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review 
and NRPA Park Metrics to start a conversation with internal 
colleagues, external consultants and partners, policymakers, 
and the public regarding the role of parks and recreation in 
your community. The combination of insights from this report 
with information about your community’s specific needs and 
experiences will help you identify the optimal mix of facilities and 
programming your agency should deliver.


You will note that this report does not include “national 
standards.” The reason is simple:  no two park and recreation 
agencies are the same. Different agencies serve different 
residents with unique needs, desires and challenges. Agencies 
also have dissimilar funding mechanisms. For example, just 
because your agency may have more workers per 1,000 residents 
relative to the “typical” agency does not necessarily mean that 
your agency should shed staff. It is possible that an agency with 
more staff offers more hands-on programming because of the 
unique needs of the population it serves. As communities vary in 
population and their ability/willingness to fund park and recreation 
amenities, so too should their park and recreation agencies.   


A successful agency is one that tailors its services to meet the 
needs and demands of its community. Knowing who uses your 
agency’s resources and the characteristics of the residents who 
may use those resources in the future (including age, race and 
income trends) are also factors in shaping the optimal mix of 
facilities and services offered. 


Consequently, park and recreation professionals should use the 
2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review in conjunction with 
other resources, including those that are proprietary to an agency, 
from NRPA and outside sources. Some additional NRPA resources 
to consider include:


■	 NRPA Facility Market Reports: These customized reports   
 offer key census and marketing data and insights about the  
 market served by your agency.  Your agency will gain a  



http://www.nrpa.org/metrics

http://www.nrpa.org/apr

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/fmr/
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 greater understanding of the residents served by a park,  
 aquatic center, recreation center or any other facility. There  
 are two types of NRPA Facility Market Reports:   
 (1) Community Profiles, which contain detailed demographic  
 data on the population living near the facility studied; and  
 (2) Health and Wellness, which focuses on the health  
 characteristics of people living near the facility studied. 
■	 NRPA Connect: Your peers are the best knowledge base to  
 answer your questions. NRPA Connect is an online  
 professional networking tool that connects you with like- 
 minded park and recreation professionals from across the  
 country and is a valuable source of information about  
 industry-related issues and insights into trends.  
■	 Economic Impact of Local Parks: Park and recreation  
 agencies not only improve communities through their  
 activities dedicated to conservation, health and wellness  
 and social equity; they are also engines of economic activity.  
 This recently updated study finds that operations and capital  
 spending at America’s local park and recreation agencies  
 generated more than $154 billion in annual economic activity  
 and 1.1 million jobs in 2015. The report also includes estimates  
 of the economic impact of operations and capital spending by  
 local and regional park agencies for all 50 states and the  
 District of Columbia. 
■	 Americans’ Engagement with Parks Survey: This annual  
 NRPA research survey looks at Americans’ use of parks, the  
 key reasons that drive their use and the greatest challenges  
 preventing greater usage. Each year, the study examines  
 the importance of public parks in Americans’ lives, including  
 how parks compare to other services and offerings of local  
 governments. Recent findings show Americans typically visit  
 local park and recreation facilities twice a month, nine in ten  
 Americans agree that parks and recreation is an important  
 local government service, and 85 percent of people consider  
 high-quality park and recreation amenities as a principal  
 factor when choosing a place to live.
■	 Local Government Officials’ Perceptions of Parks and  
 Recreation: The study captures the views and priorities of  
 elected and appointed local government officials regarding  
 park and recreation services. While public officials see parks  
 and  recreation as a critical solution to many of their top  
 concerns, they do not perceive park and recreation agencies  
 as important contributors to their biggest day-to-day  


 concern: economic development. Agencies that contribute  
 more readily to the attraction and retention of businesses to  
 a community are likely to benefit from greater and steadier  
 funding from their local governments. 
■	 NRPA Park and Recreation Salary Survey: Comprehensive  
 compensation data can assist park and recreation agency  
 leaders in attracting the best staff. This survey report  
 features detailed base salary and bonus data for five  
 senior-level park and recreation agency positions. Also  
 included are sample job descriptions for each of these  
 positions and organization charts from 20 park and  
 recreation agencies.
■	 Parks & Recreation magazine: Each issue of NRPA’s  
 monthly flagship magazine features content on a number of  
 topics, including conservation, health and wellness, social  
 equity, advocacy, research, law review and operations.


How to Use the 2018 NRPA Agency 
Performance Review and NRPA Park Metrics
Most of the data in The 2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review 
are presented with the medians, along with results at the 
lower-quartile (lowest 25 percent) and upper-quartile (highest 
25 percent). The data allow for insights into where your agency 
stands compared not only to typical agencies (i.e., those at the 
median values) but also to the full spectrum of agencies at 
both the high and low quartiles. Many metrics include the top-
line figures as well as certain cross-tabulations of jurisdiction 
population or population density. A more comprehensive 
set of cross-tabulations is available as interactive tables at  
www.NRPA.org/metrics.


While the NRPA Agency Performance Review provides data on 
“typical” agencies, you can customize key metrics using NRPA 
Park Metrics to compare characteristics of your agency to those 
of  its peers. This may include filtering by agency type, size and 
geographic region. You can enhance this experience even further 
by entering your agency’s data into NRPA Park Metrics, and then 
generate reports that compare your agency’s data with the key 
metrics of agencies throughout the United States.


The 2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review contains data 
from 1,069 park and recreation agencies across the United States 
as reported between 2015 and 2017. 


Note: Not all agencies answered every survey question.



https://www.nrpaconnect.org/home

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/the-economic-impact-of-local-parks/

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/engagement/

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/local-government-officials-perceptions-of-parks-and-recreation/

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/local-government-officials-perceptions-of-parks-and-recreation/

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/salary-survey-results/

https://www.nrpa.org/parks-recreation-magazine

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/parkmetrics/
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PARK FACILITIES


Figure 1: Residents per Park There is typically one park for every 2,114 residents. 9


Figure 2: Acres of Park Land per 1,000 Residents
The typical park and recreation agency has 10.1 
acres of park land for every 1,000 residents in the 
jurisdiction.


9


Figure 3: Outdoor Park and Recreation Facilities— 
Prevalence and Population per Facility


An overwhelming majority of park and recreation 
agencies has playgrounds (91.6 percent) and 
basketball courts (82.9 percent) in their portfolio of 
outdoor assets. 


10


Figure 4: Indoor Park and Recreation Facilities— 
Prevalence and Population per Facility


A majority of agencies offer recreation centers, 
gyms and community centers; approximately  
two in five agencies offer senior centers and 
fitness centers.


11


PROGRAMMING


Figure 5: Programs Offered by Park and  
Recreation Agencies


Key programming activities include team sports, 
fitness enhancement classes, and health and 
wellness education.


12


Figure 6: Targeted Programs for Children, Seniors 
and People with Disabilities


Approximately four in five agencies offer summer 
camp for their communities’ younger residents and 
programs specifically for older adults.  Three in five 
agencies deliver programs for people with  
a disability. 


13


RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARK AND RECREATION AGENCIES


Figures 7 & 8: Key Responsibilities of Park and 
Recreation Agencies


Top roles include operating parks and facilities, 
providing recreation programming and services, and 
operating and maintaining indoor facilities.
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STAFFING


Figure 9: Park and Recreation Agency Staffing
The typical park and recreation agency has a staff 
of 36 full-time equivalent (FTE) employees  
on payroll.


16
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Figure 10: Park and Recreation FTEs per  
10,000 Residents


The typical park and recreation agency has 7.9 FTEs 
on staff for each 10,000 residents in the jurisdiction 
served by the agency.


17


Figure 11: Responsibilities of Park and Recreation 
Agency Workers


Responsibilities are split between maintenance, 
operations, programming and administration. 


17


BUDGET


Figure 12: Annual Operating Expenditures
The typical park and recreation agency has annual 
operating expenditures of $3,313,040. 
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Figure 13: Operating Expenditures per Capita
The typical park and recreation agency has annual 
operating expenses of $78.26 on a per capita basis.
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Figure 14: Operating Expenditures per Acre of Park 
and Non-Park Sites


The median level of operating expenditures 
is $6,589 per acre of park and non-park sites 
managed by the agency.


19


Figure 15: Operating Expenditures per FTE
The typical park and recreation agency spends 
$92,916 in annual operating expenditures for  
each employee.


20


Figure 16: Distribution of Operating Expenditures
At the typical park and recreation agency, 
personnel services account for 55 percent of the 
operating budget.


20


Figure 17: Operating Expenditures Dedicated to 
Either Parks or Recreation


The typical park and recreation agency dedicates 
43 percent of its operating budget to park 
management and maintenance and 40 percent  
to recreation.


21


AGENCY FUNDING


Figure 18: Sources of Operating Expenditures
Park and recreation agencies derive three-fifths  
of their operating expenditures from general fund 
tax support.


22


Figure 19: Park and Recreation Revenues per Capita
The typical park and recreation agency generates 
$19.36 in revenue annually for each resident living 
in the jurisdiction.


22


Figure 20: Revenue as a Percentage of Operating 
Expenditures (Cost Recovery)


The typical agency recovers 28.0 percent of its 
operating expenditures from non-tax revenues. 


23


Figure 21: Five-Year Capital Budget Spending
Park and recreation agencies spend a median of 
$3,075,880 in capital expenditures budgeted over 
the next five years.


23


Figure 22: Targets for Capital Expenditures     
On average, just over half of the capital budget is 
designated for renovation, while 31.2 percent is 
geared toward new development.


24
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PARK FACILITIES


America’s local and regional park agencies differ greatly in size and 
facility offerings. The typical agency participating in NRPA Park 
Metrics serves a jurisdiction (e.g., a town, city, county and/or region) 
of 36,000 people. Other agencies serve a population of just a few 
thousand people; still others are the primary recreation resources 
for millions of people.  


FIGURE 1: RESIDENTS PER PARK
(BY JURISDICTION POPULATION)


0
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ALL
AGENCIES
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20,000


20,000 TO 
49,999


50,000 TO 
99,999
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250,000


MORE 
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250,000


MEDIAN 2,114 1,318 1,849 2,326 3,300 5,107


LOWER 
QUARTILE


1,233 811 1,213 1,501 1,886 2,744


UPPER 
QUARTILE


4,451 2,057 3,539 4,458 6,353 13,878


Naturally, the offerings of these agencies vary as much as the 
markets they serve. The typical agency has 18 parks comprising 
a total of 413 acres under its watch.  When one includes non-
park facilities, the median number of parks and non-park facilities 
increases to 25 encompassing 500 acres.


The typical park and recreation agency oversees 10.1 acres 
of park land for every 1,000 residents in its jurisdiction.  
The smallest agencies—those serving fewer than 20,000 
residents—typically have 10.8 acres per 1,000 residents. That 
ratio increases to 12.7 acres per 1,000 residents in jurisdictions 
where agencies serve a population greater than 250,000 people.  
Agencies serving jurisdictions with populations between 100,000 
and 250,000 have 8.5 acres of park land per 1,000 residents.


At the typical agency, there is one park for every 2,114 
residents. The number of people served per park rises as the 
population of the town, city, county or region served by the agency 
increases. For agencies in jurisdictions with fewer than 20,000 
residents, there is one park for every 1,318 residents. The ratio 
increases to one park for every 2,326 residents in jurisdictions 
with a population of 50,000 to 99,999 and rises further to one 
park for every 5,107 people at agencies serving areas with a 
population greater than 250,000.


FIGURE 2: ACRES OF PARK LAND PER 1,000 RESIDENTS
(BY JURISDICTION POPULATION)
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http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/parkmetrics/

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/parkmetrics/
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FIGURE 3: OUTDOOR PARK AND RECREATION FACILITIES—POPULATION PER FACILITY  
(BY PREVALENCE AND POPULATION PER FACILITY)


Median Number of Residents per Facility
Residents per Square Mile


% of 
Agencies


All 
Agencies


Less than 
500


500 to 
1,500


1,501 to 
2,500


More than 
2,500


Playgrounds 92% 3,600 6,132 3,558 3,000 3,572
Basketball courts 83 7,122 7,869 7,040 6,037 7,350
Tennis courts (outdoor only) 77 4,545 5,462 4,833 4,250 4,578
Diamond fields: baseball - youth 75 6,519 6,628 5,358 6,613 7,770
Diamond fields: softball fields - adult 66 12,000 10,957 9,491 12,083 14,725
Rectangular fields: multi-purpose 63 8,055 9,043 6,158 7,691 9,547


Diamond fields: softball fields – youth 59 9,900 10,495 8,181 9,255 12,121
Diamond fields: baseball - adult 55 18,880 15,000 13,367 18,140 25,179
Dog park 55 41,500 51,804 37,000 40,000 49,665
Swimming pools (outdoor only) 52 31,709 42,344 23,350 31,600 40,218
Totlots 47 12,104 19,766 10,625 14,850 11,301
Rectangular fields: soccer field – youth 47 6,039 5,584 5,082 5,900 8,773
Community gardens 46 27,587 37,571 30,346 28,605 27,042
Rectangular fields: soccer field - adult 42 11,383 10,250 9,833 11,692 15,746
Multiuse courts - basketball, volleyball 38 14,650 12,757 12,105 15,214 18,557
Diamond fields: tee-ball 38 14,511 11,270 12,763 13,045 18,557
Rectangular fields: football field 38 24,742 21,750 19,023 22,615 35,453
Ice rink (outdoor only) 16 17,310 11,168 13,669 17,072 25,500
Multipurpose synthetic field 15 41,719 35,238 20,888 28,728 54,161
Skate park 14 46,850 27,375 40,620 37,607 61,306
Rectangular fields: lacrosse field 11 24,060 12,522 17,500 22,119 29,924
Rectangular fields: cricket field 9 160,000 199,889 288,617 160,000 108,575
Overlay field 6 12,844 10,820 7,200 55,245 15,831
Rectangular fields: field hockey field 4 20,893 20,893 23,034 15,757 22,500


Park and recreation agencies offer a wide variety of facilities and 
features. An overwhelming majority of park and recreation 
agencies includes playgrounds (92 percent) and basketball 
courts (83 percent) in their portfolio of outdoor assets. At 
least 50 percent of agencies have diamond fields for baseball and/
or softball, tennis courts, outdoor swimming pools, multipurpose 
rectangular fields and dog parks. 


Also, the typical park and recreation agency that manages or 
maintains trails for walking, hiking, running and/or biking has 10.0 
miles of trails in its network. Agencies serving more than 250,000 
residents have a median of 70.5 miles of trails under their purview.
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FIGURE 4: INDOOR PARK AND RECREATION FACILITIES—POPULATION PER FACILITY  
(BY  PREVALENCE AND POPULATION PER FACILITY)


Median Number of Residents per Facility
Residents per Square Mile


% of 
Agencies


All 
Agencies


Less than 
500


500 to 
1,500


1,501 to 
2,500


More than 
2,500


Recreation centers 57% 27,375 25,000 27,004 24,825 30,853
Gym 55 27,334 21,000 24,250 26,668 30,378
Community centers 54 27,486 24,746 25,625 28,645 29,683
Senior centers 41 45,436 26,750 35,426 44,025 62,700
Fitness center 38 40,602 33,000 37,707 32,339 49,858
Performance amphitheater 30 47,442 43,735 41,254 39,000 70,496
Nature centers 26 99,783 160,380 73,826 63,125 111,296


Ice rink 18 31,709 9,250 24,084 50,175 54,259
Stadiums 17 64,500 27,375 38,941 71,538 120,310
Indoor track 13 49,000 25,000 44,348 49,500 70,757
Teen centers 12 53,490 16,440 48,900 32,550 57,432
Arena 9 56,119 43,879 42,000 72,417 48,000


Park and recreation agencies also offer a number of indoor 
facilities for their residents. A majority of agencies offers 
recreation centers, gyms and community centers, while 
approximately two in five agencies offer senior centers and 


Note: Some of these facilities may be included as part of another one.  
 For example, a fitness center may be part of a recreation center


fitness centers. The typical agency with a recreation center has 
one such facility for every 27,375 residents while those agencies 
with at least one gym have one of those facilities for every  
27,334 residents.
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PROGRAMMING


Park and recreation agencies may have thousands, if not millions, 
of interactions with their residents and visitors each year. The 
typical park and recreation agency has nearly 200,000 
contacts every year. But the number of interactions varies 
dramatically agency to agency. For example, the agency at the 
75th percentile has nearly 900,000 annual contacts. Interaction 
between larger park and recreation agencies and visitors is even 
greater—the typical agency serving a population of more than 
250,000 has 2.3 million contacts per year, with the 75th percentile 
of larger agencies serving nearly 4.8 million people annually.


“Contacts” is defined in a variety of ways. They can be visits to 
a local park, running or biking on a local trail, visits to the local 
recreation center or other interaction with any of the agency’s 
park and recreation facilities. Moreover, a person can have more 


0% 20 40 60 80705010 30 90
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than one contact; for example, those who annually visit their local 
aquatic center 10 times and run on the local trail five times would 
have had 15 contacts with their agency.


Programming is a key method of engagement that drives the use 
of park and recreation facilities. When associated with registration 
fees, it is also the largest source of non-tax revenue for most 
agencies. The typical agency offers 161 programs each year; 95 
of those programs are fee-based events. Agencies serving a 
population of fewer than 20,000 residents typically hold 40 fee-
based programs per year, while large jurisdictions of 250,000 or 
more residents provide nearly 300 fee-based programs annually.


Programming spans many different types of park and recreation 
activities, with many touching one or more of NRPA’s Three 
Pillars: Conservation, Health and Wellness, and Social Equity.


FIGURE 5: PROGRAMMING OFFERED BY PARK AND RECREATION AGENCIES
(PERCENT OF AGENCIES)
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Park and recreation agencies are leaders in providing services and 
programming for children, seniors and people with disabilities. Six in 
seven park and recreation agencies offer summer camp programs 
for their communities’ children, with a majority of agencies also 
delivering programs for teens and after-school care as a part of 
their out-of-school-time (OST) offerings. Fewer agencies include 
before-school care and full daycare as a part of their program 
offerings. Out-of-school-time programs are commonplace offerings 
by agencies of nearly all sizes, but most especially by those that 
serve populations of at least 20,000. 


FIGURE 6: TARGETED PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN, SENIORS  AND PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES  
(PERCENT OF AGENCIES BY JURISDICTION POPULATION)


% of 
Agencies


Less than 
20,000


20,000 to 
49,999


50,000 to 
99,999


100,000 to 
250,000


More than 
250,000


Summer camp 84% 68% 90% 90% 89% 87%
Specific senior programs 79 70 82 85 85 75
Specific teen programs 63 47 62 73 77 73
Programs for people with disabilities 62 34 63 72 81 75
After-school programs 55 44 46 66 65 72
Preschool 36 27 41 45 35 35


Before-school programs 21 15 20 28 20 31
Full daycare 8 2 9 11 7 16


Also, most park and recreation agencies offer specific 
programming for other segments of their community, including 
older adults (79 percent) and people with disabilities (62 percent). 
Again, these services are more commonly offered by agencies 
serving jurisdictions with at least 20,000 residents. For example, 
81 percent of park and recreation agencies in jurisdictions serving 
100,000 to 250,000 residents offer programming designed for 
people with disabilities versus one in three agencies serving 
communities of fewer than 20,000 residents.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARK 
AND RECREATION AGENCIES


Park and recreation agencies take on many responsibilities for 
their communities beyond their “traditional” roles of operating 
parks and related facilities (95 percent) and providing recreation 
programming and services (92 percent). In addition to those  
two functions, the top responsibilities for park and recreation 
agencies are: 


■	 Have budgetary responsibility for their administrative staff 
 (89 percent of agencies)
■	 Operate and maintain indoor facilities (88 percent)
■	 Operate, maintain or manage trails, greenways and/or  
 blueways (75 percent)


FIGURE 7: KEY RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARK AND RECREATION AGENCIES 
(PERCENT OF AGENCIES)
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  (46 percent)
■	 Administer community gardens (41 percent)
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FIGURE 8: OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARK AND RECREATION AGENCIES 
(PERCENT OF AGENCIES)
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FIGURE 9: PARK AND RECREATION AGENCY STAFFING: 
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENTS


(BY JURISDICTION POPULATION) 


STAFFING


Staffing at the typical park and recreation agency includes 
36 full-time equivalent employees (FTEs) that include a mix 
of both full-time and part-time staff. The size of the staff, 
however, expands exponentially as the size of the jurisdiction 
served by the agency expands. Park and recreation agencies 
serving jurisdictions having a population of fewer than 20,000 
have a median of 9.8 FTEs on staff. Agencies serving areas with 
50,000 to 99,999 people have a median of 56.5 FTEs, while those 
serving areas with more than 250,000 residents have a staff with 
a median of 250 workers.


Median counts of FTEs on staff also positively correlate with the 
number of parks and acres maintained, the amount of operating 
expenditures and how many residents an agency serves:


■	 Number of acres maintained
 □	 250 or fewer acres: 15.1 FTEs
 □	 More than 3,500 acres: 253.6 FTEs
■	 Number of parks maintained
 □	 Less than 10 parks: 12.7 FTEs
 □	 50 or more parks: 210.0 FTEs
■	 Operating expenditures
 □	 Less than $500,000: 3.5 FTEs
 □	 More than $10 million: 189.0 FTEs
■	 Population served by the agency
 □	 Less than 500 people per square mile: 15.9 FTEs  
 □	 More than 2,500 people per square mile: 56.7 FTEs
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One way of gauging agency staffing is to measure it relative to the 
population of the area that the agency serves. The typical park 
and recreation agency has 7.9 FTEs on staff for every 10,000 
residents in the jurisdiction served by the agency. Agencies 
located in more populated areas tend to have fewer FTEs on 
staff. Agencies serving jurisdictions with less than 20,000 people 
have 9.1 FTEs for every 10,000 residents, with this ratio falling 
to 4.8 FTEs for every 10,000 residents in areas with more than  
250,000 people. 


The agencies that tend to have more FTEs per residents are those 
that serve areas of greater population density. Agencies operating 
in areas with fewer than 500 people per square mile have 3.9 FTEs 
per 10,000 people served compared to the 10.4 FTEs per 10,000 
residents in areas with more than 2,500 people per square mile.


Operations and maintenance is the primary work responsibility 
for park and recreation professionals.  But there are other areas 
where staff devote their energies. On average, an agency’s full-
time staff dedicates their time to the following general activities:


■	 Operations/Maintenance (55 percent)
■	 Programming (24 percent)
■	 Administration (17 percent)
■	 Capital development (two percent)
■	 Other (two percent)


Just over a third of park and recreation agencies (36 percent) 
have staff who are covered by a collective bargaining 
agreement. Union members are more likely to be part of an 
agency’s park and recreation staff at agencies that:


■	 Have a larger staff: 21 percent of agencies with a staff of  
 fewer than 10 FTEs compared to 51 percent of agencies with  
 100 or more FTEs
■	 Serve larger populations: 19 percent of agencies in  
 jurisdictions with fewer than 20,000 people compared to 56  
 percent of agencies serving more than 250,000 people
■	 Have more parks: 17 percent of agencies with less than 10  
 parks compared to 63 percent of agencies with at least  
 50 parks
■	 Maintain more park land: 26 percent of agencies that  
 maintain 250 acres or less of park land compared to 59  
 percent of agencies that maintain more than 3,500 acres  
 of park land


FIGURE 10: PARK AND RECREATION FTEs  
PER 10,000 RESIDENTS 


(BY JURISDICTION POPULATION) 
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FIGURE 11: RESPONSIBILITIES OF  
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BUDGET AND 
EXPENDITURES


How does the funding at your park and recreation agency compare 
with funding levels at other agencies? Does your agency have 
access to the same level of funding as its peers? Per NRPA Park 
Metrics data, the typical park agency has annual operating 
expenditures of $3,313,040. 


However, the amount of an agency’s operating expenditures 
varies dramatically with the size of the agency—the number of 
park and non-park acres managed, the population served by 
the agency, the agency’s mission and responsibilities, etc. For 
example, the median operating expenditure for agencies serving a 
jurisdiction with fewer than 20,000 residents is $1,009,243 while 
the median for agencies serving more than 250,000 residents 
expands to $25,000,000.


FIGURE 12: ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES 
(BY POPULATION PER SQUARE MILE)
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One way to get a better handle on agency funding is to normalize 
operation expenditure data by the size of the population it 
serves. The typical park and recreation agency has annual 
operating expenses of $78.26 on a per capita basis. This is 
less than $7.00 per month for every resident in the jurisdiction 
served by the agency. 


Per capita operations spending is inversely related to the 
population of the area served: agencies serving jurisdictions with 
fewer than 20,000 people  have a median operating expenditure 
of $93.17 per capita. That figure declines to $44.01 per resident 
for agencies serving jurisdictions with more than 250,000 people.


The denser the population served by the agency, the higher 
the per capita operating expenses: the typical agency serving a 
jurisdiction with fewer than 500 people per square mile has per 
capita operating expenses of $41.23, while one serving an area 
with more than 2,500 people per square mile has a median of 
$104.58 per resident. 


The median level operating expenditures is $6,589 per acre 
of park and non-park sites managed by the agency. Non-
park sites are public spaces—such as lawns at a city hall—not 
designated as parks but whose maintenance and/or operation 
costs are borne by the local park and recreation agency. The 
typical operating expenditure rises with population density. The 
typical agency serving a jurisdiction with fewer than 500 people 
per square mile spends $3,673 per acre of park and non-park 
sites. The median rises to $11,953 per acre at agencies serving 
a jurisdiction with a population density greater than 2,500 per 
square mile.  


Park and recreation agencies serving larger populations tend 
to have lower operating expenditures than do agencies serving 
smaller and medium-sized jurisdictions. The typical park and 
recreation agency serving a jurisdiction with fewer than 20,000 
people spends a median of $7,333 per acre of park and non-park 
sites. The median declines slightly to $7,386 per acre for agencies 
serving jurisdictions with populations between 50,000 and 
99,999 and then falls precipitously to $3,515 per acre managed at 
agencies serving jurisdictions greater than 250,000 people.


FIGURE 13: OPERATING EXPENDITURES PER CAPITA
(BY POPULATION PER SQUARE MILE)
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FIGURE 14: OPERATING EXPENDITURES PER ACRE OF 
PARK AND NON-PARK SITES 
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FIGURE 15: OPERATING EXPENDITURES PER FTE 
(BY POPULATION PER SQUARE MILE)
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At the typical park and recreation agency, personnel 
services account for 55 percent of the operations budget. 
This includes expenditures for all salaries, wages and benefits for 
both full-time and non-full-time personnel, along with contracted 
individuals. Another 38 percent of operating expenditures fund 
the agency operations, including operational support where the 
capital fund repays the operating budget, all enterprise funds, 
interdepartmental transfers, and, in some cases, the capital debt 
service. Five percent of the operations spending include capital 
expenses that are not part of the agency’s capital improvement 
plan (CIP). This includes expenditures for capital equipment (e.g., 
computers, vehicles, large-area mowers, tractors, boats), some 
periodic cyclical maintenance (carpets, conference chairs, push 
mowers) and, perhaps, debt services paid from the agency’s 
operating funds.


The typical park and recreation agency has $92,916 in annual 
operating expenditures for each employee (as measured by 
full-time equivalents or FTEs). The denser the jurisdiction served 
by the agency, the greater the operations expenditures per each 
FTE. Agencies serving jurisdictions with less than 500 residents 
per square mile have median operating expenditures of $85,694 
for each FTE. The median rises to $106,159 per FTE for agencies 
serving areas with more than 2,500 residents per square mile. 
Similarly, the measure rises from $85,758 for agencies with less 
than 10 parks to $98,128 for agencies with 50 or more parks.


FIGURE 16: DISTRIBUTION OF  
OPERATING EXPENDITURES 
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FIGURE 17: OPERATING EXPENDITURES DEDICATED TO 
PARKS OR RECREATION 


(AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION  
OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES) 
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FIGURE 18: SOURCES OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES 
(AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION  


OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES) 


AGENCY FUNDING


On average, park and recreation agencies derive three-
fifths of their operating budgets from general fund tax 
support, although the percentage of funding from general fund 
tax support tends to be lower at agencies with larger operating 
budgets. The second largest source of funding for most agencies 
is earned/generated revenues, accounting for an average of 25 
percent of operating expenditures. Some agencies depend on 
special, dedicated taxes for part of their budgets. These park and 
recreation districts obtain the majority of their funding from tax 
levies dedicated to park and recreation purposes approved by 
citizen referenda.


The typical park and recreation agency generates $847,396 in 
non-tax revenues on an annual basis, although this amount can 
vary greatly based on agency size, services and facilities offered 
by the agency and the mandate from leadership and policymakers. 
Agencies with annual operating budgets under $500,000 typically 
derive $40,000 from non-tax revenues, while those with annual 
budgets greater than $10 million generate a median of $5.933 
million from non-tax revenue sources.


The typical park and recreation agency generates $19.36 in 
revenue annually for each resident living in the jurisdiction 
it serves. Agencies operating in lower-density population areas 
generate less revenue than do those in areas with a higher 
population density. The typical agency—operating in a jurisdiction 
with fewer than 500 people per square mile—makes $7.27 in 
revenue on a per capita basis per year compared to a median of 
$28.71 for agencies serving a jurisdiction with more than 2,500 
people per square mile.


Medium-sized agencies generate more revenue on a per capita 
basis than do small and large park and recreation agencies. 
Agencies serving jurisdictions with populations between 50,000 
and 99,999 generate a median of $23.63 in revenue per resident 
each year. Agencies serving jurisdictions with fewer than 20,000 
people generate $21.23 in per capita revenue per resident and 
agencies serving jurisdictions with more than 250,000 people 
generate $7.16 per capita. 


FIGURE 19: PARK AND RECREATION  
REVENUES PER CAPITA 
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Another way to gauge the impact of agency-generated revenue 
is to examine cost recovery as a percentage of operating 
expenditures. The typical agency recovers 28.0 percent of its 
operating expenditures from non-tax revenues. The amount of 
cost recovery differs greatly from agency to agency based on an 
agency’s portfolio of facilities and programming, the demographics 
of the population served, agency mission and possible revenue 
mandates from an agency’s governing jurisdictions.  


At the same time, agencies serving higher-density jurisdictions 
tend to have higher percentages of cost recovery. Agencies 
serving an area with fewer than 500 people per square mile 
have a median percentage cost recovery of just under 21 percent. 
Cost recovery rises to over 30 percent of operating expenditures 
for agencies serving jurisdictions with between 1,501 and 2,499 
people per square mile. 


Beyond day-to-day operations, park and recreation agencies 
spend a median of $3,075,880 in capital expenditures 
budgeted over the next five years. Not surprisingly, the larger 
the agency, the larger the size of the five-year capital budget. The 
typical park and recreation agency serving a population of fewer 
than 20,000 has a median five-year capital budget of $649,750. 
This increases to $5.4 million at agencies serving jurisdictions 
with 50,000 to 99,999 people and $34.5 million at agencies serving 
areas with more than 250,000 residents.


The following are also positively related to the size of five-year 
capital budgets:


■	 Number of parks maintained
 □	 Less than 10 parks: $864,583
 □	 50 or more parks: $19,913 million
■	 Acereage of parks maintained
 □	 250 or fewer acres: $1 million
 □	 More than 3,500 acres: $35.813 million
■	 Operating budget
 □	 Annual operating budgets less than $500,000: $110,000
 □	 Annual operating budgets greater than $10 million:   
  $20.000 million
■	 Population density
 □	 Less than 500 people per square mile: $1.250 million  
 □	 More than 2,500 people per square mile: $6.370 million


FIGURE 20: REVENUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF OPERATING 
EXPENDITURES (COST RECOVERY) 
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FIGURE 21: FIVE-YEAR CAPITAL BUDGET SPENDING
(BY POPULATION PER SQUARE MILE)
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Park and recreation agencies designate their capital expenditures 
to a variety of areas. On average, just over half of a capital 
budget is designated for renovation, while 31 percent 
is geared toward new development. At larger park and 
recreation agencies, new development is the focus of a greater 
percentage of capital budgets. At agencies serving jurisdictions 
with more than 250,000 residents, 31 percent of capital budgets 
is for new development, while 52 percent is for renovating  
current properties.


FIGURE 22: TARGETS FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 
(AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION  


OF CAPITAL EXPENDITURES)
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NEW THREATS… 
BUT ALSO  


NEW OPPORTUNITIES


While the 2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review focuses 
on current performance benchmarks, a look at present-day 
uncertainties and future trends and prospects also should be part 
of park and recreation professionals’ decision-making.


Strong Public Support for Parks, More Modest 
Backing from Public Officials
Recent NRPA studies have shown consistently solid support for 
public parks and recreation. Nine in ten respondents to the 2017 
NRPA Americans’ Engagement with Public Parks Survey agreed 
that parks and recreation is an important service provided by 
their local government. This level of support is comparable to that 
for public safety, education and transportation. Three-quarters 
of respondents to the 2016 NRPA Americans’ Engagement with 
Public Parks Survey indicated they would support their local 
governments increasing their financial contribution to their local 
park and recreation agencies.


However, the support for public parks and their funding is a bit 
more modest among government officials. While 99 percent of the 
elected and appointed government officials responding to a recent 
Penn State University survey commissioned by NRPA agree that 
their communities benefit from public parks, they also see parks 
and recreation as only a moderately important local government 
service. Consequently, they consider parks and recreation as the 
most discretionary line item in their budgets. During good fiscal 
times, these officials likely direct extra tax receipts to their local 
park and recreation agency. Conversely, when officials must cut 
their city, town or county budgets, the local park and recreation 
agency is often targeted for the largest budget cut. 


The Result: Volatile General Funding  
Support and Increasing Demand for  
Self-Generated Revenue  
Many local governments across the country appear to waver 
in providing general fund support for their park and recreation 
systems. This trend is likely to build as municipal governments 
struggle to keep up with inflationary pressures and long-term 
debt obligations, as well as deal with residents averse to higher 


taxes. Since the Great Recession of 2008, the percentage of tax-
supported funding of parks and recreation has experienced a 
slow, steady decline and, in response, many agencies have turned 
to fees, charges and other generated revenue to make up for 
funding shortfalls.  


As noted earlier, the typical agency recovers 28 percent of its 
operating budget through generated revenue. More startling is the 
fact that 22 percent of agencies are generating cost recovery 
levels of 50 percent or more. On the one hand, this trend bodes 
well for park and recreation agencies in weathering economic 
downturns and further reductions in general funds. On the other 
hand, inflated entry and registration fees can price-out less 
fortunate residents of the many benefits of parks and recreation.


A recent proposal of the County Executive of Milwaukee County 
(WI) to raise revenues by installing new parking meters in popular 
lake-front parks was rejected vociferously by county residents. 
Milwaukee County already recovers 50 percent of its operating 
costs, with the goal to increase cost recovery further to 62 percent 
in 2019 and to 75 percent in 2020. Increasing  fiscal pressures and 
middling support for parks and recreation by public officials will 
continue to weigh heavily on agencies as they struggle to balance 
the need for generated revenue with their mission to serve all 
residents of their communities. 


Parks as Economic Infrastructure
Eight-five percent of respondents to NPRA’s 2017 Americans’ 
Engagement with Parks Survey indicated that availability of 
high-quality park and recreation amenities is an important factor 
in their choice of living location. But the impact of local parks 
and recreation goes beyond real estate choice.  Nearly 20 years 
ago, John Crompton of Texas A&M University demonstrated that 
private properties located near parks had significantly higher 
property values than did comparable ones located farther away 
from parks. His “Proximate Principle” has become a truism of 
sound real-estate investing. 


The economic impact of close-by signature parks is evident in the 
High Line trail in New York City, the Atlanta BeltLine and The 606 rail-
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trail conversion in Chicago. Well-planned urban park infrastructure 
can have a significant economic benefit for cities. Two examples 
are the formerly battered Oklahoma City riverfront and the equally 
depressed Anacostia Riverfront in Southwest Washington, DC.  
Plans for linear, waterfront and central downtown parks in urban 
metro areas are on the rise; indeed, many cities have committed 
to large-scale redevelopment in which urban parks and active 
transportation trails are central to their revitalization plans.  


Critics of these projects express concern that such developments 
can lead to gentrification, rising home prices, higher property 
taxes and  rising rents, resulting in displacement of long-time 
residents. Counteracting these effects are new strategies such 
as nonprofit urban land trusts that offer low- or no-cost loans to 
residents, helping ensure that long-term residents may benefit 
from these important investments.  


High-quality urban park networks, especially those with extensive 
greenways and blueways, can provide substantial economic 
value to cities and metropolitan areas. Far-sighted planners and 
savvy elected officials are realizing that businesses will be more 
likely to relocate to such areas, and good jobs will be more likely 
to remain in areas where recreational amenities are good. A 2017 
editorial in the Roanoke Times noted that Humm Kombucha’s 
decision to relocate to the Roanoke Valley was based, in part, 
on the excellent trails and greenways in the area—amenities 
which, in the eyes of the company, were not frills but economic 
infrastructure of a different kind. In the widely anticipated (and 
heavily hyped) Amazon HQ2 selection process, the online retailer 
is taking into account the importance of quality of life issues (and 
particularly the availability of recreation opportunities) in its site-
selection deliberations. 


The Impact of Unfunded Pension  
Liabilities on Agency Performance  
and Employee Security  
Unfunded pension costs continue to plague many cities and states, 
and accumulating pension debts may have disproportionate 
impacts on park and recreation systems and their retirees. A 
decades-long pattern of granting greater pension benefits than 
there were funds to pay liabilities—as well as the borrowing from 
municipal and state pension funds without paying them back—
have left some cities and states in deep financial trouble with 
few viable solutions for how to continue to pay retiree benefits 
without bankrupting themselves in the process. Chicago, Dallas 


and Houston are notable examples of cities that are carrying deep 
pension debts; a number of states including Illinois, Connecticut 
and Rhode Island have massive pension debt relative to their 
ability to pay. 


What do these enormous debts mean for park and recreation 
agencies and their retirees? It may mean that cities and states 
will no longer offer defined benefit plans—long a hallmark benefit 
of local and state government employment—and such debts could 
affect current hiring. Pension funds may also have to significantly 
cut benefits to existing and future retirees and consequently 
agencies may have to change their retirement plans from defined-
benefit ones to individual retirement accounts.  


Those debts will have other impacts as well. Cities’ bond ratings 
may be at risk and their ability to take on new debt to support 
capital projects could be highly restricted. In the worst-case 
scenarios, cities may need to slash the health benefits and 
annuities for existing employees and retirees, as has occurred 
in Detroit. 


Public-Private Partnerships and the Rise of a 
New Type of Public Park  
As cities and counties look to build innovative new parks in urban 
areas, the funding for these parks is coming not solely from public 
funds, but from a combination of public and private sources.  
Large-scale urban park development in Oklahoma City, Columbus, 
Houston, Chicago, Washington, DC and New York City has 
shown how conservancies, foundations, business improvement 
districts and philanthropic organizations can be successful 
catalysts in developing high-quality urban parks.  


Such new approaches to urban public park development have 
empowered and encouraged nonprofit community partners 
to develop, manage and fund parks, including the Central Park 
Conservancy, People and Parks Foundation in Baltimore, 21st 
Century Parks in Louisville and the Detroit Riverfront Conservancy. 
While nonprofit corporations—such as the Brooklyn Bridge Park 
Corporation in New York and the Rose Kennedy Greenway in 
Boston—may receive some limited state funds, they essentially 
operate without direct funding from a city, and instead, self-
generate revenues for operations and maintenance from 
fees, rents and leases. 


The impacts of these new hybrid “public/private funded” parks 
on traditional public parks are still unfolding.  On one hand, cities 
can reduce the capital and operating costs for these new parks. 
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On the other hand, these parks use pay-to-play funding models 
to make the parks self-sufficient including their operating and 
maintenance funding. This raises questions about how public 
parks can maintain equity with these hybrid models, and if these 
new approaches will potentially deprive underserved and poor 
communities access to these park and recreation amenities.


The Increasing Importance of Parks in 
Making Communities More Resilient  
2017 saw some of the most extreme weather and climate-
change-enabled storms that our nation has experienced in more 
than a decade. Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria that impacted 
Houston, Miami, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands were 
the most widespread weather events. Other storms, droughts, 
wildfires, extreme heat waves and other natural disasters caused 
tens of billions of dollars of damage and untold human suffering in 
many parts of the country.  


The accelerating impacts of climate change are forcing local 
communities to take more action to prevent the crushing impacts 
that destroy infrastructure and affect human health and well-
being. Parks have long mitigated the impact of extreme weather, 
including providing a tree canopy that offers a respite from urban 
heat island effects or serving as a natural floodplain to manage 
storm water. But more frequent floods and rises in sea levels 
have made green infrastructure storm water management and 
other adaptation strategies even higher priorities since they have 
proven to be cost-effective and well-supported by the public.  


For example, the impacts of Hurricane Harvey so galvanized the 
City of Houston that in the post-storm recovery, Mayor Sylvester 
Turner made the acquisition of more open space lands and 
expansion of Houston’s park system top priorities.  A consortium 
of developers that have just completed three sky-rise buildings 
downtown created “The Acre,” a mega-plaza whose primary 
function is green infrastructure storm water management.  Other 
cities and counties are recognizing the critical role parks play in 
making communities more resilient. The net result will be more 
funding from a variety of traditional and non-traditional sources 
for land acquisition and park improvements in floodable parks, as 
well as the creation of more resilient park infrastructure.


Parks Becoming Partners in Health  
Care Delivery
Even in the wake of declining tax dollars, health-related programs 
have shown to be a promising avenue for public parks and 


recreation funding. Health-care delivery via park and recreation 
activities such as arthritis, asthma and obesity prevention 
programs have shown results in ameliorating chronic health 
conditions. Park and recreation agencies are expanding their 
health and wellness offerings that emphasize greater social and 
health equity in underserved and disadvantaged communities. 
New funding streams and new partnerships will be developed in 
partnership with park and recreation agencies that participate in 
developing evidence-based health programs and activities.


Emerging Technologies  
Emerging technologies have had an impact on most U.S. industries; 
parks and recreation is no exception. An early example was the 
proliferation of cell phones. Visitors to public parks complained 
when they could not get cell service and park agencies often 
declined to allow cellular companies to install antennas in 
park locations. Today, continuous coverage in parks is a given 
and considered a safety essential for both park managers and 
visitors. Pokemon Go and other video-based geo-location games 
had a short-lived impact that drove new visitors to public parks.  
The increasing use of drones, however, by both the public and 
governmental agencies, has the potential for far greater disruption 
with its impact still unfolding.


There are other technologies—or the practical uses of 
technologies—that could have unknown consequences on parks 
and recreation. Certainly, the migration of user data and personal 
information to cloud-based platforms for class/event registration, 
permits, program fees and bikeshare data are making data 
security a critical issue for park and recreation professionals. 
Understanding best practices for data security is critical in 
minimizing financial and reputational risk to park and recreation 
agencies and their localities.


Cryptocurrencies and blockchain ledger record keeping present 
an opportunity for parks and recreation. With both parties able 
to monitor all aspects of transactions in blockchain ledgers, the 
need for contract processing and review, for example, may be 
dramatically reduced, saving time and money currently spent on 
contract preparation and monitoring. While these technologies 
for data and financial record keeping may seem far-fetched for 
parks and recreation today, the public may soon want to use 
cryptocurrencies not just for fees, classes and other financial 
transactions, but also for donations to park-related causes. 
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The 2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review reveals that park 
and recreation agencies are as diverse as the towns, cities and 
counties they serve. Agencies differ not only in size and service 
offerings, but also in the definition of their core mission and the 
means by which they fund their offerings. Thus, there is no single 
“right” way for a park and recreation agency to fund or staff itself, 
or to offer programs to their community. Data from this report  
and NRPA Park Metrics can certainly help inform park and  
recreation professionals. 


This report also highlights the many different ways that park 
and recreation agencies benefit their local communities. Some 
residents may think of their local agency when they hike on a 
trail, take their children to the playground or enjoy a picnic at the 
neighborhood park. For others, their touchpoint with their local 
agency may be the out-of-school-time offerings that provide 
care for children of working parents, a health and wellness class 
targeted to older adults, a sports league that teaches teamwork 
and sportsmanship or a class that teaches a valuable skill. 


Remarkably, parks and recreation is delivering vast offerings 
for less than $7 per month, typically, for each member of their 


local communities. As the fight to secure funding continues to 
intensify, the value of parks and recreation’s effectiveness 
and efficiency cannot be overstated. NRPA research reveals 
the strong passion that Americans have for their local park and 
recreation amenities, their view that parks and recreation is an 
important service delivered by their local government, and their 
support for increased funding of their local agency. 


The park and recreation field benefits from the wealth of data 
now collected by NRPA and other organizations.  Of course, that 
data does not answer every question, and we can do even better. 
We encourage all park and recreation professionals to enter their 
agency’s data in NRPA Park Metrics so they can gain a more 
detailed analysis of their agency’s performance when compared 
with its peers throughout the United States. Linking the insights 
contained in both this 2018 NRPA Agency Performance Review 
and NRPA Park Metrics with other NRPA reports and resources 
can provide park and recreation professionals with the tools they 
need to tell their agency’s story—and to make a case for further 
investments in the future.


CONCLUSION



http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/parkmetrics/

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/parkmetrics/

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/parkmetrics/
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ABOUT NRPA


The National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) is a 
national not-for-profit organization dedicated to advancing 
parks, recreation and conservation efforts that enhance quality 
of life for all people. Through its network of 60,000 recreation 
and park professionals and advocates, NRPA encourages 
the promotion of healthy and active lifestyles, conservation 
initiatives and equitable access to parks and public space. 


NRPA brings strength to our message by partnering with like-
minded organizations including those in the federal government, 
nonprofits and commercial enterprises. Funded through dues, 
grants, registrations and charitable contributions, NRPA 
produces research, education and policy initiatives for our 
members that ultimately enrich the communities they serve. 


NRPA places immense importance on research and data 
to raise the status of parks and recreation and conducts 
research with two goals. First, NRPA creates data to help park 
and recreation agencies make optimal decisions on operations, 
programming and spending.  Second, NRPA generates data and 
insights that support park and recreation professionals making 


the case for greater and more stable funding to policymakers, 
key stakeholders, the media and the general public. The NRPA 
research team works closely with internal subject matter 
experts, respected industry consultants and the academic 
community to develop its reports and data resources. Learn 
more at www.nrpa.org/Research



http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/





NRPA Park Metrics is a suite of 
tools that help evaluate your agency’s 


performance so you can more 
effectively manage and plan operating 


resources and capital facilities. You 
can use these tools to easily build 
customized reports and compare 


your agency to others to gain more 
funding support, improve operations 
and better serve your community.


AGENCY PERFORMANCE SURVEY 
Enter your agency’s data into NRPA’s 
newly streamlined Agency Performance 
Survey to gain access to dashboards 
and custom reports that compare your 
agency to that of its peers. By entering 
your data, you ensure that your agency 
will be a part of NRPA’s annual Agency 
Performance Review.


CUSTOMIZED AGENCY 
PERFORMANCE REPORTS
Create a custom report that will feature 
median values on budgets, staffing and 
facilities and highlight the responsibilities 
and activities of agencies that you 
identify as your peers.


INTERACTIVE TOOLS
Dig deeper into the data in the  
2018 Agency Performance Review with 
interactive figures presenting detailed 
crosstabs of the data for every table  
and chart.www.nrpa.org/metrics


NRPA PARK METRICS



http://www.nrpa.org/apr
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2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Please indicate your age:
Answer Choices


Under 18 0.00% 0


18-24 1.51% 8


25-34 16.07% 85


35-44 34.78% 184


45-54 26.84% 142


55-64 13.23% 70


65+ 7.56% 40


Answered 529


Skipped 0


Responses


Under 18 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+


0.00%


5.00%
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Please indicate your age:


Responses







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Please indicate the number of people living in your household by age:


Answer Choices


Children Ages 0 to 5 42.20% 219


Children Ages 6 to 12 51.83% 269


Children Ages 13 to 17 39.31% 204


Adults Age 18+ 85.16% 442


Answered 519


Skipped 10


Respondents Response Date Children Ages 0 to 5 Tags


1 Sep 17 2018 09:04 PM


2 Sep 17 2018 08:13 PM3


3 Sep 17 2018 06:48 PM


4 Sep 17 2018 11:11 AM1


5 Sep 16 2018 05:42 PM


6 Sep 16 2018 05:41 PM0


7 Sep 16 2018 04:10 PM


8 Sep 16 2018 02:46 PM


9 Sep 16 2018 12:58 PM


10 Sep 16 2018 12:57 PM


11 Sep 15 2018 09:31 AM


12 Sep 15 2018 09:05 AM


13 Sep 15 2018 08:23 AM


14 Sep 15 2018 07:26 AM


15 Sep 15 2018 12:28 AM


16 Sep 14 2018 09:31 PM


17 Sep 14 2018 06:18 PM


18 Sep 14 2018 04:56 PM


19 Sep 14 2018 03:10 PM


20 Sep 14 2018 02:41 PM1


21 Sep 14 2018 02:41 PM0


22 Sep 14 2018 02:41 PM


23 Sep 14 2018 02:11 PM


24 Sep 14 2018 02:07 PM1


25 Sep 14 2018 12:05 PM1


26 Sep 14 2018 10:43 AM


27 Sep 14 2018 09:56 AM2


28 Sep 14 2018 08:06 AM


29 Sep 14 2018 06:34 AM3


30 Sep 13 2018 10:32 PM2


31 Sep 13 2018 09:42 PM


32 Sep 13 2018 08:27 PM


33 Sep 13 2018 08:08 PM


34 Sep 13 2018 04:38 PM


35 Sep 13 2018 04:37 PM


36 Sep 13 2018 03:13 PM


Responses







37 Sep 13 2018 02:09 PM


38 Sep 13 2018 02:06 PM0


39 Sep 13 2018 01:47 PM


40 Sep 13 2018 01:33 PM


41 Sep 13 2018 01:15 PM


42 Sep 13 2018 12:23 PM1


43 Sep 13 2018 10:55 AM


44 Sep 13 2018 10:21 AM


45 Sep 13 2018 08:40 AM


46 Sep 13 2018 08:27 AM


47 Sep 13 2018 08:17 AM


48 Sep 13 2018 08:15 AM


49 Sep 13 2018 08:10 AM


50 Sep 13 2018 07:57 AM


51 Sep 13 2018 07:53 AM


52 Sep 13 2018 07:52 AM


53 Sep 13 2018 07:46 AM


54 Sep 13 2018 07:45 AM


55 Sep 13 2018 07:41 AM


56 Sep 12 2018 09:15 PM


57 Sep 12 2018 08:01 PM


58 Sep 12 2018 05:29 PM


59 Sep 12 2018 05:14 PM


60 Sep 12 2018 04:38 PM0


61 Sep 12 2018 04:25 PM


62 Sep 12 2018 04:16 PM


63 Sep 12 2018 04:06 PM


64 Sep 12 2018 03:52 PM


65 Sep 12 2018 03:41 PM1


66 Sep 12 2018 03:39 PM0


67 Sep 12 2018 03:39 PM


68 Sep 12 2018 03:32 PM0


69 Sep 12 2018 03:31 PM0


70 Sep 12 2018 03:27 PM0


71 Sep 12 2018 03:24 PM1


72 Sep 12 2018 03:24 PM


73 Sep 12 2018 03:09 PM2


74 Sep 12 2018 02:47 PM2


75 Sep 12 2018 02:30 PM


76 Sep 12 2018 02:18 PM


77 Sep 12 2018 01:54 PM


78 Sep 12 2018 01:38 PM0


79 Sep 12 2018 01:23 PM


80 Sep 12 2018 01:18 PM0


81 Sep 12 2018 01:15 PM


82 Sep 12 2018 01:13 PM


83 Sep 12 2018 01:09 PM







84 Sep 12 2018 01:03 PM


85 Sep 12 2018 12:44 PM


86 Sep 12 2018 12:05 PM


87 Sep 12 2018 12:00 PM0


88 Sep 12 2018 11:53 AM0


89 Sep 12 2018 11:34 AM


90 Sep 12 2018 11:09 AM0


91 Sep 12 2018 10:51 AM


92 Sep 12 2018 08:26 AM2


93 Sep 12 2018 07:37 AM0


94 Sep 12 2018 07:16 AM1


95 Sep 12 2018 12:33 AM1


96 Sep 11 2018 11:19 PM


97 Sep 11 2018 09:42 PM1


98 Sep 11 2018 09:14 PM


99 Sep 11 2018 09:04 PM2


100 Sep 11 2018 08:54 PM


101 Sep 11 2018 08:41 PM


102 Sep 11 2018 08:36 PM2


103 Sep 11 2018 08:29 PM


104 Sep 11 2018 08:12 PM4


105 Sep 11 2018 08:12 PM2


106 Sep 11 2018 08:02 PM0


107 Sep 11 2018 07:57 PM


108 Sep 11 2018 07:49 PM0


109 Sep 11 2018 07:28 PM


110 Sep 11 2018 07:17 PM1


111 Sep 11 2018 06:28 PM


112 Sep 11 2018 06:11 PM


113 Sep 11 2018 06:05 PM1


114 Sep 11 2018 05:33 PM


115 Sep 11 2018 05:31 PM2


116 Sep 11 2018 04:48 PM


117 Sep 11 2018 04:45 PM0


118 Sep 11 2018 04:30 PM


119 Sep 11 2018 04:23 PM0


120 Sep 11 2018 04:21 PM


121 Sep 11 2018 04:11 PM


122 Sep 11 2018 03:57 PM


123 Sep 11 2018 03:53 PM


124 Sep 11 2018 03:36 PM0


125 Sep 11 2018 03:27 PM0


126 Sep 11 2018 03:23 PM0


127 Sep 11 2018 02:43 PM1


128 Sep 11 2018 02:32 PM


129 Sep 11 2018 02:27 PM


130 Sep 11 2018 02:24 PM2







131 Sep 11 2018 02:08 PM2


132 Sep 11 2018 02:08 PM


133 Sep 11 2018 02:08 PM


134 Sep 11 2018 01:47 PM1


135 Sep 11 2018 01:45 PM0


136 Sep 11 2018 01:38 PM3


137 Sep 11 2018 01:23 PM


138 Sep 11 2018 01:07 PM


139 Sep 11 2018 12:57 PM


140 Sep 11 2018 12:54 PM0


141 Sep 11 2018 12:52 PM


142 Sep 11 2018 12:48 PM


143 Sep 11 2018 12:42 PM


144 Sep 11 2018 12:41 PM


145 Sep 11 2018 12:34 PM2


146 Sep 11 2018 12:19 PM


147 Sep 11 2018 12:14 PM


148 Sep 11 2018 12:02 PM1


149 Sep 11 2018 12:00 PM


150 Sep 11 2018 11:53 AM


151 Sep 11 2018 11:52 AM2


152 Sep 11 2018 11:45 AM0


153 Sep 11 2018 11:34 AM1


154 Sep 11 2018 11:30 AM


155 Sep 11 2018 11:26 AM


156 Sep 11 2018 11:23 AM1


157 Sep 11 2018 11:23 AM0


158 Sep 11 2018 11:22 AM


159 Sep 11 2018 11:20 AM0


160 Sep 11 2018 11:18 AM


161 Sep 11 2018 11:12 AM2


162 Sep 11 2018 11:10 AM


163 Sep 11 2018 11:10 AM


164 Sep 11 2018 10:59 AM


165 Sep 11 2018 10:58 AM0


166 Sep 11 2018 10:38 AM


167 Sep 11 2018 10:34 AM


168 Sep 11 2018 10:33 AM


169 Sep 11 2018 10:32 AM


170 Sep 11 2018 08:19 AM


171 Sep 07 2018 10:54 AM


172 Sep 07 2018 05:42 AM


173 Sep 02 2018 09:54 PM2


174 Aug 31 2018 09:12 PM1


175 Aug 31 2018 05:03 PM


176 Aug 30 2018 10:27 PM


177 Aug 30 2018 05:19 PM







178 Aug 29 2018 07:02 PM


179 Aug 29 2018 07:01 PM


180 Aug 29 2018 06:45 PM


181 Aug 29 2018 06:29 PM


182 Aug 29 2018 06:28 PM


183 Aug 29 2018 05:52 PM1


184 Aug 29 2018 05:51 PM


185 Aug 29 2018 04:43 PM0


186 Aug 29 2018 04:31 PM


187 Aug 29 2018 04:31 PM


188 Aug 28 2018 09:08 PM0


189 Aug 28 2018 04:14 PM0


190 Aug 27 2018 04:25 PM


191 Aug 27 2018 03:51 PM


192 Aug 26 2018 10:11 PM0


193 Aug 26 2018 05:49 PM


194 Aug 26 2018 04:31 PM2


195 Aug 26 2018 02:09 PM


196 Aug 25 2018 01:11 PM


197 Aug 25 2018 09:13 AM1


198 Aug 24 2018 10:01 AM


199 Aug 24 2018 12:02 AM


200 Aug 23 2018 05:03 PM0


201 Aug 23 2018 04:25 PM0


202 Aug 23 2018 04:17 PM


203 Aug 23 2018 03:56 PM


204 Aug 23 2018 03:35 PM2


205 Aug 23 2018 03:28 PM


206 Aug 23 2018 01:57 PM0


207 Aug 23 2018 08:17 AM


208 Aug 23 2018 08:12 AM2


209 Aug 23 2018 05:53 AM2


210 Aug 22 2018 10:47 PM1


211 Aug 22 2018 10:24 PM


212 Aug 22 2018 09:38 PM


213 Aug 22 2018 08:55 PM


214 Aug 22 2018 08:53 PM


215 Aug 22 2018 08:48 PM


216 Aug 22 2018 08:46 PM


217 Aug 22 2018 07:06 PM


218 Aug 22 2018 01:57 PM


219 Aug 22 2018 11:38 AM


220 Aug 22 2018 08:51 AM


221 Aug 22 2018 08:18 AM


222 Aug 22 2018 07:08 AM


223 Aug 22 2018 07:01 AM


224 Aug 22 2018 06:42 AM







225 Aug 22 2018 06:35 AM


226 Aug 22 2018 06:11 AM


227 Aug 22 2018 05:55 AM2


228 Aug 21 2018 10:58 PM2


229 Aug 21 2018 10:40 PM


230 Aug 21 2018 10:37 PM


231 Aug 21 2018 09:43 PM


232 Aug 21 2018 09:17 PM0


233 Aug 21 2018 09:15 PM1


234 Aug 21 2018 08:50 PM


235 Aug 21 2018 08:40 PM2


236 Aug 21 2018 08:25 PM


237 Aug 21 2018 08:22 PM1


238 Aug 21 2018 07:21 PM


239 Aug 21 2018 06:59 PM1


240 Aug 21 2018 06:49 PM


241 Aug 21 2018 06:46 PM


242 Aug 21 2018 06:29 PM0


243 Aug 21 2018 04:57 PM2


244 Aug 21 2018 04:36 PM0


245 Aug 21 2018 02:21 PM2


246 Aug 21 2018 02:16 PM


247 Aug 21 2018 02:10 PM


248 Aug 21 2018 01:59 PM1


249 Aug 21 2018 01:56 PM1


250 Aug 21 2018 01:52 PM


251 Aug 21 2018 01:47 PM


252 Aug 21 2018 01:17 PM1


253 Aug 21 2018 01:16 PM


254 Aug 21 2018 01:12 PM2


255 Aug 21 2018 01:09 PM


256 Aug 21 2018 01:01 PM


257 Aug 21 2018 12:44 PM2


258 Aug 21 2018 12:39 PM0


259 Aug 21 2018 12:39 PM0


260 Aug 21 2018 12:32 PM1


261 Aug 21 2018 12:23 PM1


262 Aug 21 2018 12:20 PM


263 Aug 21 2018 12:19 PM0


264 Aug 21 2018 12:06 PM


265 Aug 21 2018 11:46 AM1


266 Aug 21 2018 11:43 AM


267 Aug 21 2018 11:41 AM1


268 Aug 21 2018 11:33 AM


269 Aug 21 2018 11:16 AM0


270 Aug 21 2018 09:32 AM


271 Aug 21 2018 08:11 AM4







272 Aug 21 2018 07:01 AM0


273 Aug 21 2018 07:00 AM


274 Aug 20 2018 09:23 PM0


275 Aug 20 2018 09:06 PM1


276 Aug 20 2018 08:44 PM


277 Aug 20 2018 08:33 PM


278 Aug 20 2018 01:55 PM2


279 Aug 20 2018 12:22 PM2


280 Aug 20 2018 12:16 PM


281 Aug 20 2018 11:29 AM1


282 Aug 20 2018 11:17 AM


283 Aug 20 2018 11:00 AM


284 Aug 20 2018 10:59 AM


285 Aug 20 2018 10:39 AM


286 Aug 20 2018 10:37 AM


287 Aug 20 2018 10:21 AM2


288 Aug 20 2018 10:21 AM0


289 Aug 20 2018 10:14 AM1


290 Aug 20 2018 10:14 AM


291 Aug 20 2018 10:11 AM2


292 Aug 20 2018 09:41 AM3


293 Aug 19 2018 10:34 PM2


294 Aug 18 2018 07:55 PM


295 Aug 18 2018 09:11 AM


296 Aug 18 2018 09:08 AM0


297 Aug 18 2018 08:16 AM


298 Aug 17 2018 10:14 PM2


299 Aug 17 2018 08:41 PM


300 Aug 17 2018 04:52 PM


301 Aug 17 2018 01:20 PM


302 Aug 17 2018 09:56 AM1


303 Aug 17 2018 08:26 AM1


304 Aug 17 2018 08:03 AM0


305 Aug 16 2018 04:49 PM


306 Aug 16 2018 01:39 PM


307 Aug 16 2018 10:17 AM2


308 Aug 16 2018 09:57 AM


309 Aug 16 2018 08:35 AM


310 Aug 16 2018 07:58 AM1


311 Aug 16 2018 07:03 AM


312 Aug 15 2018 11:27 PM


313 Aug 15 2018 09:22 PM


314 Aug 15 2018 09:09 PM


315 Aug 15 2018 08:58 PM0


316 Aug 15 2018 08:38 PM


317 Aug 15 2018 07:03 PM


318 Aug 15 2018 06:27 PM







319 Aug 15 2018 05:29 PM


320 Aug 15 2018 04:02 PM


321 Aug 15 2018 03:36 PM


322 Aug 15 2018 03:36 PM


323 Aug 15 2018 02:13 PM1


324 Aug 15 2018 01:36 PM0


325 Aug 15 2018 12:55 PM0


326 Aug 15 2018 11:29 AM1


327 Aug 15 2018 09:50 AM2


328 Aug 15 2018 09:49 AM


329 Aug 15 2018 09:44 AM


330 Aug 15 2018 08:50 AM2


331 Aug 15 2018 08:43 AM


332 Aug 15 2018 07:48 AM2


333 Aug 15 2018 07:40 AM


334 Aug 15 2018 07:36 AM


335 Aug 15 2018 06:57 AM0


336 Aug 15 2018 05:36 AM2


337 Aug 15 2018 05:08 AM


338 Aug 15 2018 04:46 AM


339 Aug 14 2018 11:59 PM2


340 Aug 14 2018 11:01 PM0


341 Aug 14 2018 10:53 PM


342 Aug 14 2018 10:37 PM1


343 Aug 14 2018 10:24 PM


344 Aug 14 2018 10:06 PM2


345 Aug 14 2018 10:04 PM0


346 Aug 14 2018 09:34 PM1


347 Aug 14 2018 09:31 PM0


348 Aug 14 2018 09:25 PM1


349 Aug 14 2018 09:18 PM


350 Aug 14 2018 09:01 PM


351 Aug 14 2018 08:36 PM


352 Aug 14 2018 08:29 PM


353 Aug 14 2018 08:28 PM3


354 Aug 14 2018 08:23 PM


355 Aug 14 2018 07:42 PM


356 Aug 14 2018 07:33 PM


357 Aug 14 2018 07:23 PM


358 Aug 14 2018 07:19 PM1


359 Aug 14 2018 05:03 PM0


360 Aug 14 2018 03:59 PM


361 Aug 14 2018 03:47 PM2


362 Aug 14 2018 03:03 PM0


363 Aug 14 2018 02:41 PM1


364 Aug 14 2018 01:54 PM2


365 Aug 14 2018 01:48 PM







366 Aug 14 2018 01:25 PM


367 Aug 14 2018 01:08 PM


368 Aug 14 2018 12:58 PM


369 Aug 14 2018 12:31 PM1


370 Aug 14 2018 12:18 PM


371 Aug 14 2018 12:00 PM


372 Aug 14 2018 11:42 AM0


373 Aug 14 2018 11:37 AM


374 Aug 14 2018 11:28 AM1


375 Aug 14 2018 11:06 AM


376 Aug 14 2018 10:52 AM1


377 Aug 14 2018 10:52 AM1


378 Aug 14 2018 10:51 AM


379 Aug 14 2018 10:38 AM1


380 Aug 14 2018 10:38 AM


381 Aug 14 2018 10:29 AM


382 Aug 14 2018 10:19 AM


383 Aug 14 2018 10:15 AM


384 Aug 14 2018 10:14 AM


385 Aug 14 2018 10:05 AM


386 Aug 14 2018 09:56 AM


387 Aug 14 2018 09:50 AM0


388 Aug 14 2018 09:32 AM


389 Aug 14 2018 09:26 AM


390 Aug 14 2018 09:20 AM


391 Aug 14 2018 09:16 AM


392 Aug 14 2018 09:00 AM


393 Aug 14 2018 08:57 AM1


394 Aug 14 2018 08:56 AM


395 Aug 14 2018 08:45 AM3


396 Aug 14 2018 08:45 AM1


397 Aug 14 2018 08:03 AM


398 Aug 14 2018 07:49 AM


399 Aug 14 2018 07:43 AM2


400 Aug 14 2018 07:41 AM


401 Aug 14 2018 07:39 AM0


402 Aug 14 2018 07:38 AM


403 Aug 14 2018 07:30 AM


404 Aug 14 2018 07:10 AM


405 Aug 14 2018 06:46 AM0


406 Aug 14 2018 05:42 AM1


407 Aug 14 2018 12:32 AM


408 Aug 13 2018 10:44 PM


409 Aug 13 2018 10:44 PM


410 Aug 13 2018 10:02 PM1


411 Aug 13 2018 09:56 PM


412 Aug 13 2018 09:15 PM







413 Aug 13 2018 09:06 PM0


414 Aug 13 2018 09:03 PM


415 Aug 13 2018 08:54 PM


416 Aug 13 2018 08:47 PM


417 Aug 13 2018 08:41 PM0


418 Aug 13 2018 08:36 PM


419 Aug 13 2018 08:23 PM


420 Aug 13 2018 08:02 PM


421 Aug 13 2018 07:39 PM3


422 Aug 13 2018 07:24 PM


423 Aug 13 2018 07:17 PM3


424 Aug 13 2018 07:15 PM


425 Aug 13 2018 07:12 PM


426 Aug 13 2018 07:03 PM


427 Aug 13 2018 07:02 PM


428 Aug 13 2018 06:57 PM


429 Aug 13 2018 06:57 PM


430 Aug 13 2018 06:51 PM0


431 Aug 13 2018 06:15 PM2


432 Aug 13 2018 06:10 PM2


433 Aug 13 2018 06:09 PM


434 Aug 13 2018 05:49 PM1


435 Aug 13 2018 05:47 PM3


436 Aug 13 2018 05:33 PM0


437 Aug 13 2018 05:32 PM1


438 Aug 13 2018 05:30 PM


439 Aug 13 2018 05:29 PM


440 Aug 13 2018 05:25 PM


441 Aug 13 2018 05:20 PM


442 Aug 13 2018 05:15 PM


443 Aug 13 2018 05:10 PM1


444 Aug 13 2018 05:04 PM


445 Aug 13 2018 05:03 PM


446 Aug 13 2018 04:59 PM0


447 Aug 13 2018 04:57 PM0


448 Aug 13 2018 04:53 PM


449 Aug 13 2018 04:46 PM1


450 Aug 13 2018 04:40 PM0


451 Aug 13 2018 04:30 PM


452 Aug 13 2018 04:27 PM0


453 Aug 13 2018 04:19 PM0


454 Aug 13 2018 04:15 PM3


455 Aug 13 2018 04:15 PM1


456 Aug 13 2018 04:13 PM


457 Aug 13 2018 04:07 PM0


458 Aug 13 2018 04:06 PM


459 Aug 13 2018 04:00 PM







460 Aug 13 2018 03:59 PM0


461 Aug 13 2018 03:58 PM1


462 Aug 13 2018 03:58 PM


463 Aug 13 2018 03:56 PM1


464 Aug 13 2018 03:56 PM1


465 Aug 13 2018 03:50 PM1


466 Aug 13 2018 03:50 PM


467 Aug 13 2018 03:48 PM1


468 Aug 13 2018 03:46 PM0


469 Aug 13 2018 03:45 PM


470 Aug 13 2018 03:42 PM2


471 Aug 13 2018 03:41 PM2


472 Aug 13 2018 03:34 PM


473 Aug 13 2018 03:32 PM0


474 Aug 13 2018 03:31 PM2


475 Aug 13 2018 03:31 PM1


476 Aug 13 2018 03:29 PM1


477 Aug 13 2018 03:29 PM0


478 Aug 13 2018 03:28 PM2


479 Aug 13 2018 03:28 PM


480 Aug 13 2018 03:27 PM2


481 Aug 13 2018 03:22 PM0


482 Aug 13 2018 03:15 PM0


483 Aug 13 2018 03:11 PM1


484 Aug 13 2018 03:09 PM1


485 Aug 13 2018 03:00 PM


486 Aug 13 2018 02:53 PM0


487 Aug 13 2018 02:47 PM0


488 Aug 13 2018 02:45 PM0


489 Aug 13 2018 02:45 PM


490 Aug 13 2018 02:44 PM


491 Aug 13 2018 02:41 PM


492 Aug 13 2018 02:37 PM


493 Aug 13 2018 02:32 PM0


494 Aug 13 2018 02:27 PM1


495 Aug 13 2018 02:20 PM


496 Aug 13 2018 02:19 PM0


497 Aug 13 2018 02:14 PM


498 Aug 13 2018 02:13 PM


499 Aug 13 2018 02:13 PM


500 Aug 13 2018 02:12 PM


501 Aug 13 2018 02:08 PM


502 Aug 13 2018 02:07 PM


503 Aug 13 2018 02:03 PM1


504 Aug 13 2018 02:01 PM1


505 Aug 13 2018 02:01 PM


506 Aug 13 2018 01:59 PM







507 Aug 13 2018 01:56 PM


508 Aug 13 2018 01:55 PM0


509 Aug 13 2018 01:54 PM2


510 Aug 13 2018 01:54 PM1


511 Aug 13 2018 01:54 PM


512 Aug 13 2018 01:45 PM1


513 Aug 13 2018 01:44 PM1


514 Aug 13 2018 01:44 PM


515 Aug 13 2018 01:43 PM2


516 Aug 13 2018 01:41 PM1


517 Aug 13 2018 01:41 PM1


518 Aug 13 2018 01:39 PM


519 Aug 13 2018 01:34 PM







Please indicate the number of people living in your household by age:


Children Ages 6 to 12 Tags Children Ages 13 to 17 Tags Adults Age 18+


1 1


1


2


2


2


0 0 2


2


2


2


1 2


Husband


2 2


1 2


2


1


1


2 3 2


2


2


1 2


0 0 1


3


1


2


2 2


3


3


1


2


1 1 2


2


2


1 1 2


3


1 2 2







6 1 2


0 0 2


2


2


2


2


4


2


1


1 3


1


1 3


2


2


1


2


1


2


2 2


1 2


1 3


2 3


2


55 and 56


1 2


3


1


2 0 3


1 3


1 0 2


0 0 2


0 0 2


2 2


3


1 3


1 2


1 2 1


2 2


1 1 1


1 1 1


2


0 0 0


1


1 2


2







2 2


2


1


0 1 1


0 0 1


One One Two


2 2 2


1


2


1 2 5


1


2 2


3


1 2


1 1 2


0 0 2


2


1 4


2


4


0 0 2


1 0 2


2 1 2


0 1 3


2


2 1


2


2


2


2 2


2


2 3


1 1 2


2


2 0 1


1 1 1


2 2


1


1


1 1 2


0 1 2


0 2 3


0 0 2


1 2


1 2







3


1 2 3


3 1


2 0 2


0 0 2


2


1


1


1 4


1 1 2


2 1 2


3


1 2


2 1


0 0 2


2 2 2


2


1 2


2


1 2


2


0 1 2


2 2


2


1 1 2


0 0 2


2


1 1 2


2


2


2


1


3


2 1 2


1 1 2


1 2


3 2


2


2


1


1


1 2


0 0 2


2


1


2 1







2 2


1 2


2


1 1 2


2 2


1 2


2 2


1 0 2


1 3


1 2


0 0 2


0 0 2


1 1 2


2 2


1 2 2


1


2


1


2


1 2


1 4


2 2


0 0 2


0 0 2


2


2


3 2


0 0 2


2


1 2


1 2


2


1 2


1


1 1


1 2


2


1


1


3


1 1 4


one one


2


1 4


2


2







1


2


2


3 2


1


3


2 0 2


0 0 2


1 2


2


2


1 2


2


1


1


0 0 2


0 0 0


0 0 2


2


1 2


2


2


3


2 2


3


1 0 2


2


2


2


1


2


0 0 2 (73 and 74)


0 0 2


2 2


2


0 0 0


1 1


2


1 2


2


2


0 0 1


1 1







0 1 3


1 4


0 0 1


1 2


1


1


2 2


2 2


2


2


2 1 3


2


3


2


1 2


2


1 0 2


1


2


2


0 0 2


2 1 2


2


1 2 2


1 1 2


2


1 2


2 2


1 1


2


0 0 2


1 1


3 2


3 2


2


3


2 2


2


2


2


4


1 0 1


2


Two


4







1 2


1 1


1 1


2


1


2 2 2


1 2


1 1


1 2


2


1 2


1 2


2 2


1


2 2


2 2


1 0 2


2


2 2


2


0 0 2


0 0 2


2


2


2


2


2 1 2


2


2 0 2


2 2


1 1 2


1 1 2


1


2 2


1 0 2


1 1 2


1 1


2


2


1 2


2 0 1


1


2


0 2 3


1 2


1 2


2







2 2


2


2


1 1


1 2


3


0 0 2


1 2


2


1


1 1


1 1


1 3


2


2 1


3


2


2 2


77,79


2 2


0 2 3


2


2


2


1 1


two two


1


2


2 2


1 2 3


2 1 2


2


2 2


0 0 2


2


1


2


2 1 2


2


1 3 2


2 1 2


2


1 2


1 2


4 2







0 2 2


1 4


1


1


0 0 2


1 2


1 2


1 2


2


3


0 0 2


2 2


1 2


1


3


1 2


2


1 1 1


1 2


2


1 2


1 0 2


2


0 0 1


1 2


1 2


1


1 2


2


3


2


1 2


1 2


0 0 2


1 0 2


2 2


2 0 2


1 2 2


3


0 1 3


1 0 2


2


1


2


0 0 2


1


1 1 2







2 1 2


1 0 2


2


1 2


1 2


2


2


2


2 0 2


1 3


1 1 2


2


3 2


1 1 3


2


2


2


2 1 2


0 0 2


1 3


1 2


2 0 2


1 2 3


1 2


1 1 2


0 0 1


1 1 2


2 0 2


2 3


1 1


2


1 2 2


0 2 2


3 2


1 2


0 0 2


2 1


2 2 2


2


2


2


2 2


2


1


2


2 2







1 2 2


0 0 2


2


2 0 2


1 1


1 2


2


2


2 2


2


1 2


2 2







Tags







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Please indicate your gender:
Answer Choices


Male 31.76% 168


Female 68.24% 361


Non-Binary 0.00% 0


Answered 529


Skipped 0


Responses


Male Female Non-Binary


0.00%


10.00%


20.00%


30.00%


40.00%


50.00%


60.00%


70.00%


80.00%


Please indicate your gender:


Responses







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Do you or someone in your household require ADA accommodations?
Answer Choices


Yes 4.36% 23


No 95.64% 504


Answered 527


Skipped 2


Responses


Yes No


0.00%


20.00%


40.00%


60.00%


80.00%


100.00%


120.00%


Do you or someone in your household
require ADA accommodations?


Responses







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Please indicate where you vote:


Answer Choices


District 1, First Lutheran Church, 310 E. Washington Street 23.06% 122


District 2, Stoughton Fire Station, 381 E. Main Street 19.28% 102


District 3, United Methodist Church, 525 Lincoln Avenue 31.00% 164


District 4, Lakeview Church, 2200 Lincoln Avenue 17.96% 95


Township voting location (outside of city) 0.00% 0


Unsure 8.70% 46


Answered 529


Skipped 0


Responses


District 1,
First


Lutheran
Church, 310


E.
Washington


Street


District 2,
Stoughton


Fire Station,
381 E. Main


Street


District 3,
United


Methodist
Church, 525


Lincoln
Avenue


District 4,
Lakeview
Church,


2200
Lincoln
Avenue


Township
voting


location
(outside of


city)


Unsure


0.00%


5.00%


10.00%


15.00%


20.00%


25.00%


30.00%


35.00%


Please indicate where you vote:


Responses







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
How often do you visit City of Stoughton parks and trails in the summer?
Answer Choices


Never 0.43% 2


Seldom 11.32% 53


Monthly 13.25% 62


Twice a month 14.74% 69


Weekly 45.51% 213


Daily 14.74% 69


Answered 468


Skipped 61


Responses


Never Seldom Monthly Twice a
month


Weekly Daily


0.00%


5.00%


10.00%


15.00%


20.00%


25.00%


30.00%


35.00%


40.00%


45.00%


50.00%


How often do you visit City of Stoughton
parks and trails in the summer?


Responses







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
How often do you visit City of Stoughton parks in the winter?
Answer Choices


Never 12.88% 60


Seldom 44.64% 208


Monthly 17.17% 80


Twice a month 10.09% 47


Weekly 11.80% 55


Daily 3.43% 16


Answered 466


Skipped 63


Responses


Never Seldom Monthly Twice a
month


Weekly Daily


0.00%


5.00%


10.00%


15.00%


20.00%


25.00%


30.00%


35.00%


40.00%


45.00%


50.00%


How often do you visit City of Stoughton
parks in the winter?


Responses







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Which City of Stoughton parks or trails do you use the most often? Select up to 2 parks.


Answer Choices Responses


I don't visit Stoughton parks 0.21% 151


Heggestad Park 0.43% 119


Mill Pond Park 1.28% 122


Dunkirk Park 2.78% 34


Amundson Park 2.99% 99


Lowell Park 5.34% 89


Division Street Park 5.77% 25


Riverside Park 6.20% 52


Westview Ridge Park 7.05% 29


East Park 7.26% 27


Criddle Park 8.12% 13


Schefelker Park 10.04% 38


Rotary Park 10.04% 47


Veterans Park 11.11% 33


Nordic Ridge Park 13.03% 2


Bjoin Park 19.02% 6


Virgin Lake Park 21.15% 61


Racetrack Park 25.43% 47


Norse Park 26.07% 133


Multi-Use Pedestrian Trails 28.42% 14


Mandt Park 32.26% 1


Answered 468


Skipped 61







Which City of Stoughton parks or trails do you use the most often? Select up to 2 parks.


I don't visit Stoughton parks


Heggestad Park


Mill Pond Park


Dunkirk Park


Amundson Park


Lowell Park


Division Street Park


Riverside Park


Westview Ridge Park


East Park


Criddle Park


Schefelker Park


Rotary Park


Veterans Park


Nordic Ridge Park


Bjoin Park


Virgin Lake Park


Racetrack Park


Norse Park


Multi-Use Pedestrian Trails


Mandt Park


0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%


Which City of Stoughton parks or trails do you use the most often? Select up
to 2 parks.







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Why do you visit the park(s) identified in Question 8 the most? Please select up to three options.


Answer Choices


Proximity to your home 75.85%


Park amenities (playground, shelter, etc.) 52.78%


Programmed activities (sports games, concerts in the park, etc.) 38.89%


Safe route to park 7.91%


Natural landscape (river for fishing, etc.) 24.15%


Personal security/safety 4.91%


I don't visit Stoughton parks 0.21%


Other (please specify) 9.83%


Answered


Skipped


Respondents Response Date


1 Sep 17 2018 09:09 PM


2 Sep 15 2018 07:46 AM


3 Sep 14 2018 03:20 PM


4 Sep 14 2018 02:09 PM


5 Sep 12 2018 03:34 PM


6 Sep 12 2018 01:18 PM


7 Sep 12 2018 11:55 AM


8 Sep 12 2018 07:44 AM


9 Sep 11 2018 08:49 PM


10 Sep 11 2018 08:17 PM


11 Sep 11 2018 06:32 PM


12 Sep 11 2018 12:44 PM


13 Sep 07 2018 10:58 AM


14 Aug 26 2018 05:51 PM


15 Aug 24 2018 10:05 AM


Responses


0.00%
10.00%
20.00%
30.00%
40.00%
50.00%
60.00%
70.00%
80.00%


Why do you visit the park(s) identified in
Question 8 the most? Please select up to


three options.


Responses







16 Aug 23 2018 04:27 PM


17 Aug 23 2018 03:40 PM


18 Aug 22 2018 06:16 AM


19 Aug 21 2018 08:29 PM


20 Aug 21 2018 07:04 PM


21 Aug 21 2018 07:05 AM


22 Aug 20 2018 12:19 PM


23 Aug 20 2018 11:38 AM


24 Aug 20 2018 10:42 AM


25 Aug 17 2018 01:24 PM


26 Aug 15 2018 08:42 PM


27 Aug 15 2018 02:23 PM


28 Aug 14 2018 07:36 PM


29 Aug 14 2018 11:47 AM


30 Aug 14 2018 09:04 AM


31 Aug 14 2018 08:06 AM


32 Aug 14 2018 07:55 AM


33 Aug 14 2018 07:41 AM


34 Aug 14 2018 07:41 AM


35 Aug 14 2018 06:50 AM


36 Aug 13 2018 07:15 PM


37 Aug 13 2018 07:00 PM


38 Aug 13 2018 05:33 PM


39 Aug 13 2018 05:03 PM


40 Aug 13 2018 05:00 PM


41 Aug 13 2018 04:21 PM


42 Aug 13 2018 04:05 PM


43 Aug 13 2018 03:48 PM


44 Aug 13 2018 02:49 PM


45 Aug 13 2018 02:48 PM


46 Aug 13 2018 02:07 PM







Why do you visit the park(s) identified in Question 8 the most?Please select up to three options.


355


247


182


37


113


23


1


46


468


61


Other (please specify) Tags


Hiking, biking trail that connects to Viking Dog Park


Community garden


Destinations for walks


Fair


We visit several different parks, but we don't know the names of the parks.


Basketball and soccer


walking with dog


Exercise walking


Walking/running trails mostly


Mandt Center


In winter - no cross country trails


Walking trails


Trails


various reasons


getting together with friends


Responses


Responses







Bird watching.


Safety/secrity have nothing to do with Stoughton. We walk daily and the parks are close to our home.


Within walking distance and our granddaughter loves it there


Shade at Bjoin is great for hot days.


Mulch pick-up at racetrack


Trail system - walking, biking, running


Good for running near home


Shade at Bjoin Park


Exercise


Biking


Take grandkids


Ok playground equipment at Shefelker, splashpad at nordic ridge. Trails are nice during daylight.


Walking trail


planned events


Walking/biking path along the river


Shade


Pickleball courts!


proximity to work


Splashpad


hiking, walking, biking trails, pickleball


Great bike/walking path, bridge to downtown


close to work;take walk on break


Water park


Pickleball


trails are nice


Sledding hill


chance, happenstance


events


Trail for biking to get from Northside to downtown


Walking areas


Pedestrian trails











Safety/secrity have nothing to do with Stoughton. We walk daily and the parks are close to our home.


Ok playground equipment at Shefelker, splashpad at nordic ridge. Trails are niceduring daylight.







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the following:


Overall satisfaction with Stoughton parks 10.73% 50


Park safety 20.47% 95


Safe routes to parks 20.61% 95


Park cleanliness 19.35% 90


Maintenance of equipment/facilities (playgrounds, shelters, sport courts, etc.)12.02% 56


Turf management 9.46% 44


Variety of equipment/facilities 7.14% 33


Proximity of park to your home 33.48% 156


Availability of parking 20.65% 96


Park furnishings (ex. picnic tables) 10.09% 47


Number of restrooms 6.45% 30


Cleanliness of resstrooms 4.36% 20


Accessibility for people with disabilities 4.17% 19


Extremely Satisfied











61.80% 288 18.45% 86 8.37% 39 0.64%


58.41% 271 17.03% 79 3.66% 17 0.43%


59.22% 273 17.14% 79 2.60% 12 0.43%


61.51% 286 14.84% 69 4.09% 19 0.22%


49.14% 229 22.53% 105 15.02% 70 1.29%


52.26% 243 27.53% 128 9.46% 44 1.29%


43.72% 202 29.22% 135 17.53% 81 2.38%


52.58% 245 11.16% 52 2.36% 11 0.43%


53.12% 247 20.22% 94 5.38% 25 0.65%


47.21% 220 27.04% 126 15.02% 70 0.64%


38.92% 181 34.62% 161 16.13% 75 3.87%


34.64% 159 47.93% 220 11.11% 51 1.96%


19.52% 89 60.96% 278 11.84% 54 3.51%


Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely Dissatisfied


Park safety


Safe routes to parks


Park cleanliness


Maintenance of equipment/facilities
(playgrounds, shelters, sport courts, etc.)


Turf management


Variety of equipment/facilities


Proximity of park to your home


Availability of parking


Park furnishings (ex. picnic tables)


Number of restrooms


Cleanliness of resstrooms


Accessibility for people with disabilities


Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the following:







Overall satisfaction with Stoughton parks


0% 20% 40% 60%


Extremely Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Extremely Dissatisfied







Total


3 466


2 464


2 461


1 465


6 466


6 465


11 462


2 466


3 465


3 466


18 465


9 459


16 456


Answered 468


Skipped 61


Extremely Dissatisfied







80% 100%


Extremely Dissatisfied







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Please check all of the reasons that prevent you or other members of your household from using parks, recreation facilities, or programs of the City of Stoughton more often.


Answer Choices Responses


Lack of personal resources (money, equipment, etc.) 0.25%


Poor customer service by staff 0.76%


Lack of transportation 1.02%


Overcrowding 1.52%


Fees are too high 2.79%


Security is insufficient 3.05%


Trails are not well maintained 3.30%


Facilities are not kept clean 3.81%


Lack of accessibiltity 4.57%


Operating hours are not convenient 5.84%


Program or service is not available 7.36%


Do not know locations of facilities 8.63%


Not interested 9.90%


Facilities are not well maintained 10.15%


Too far from our residence 10.41%


Use other public lands (State or County parks, etc.) 15.23%


City doesn't provide a desired facility 15.48%


Lack of restrooms 16.24%


Do not know what is being offered 17.51%


Other (please specify) 19.29%


Too busy 45.94%


Answered


Skipped


Respondents Response Date


1 Sep 17 2018 09:09 PM


2 Sep 17 2018 06:57 PM







3 Sep 16 2018 01:02 PM


4 Sep 14 2018 03:20 PM


5 Sep 14 2018 08:15 AM


6 Sep 13 2018 03:17 PM


7 Sep 13 2018 12:31 PM


8 Sep 12 2018 05:33 PM


9 Sep 12 2018 03:34 PM


10 Sep 12 2018 01:21 PM


11 Sep 12 2018 08:29 AM


12 Sep 12 2018 07:44 AM


13 Sep 11 2018 08:49 PM


14 Sep 11 2018 07:38 PM


15 Sep 11 2018 06:32 PM


16 Sep 11 2018 03:30 PM


17 Sep 11 2018 02:33 PM


18 Sep 11 2018 12:45 PM


19 Sep 11 2018 11:28 AM


20 Aug 29 2018 07:08 PM


21 Aug 29 2018 06:00 PM


22 Aug 29 2018 04:34 PM


23 Aug 28 2018 04:20 PM


24 Aug 26 2018 05:51 PM


25 Aug 24 2018 12:07 AM


26 Aug 23 2018 08:21 AM


27 Aug 22 2018 09:40 PM


28 Aug 22 2018 08:50 PM


29 Aug 21 2018 11:03 PM


30 Aug 21 2018 10:41 PM


31 Aug 21 2018 08:43 PM


32 Aug 21 2018 08:29 PM


33 Aug 21 2018 07:04 PM


34 Aug 21 2018 01:50 PM


35 Aug 21 2018 01:20 PM


36 Aug 21 2018 01:16 PM


37 Aug 21 2018 01:13 PM


38 Aug 21 2018 12:28 PM


39 Aug 21 2018 12:20 PM


40 Aug 21 2018 11:47 AM


41 Aug 20 2018 12:19 PM


42 Aug 20 2018 11:38 AM


43 Aug 20 2018 11:04 AM


44 Aug 20 2018 10:42 AM


45 Aug 18 2018 08:22 AM


46 Aug 17 2018 08:12 AM


47 Aug 16 2018 10:04 AM


48 Aug 15 2018 02:23 PM


49 Aug 15 2018 12:57 PM







50 Aug 14 2018 02:43 PM


51 Aug 14 2018 01:00 PM


52 Aug 14 2018 10:02 AM


53 Aug 14 2018 09:32 AM


54 Aug 14 2018 08:55 AM


55 Aug 14 2018 08:47 AM


56 Aug 14 2018 07:41 AM


57 Aug 14 2018 07:13 AM


58 Aug 13 2018 10:51 PM


59 Aug 13 2018 08:53 PM


60 Aug 13 2018 08:40 PM


61 Aug 13 2018 08:27 PM


62 Aug 13 2018 07:19 PM


63 Aug 13 2018 05:03 PM


64 Aug 13 2018 04:30 PM


65 Aug 13 2018 04:21 PM


66 Aug 13 2018 04:12 PM


67 Aug 13 2018 04:05 PM


68 Aug 13 2018 04:02 PM


69 Aug 13 2018 03:59 PM


70 Aug 13 2018 03:51 PM


71 Aug 13 2018 03:45 PM


72 Aug 13 2018 03:39 PM


73 Aug 13 2018 02:49 PM


74 Aug 13 2018 02:20 PM


75 Aug 13 2018 02:07 PM


76 Aug 13 2018 02:04 PM







Please check all of the reasons that prevent you or other members of your household from using parks, recreation facilities, or programs of the City of Stoughton more often.


39


181


15


40


29


61


12


41


18


11


23


60


3


34


69


4


1


6


64


13


76


394


135


Other (please specify) Tags


Not familiar with all facilities - newer to Stoughton. Playground equipment seems scant at parks and more focused for very young children.


outdated facilities (Mandt for example)


Lack of personal resources (money, equipment, etc.)


Poor customer service by staff


Lack of transportation


Overcrowding


Fees are too high


Security is insufficient


Trails are not well maintained


Facilities are not kept clean


Lack of accessibiltity


Operating hours are not convenient


Program or service is not available


Do not know locations of facilities


Not interested


Facilities are not well maintained


Too far from our residence


Use other public lands (State or County parks, etc.)


City doesn't provide a desired facility


Lack of restrooms


Do not know what is being offered


Other (please specify)


Too busy


0% 5% 10% 15% 20%


Please check all of the reasons that prevent you or other members of your household from
using parks, recreation facilities, or programs of the City of Stoughton more often.







Before moving to Stoughton, blacktopped trails for in-line skating was my primary park activity. Stoughton does not provide a safe skating trail of significant distance (5+ miles)


Glad to see police near the river trail near the North Industrial Park once after 3p. I had a bad experience there on a Sunday morning walk.


The tennis court st Bjoin is NOT maintained. I have contacted city officials regarding this, and was told 1. it was to be resurfaced 2 years ago, and it didn't happen, and #2. they "don't see that it is being used often." This is untrue. It is used almost every evening in the summer. I live next to the park, and have seen people need to string up a rope because the cuty decided to not even put the net up this year. Several peoplehit against the backboard nightly, as it is the only backboard available in the city. A pickleball team used to play here every Saturday morning, but quit because the court wasn't maintained, and balls go every direction. PLEASE maintain the court. It is used, and the only one on that end of town. The high school courts are used a lot by the teams, which is fair. Also, Bjoin Park needs an open air picnic area. It is a nice park on a quiet street, used by many families, and the enclosed shelter is very nice. An open air shelter would ass a lot of practicality.


Soccer nets are not up year round


lack of appropriate play equipment, lack of sand for play


Graphic drawings on play structures; lack of places to sit


mosquitoes


Nothing prevents me from using the parks


Goose poop


River trail not finished


When our children were younger they used Fox Prairie playground as a park. Frustrating that the water fountains seem to not all be turned on/functioning.


I am particularly troubled by the complete lack of maintenance and care for the Norse Park Hockey rink and skating surface. It is abysmal and often dangerous. i also believe that the city would benefit greatly from having a rink/skating surface at Mandt Park during the winter to complement the indoor facility.


No winter trails (cross country skiing)


Parking for people with disabilities near Rotary Park is limited. It's difficult to find space for a van with a side lift.


No football fields with goal post in any city park.


Soccer fields are not managed by the City thus they are not available for all residents.


Trails don't connect to any area that's safe for pedestrians in general. I almost never run on the one by the dog park even though it's the longest, because it ends on N and is unsafe to get to by foot on one side, and it isn't traveled or open enough to feel safe on it by myself on the other. If you have to drive to a trail in a city as small as Stoughton; it's useless.


Want more bike trails


Lack of equipment at racetrack park. Also, I have to cross hwy 51. Unless I drive my kids there it is to dangerous to walk. Complained to Stoughton police and they will not help.


Don't live in stoughton


Parks are bland! Very little natural feel to our parks all grass boring


Kid has grown up


Difficult getting time for softball fields for my girls


Rec programs have been disorganized and lacking inspiration from instructors


U


Softball fields are terrible, I’ve used wayyyy better in smaller communities


Would like a better maintained wooden park


Not enough natural wild areas and connecting trails


Lack of shade at playgrounds


It would be GREAT to have a dream park that compares to Monona or Sun Prairie- I know that $$ is the issue. Public fundraising?


Incomplete trail loop


No COLD drinking fountains by basketball courts and such


We’d use them more if the playground equipment had more variety.


K


It would be nice to have a continuous walking trail or bicycle trail that’s off road but a longer distance


Tennis courts in BAD condition & playground needs updating (Bjoin)


Need for group involvement to increase enjoyment. Not enough older folks enjoy more active sports


The equipment is run down. I don't feel good about letting my child go to the park on her own because of some people who visit the parks.


Would love parks to be connected by trails


Lack of shade


Equipment seems to be falling apart, then removed and not replaced


Goose Poop


When will the forested area at sheflecker be restored? Why a large pile of mulch still there?


Would like to see a PickleBall court at Norse park and more trees planted at all parks and please water them. Shade is very important.


Programs offered are not of interest


Some of the playground equipment is broken at Norse and not much for variety at any park. Mandts Equipment is always baking in the sun.


Love how close we are to Dunkirk Park, but there is always so much Goose poo ช ნ







not enough shade for hot days


Very few picnic tables!


Soccer goals were taken away from Westview Ridge. Mosquitos get bad and could be lessened if there was a fountain/airator in the pond at Westview Ridge Park.


Community events are in utilized for all parks. Such as music in the park should travel to all parks to show what our community Nya's to offer.


Merry-Go-Round broke at Bjoin park and not replaced :-(


On hot days the equipment is too hot to play on. We need shaded areas for the equipment to be safe to play on


Not much playground equipment at Sheflker. There are only 2 swings!


I do avail myself of the parks.


Love activities at Rotary & Mandt Parks but neighborhood park, Norse Park, we only use when we have our grandchildren visiting. I feel it lacks in enough fun playground equipment.


There aren't enough parks with swing sets in my opinion


It’d be helpful if the River Trail connected at the south end


Don't have paved walking trails in loops like we want so we go to Fitchburg a lot


The playgrounds are not very good. Except for Westview.


Courts in poor shape.


need more completed pickleball courts in city


Lack of swings in park, and lack of shaded areas, plastic equipment is not healthy for anyone.


I have land to run dogs. Prefer to walk trails off lead with them.


troll beach hours are not worth the money


na


Variety of play equipment at park nearest to me is not what my children wish to play on, need regular swings at virgin lake park


Play ground apparatus equipment. Isn’t quite poor shape and many parks


We don't use parks treated with pesticides


no water bubblers


Need more playground equipment and swings


I think the Virgin Lake trail should be paved around the pond. It would be nice for seniors living nearby the mobility needs to have that access.


Dogs off leashes


The types and amount of equipment for use is bland and dated







Please check all of the reasons that prevent you or other members of your household from using parks, recreation facilities, or programs of the City of Stoughton more often.


Not familiar with all facilities - newer to Stoughton. Playground equipment seemsscant at parks and more focused for very young children.


20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%


Please check all of the reasons that prevent you or other members of your household from
using parks, recreation facilities, or programs of the City of Stoughton more often.







Before moving to Stoughton, blacktopped trails for in-line skating was my primarypark activity. Stoughton does not provide a safe skating trail of significant distance (5+ miles)


Glad to see police near the river trail near the North Industrial Park once after 3p.I had a bad experience there on a Sunday morning walk.


The tennis court st Bjoin is NOT maintained. I have contacted city officials regarding this, and was told 1. it was to be resurfaced 2 years ago, and it didn't happen, and #2. they "don't see that it is being used often." This is untrue. It is used almost every evening in the summer. I live next to the park, and have seen people need to string up a rope because the cuty decided to not even put the net up this year. Several peoplehit against the backboard nightly, as it is the only backboard available in the city. A pickleball team used to play here every Saturday morning, but quit because the court wasn't maintained, and balls go every direction. PLEASE maintain the court. It is used, and the only one on that end of town. The high school courts are used a lot by the teams, which is fair. Also, Bjoin Park needs an open air picnic area. It is a nice park on a quiet street, used by many families, and the enclosed shelter is very nice. An open air shelter would ass a lot of practicality.


When our children were younger they used Fox Prairie playground as a park. Frustrating that the water fountains seem to not all be turned on/functioning.


I am particularly troubled by the complete lack of maintenance and care for the Norse Park Hockey rink and skating surface. It is abysmal and often dangerous. i also believe that the city would benefit greatly from having a rink/skating surface at Mandt Park during the winter to complement the indoor facility.


Parking for people with disabilities near Rotary Park is limited. It's difficult to find space for a van with a side lift.


Trails don't connect to any area that's safe for pedestrians in general. I almost never run on the one by the dog park even though it's the longest, because it ends on N and is unsafe to get to by foot on one side, and it isn't traveled or open enough to feel safe on it by myself on the other. If you have to drive to a trail in a city as small as Stoughton; it's useless.


Lack of equipment at racetrack park. Also, I have to cross hwy 51. Unless I drivemy kids there it is to dangerous to walk. Complained to Stoughton police and they will not help.


It would be GREAT to have a dream park that compares to Monona or Sun Prairie- I know that $$ is the issue. Public fundraising?


It would be nice to have a continuous walking trail or bicycle trail that’s off road but a longer distance


Need for group involvement to increase enjoyment. Not enough older folks enjoymore active sports


The equipment is run down. I don't feel good about letting my child go to the parkon her own because of some people who visit the parks.


Would like to see a PickleBall court at Norse park and more trees planted at all parks and please water them. Shade is very important.


Some of the playground equipment is broken at Norse and not much for variety at any park. Mandts Equipment is always baking in the sun.







Soccer goals were taken away from Westview Ridge. Mosquitos get bad and could be lessened if there was a fountain/airator in the pond at Westview Ridge Park.


Community events are in utilized for all parks. Such as music in the park should travel to all parks to show what our community Nya's to offer.


On hot days the equipment is too hot to play on. We need shaded areas for the equipment to be safe to play on


Love activities at Rotary & Mandt Parks but neighborhood park, Norse Park, we only use when we have our grandchildren visiting. I feel it lacks in enough fun playground equipment.


Lack of swings in park, and lack of shaded areas, plastic equipment is not healthy for anyone.


Variety of play equipment at park nearest to me is not what my children wish to play on, need regular swings at virgin lake park


I think the Virgin Lake trail should be paved around the pond. It would be nice forseniors living nearby the mobility needs to have that access.











The tennis court st Bjoin is NOT maintained. I have contacted city officials regarding this, and was told 1. it was to be resurfaced 2 years ago, and it didn't happen, and #2. they"don't see that it is being used often." This is untrue. It is used almost every evening in the summer. I live next to the park, and have seen people need to string up a rope because the cuty decided to not even put the net up this year. Several peoplehit against the backboard nightly, as it is the only backboard available in the city. A pickleball team used to play here every Saturday morning, but quit because the court wasn't maintained, and balls go every direction. PLEASE maintain the court. It is used, and the only one on that end of town. The high school courts are used a lot by the teams, which is fair. Also, Bjoin Park needs an open air picnic area. It is a nice park on a quiet street, used by many families, and the enclosed shelter is very nice. An open air shelter would ass a lot of practicality.


I am particularly troubled by the complete lack of maintenance and care for the Norse Park Hockey rink and skating surface. It is abysmal and often dangerous. i also believe that the city would benefit greatly from having a rink/skating surface at Mandt Park during the winter to complement the indoor facility.


Trails don't connect to any area that's safe for pedestrians in general. I almost never run on the one by the dog park even though it's the longest, because it ends on N and is unsafe to get to by foot on one side, and it isn't traveled or open enough to feel safe on it by myself on the other. If you have to drive to a trail in a city as small as Stoughton; it's useless.
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Trails don't connect to any area that's safe for pedestrians in general. I almost never run on the one by the dog park even though it's the longest, because it ends on N and is unsafe to get to by foot on one side, and it isn't traveled or open enough to feel safe on it by myself on the other. If you have to drive to a trail in a city as small as Stoughton; it's useless.
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2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
What are the top three ways you find out about Stoughton Parks & Recreation events, activities, and news.


Facebook 49.82% 139 27.24% 76


Twitter 16.67% 1 33.33% 2


Stoughton Parks & Recreation Website 28.87% 56 47.42% 92


Email Blasts 53.11% 94 23.16% 41


Newspaper 27.19% 31 34.21% 39


Seasonal Activity Guides 29.11% 69 36.29% 86


City Newsletter (Tower Times) 14.17% 18 37.01% 47


Word of mouth 31.64% 56 27.12% 48


First Choice Second Chice
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What are the top three ways you find out
about Stoughton Parks & Recreation


events, activities, and news.


First Choice


Second Chice


Third Choice







What are the top three ways you find out about Stoughton Parks & Recreation events, activities, and news.
Total


22.94% 64 279


50.00% 3 6


23.71% 46 194


23.73% 42 177


38.60% 44 114


34.60% 82 237


48.82% 62 127


41.24% 73 177


Answered 465


Skipped 64


Third Choice







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
As Stoughton expands, how important do you believe it is for the City to add or increase the number of the following facility types?


Playgrounds 40.05% 167


Baseball/softball fields 15.52% 63


Multi-use sport courts (pickleball, tennis, and basketball) 22.62% 95


Volleyball courts 5.33% 22


Splash pads 24.34% 101


Canoe/kayak launches 29.05% 122


Fishing piers/access 19.18% 80


Soccer/football/lacrosse fields 12.53% 52


Picnic areas 22.12% 92


Swimming facilities 45.19% 188


Pet exercise areas 18.16% 75


Skateboard parks 4.59% 19


Community gardens 15.55% 65


Ice skating rinks 15.09% 62


Nature/multi-use trails 52.51% 220


Paved pedestrian/bicycle paths 52.37% 221


Nature preserves 38.37% 160


Open space park areas/non specific use 18.98% 78


Extremely Important
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As Stoughton expands, how important do you believe it is for the City to add or increase the number of the
following facility types?







Playgrounds


Baseball/softball fields


Multi-use sport courts (pickleball, tennis, and
basketball)


Volleyball courts


Splash pads


Canoe/kayak launches
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As Stoughton expands, how important do you believe it is for the City toadd or increase the number of the following facility types?


40.05% 167 15.35% 64 3.12% 13 1.44%


27.09% 110 38.67% 157 14.53% 59 4.19%


43.57% 183 25.24% 106 6.19% 26 2.38%


26.88% 111 48.67% 201 14.53% 60 4.60%


34.94% 145 28.43% 118 9.16% 38 3.13%


41.90% 176 21.67% 91 5.00% 21 2.38%


43.17% 180 30.70% 128 5.28% 22 1.68%


32.29% 134 40.72% 169 10.36% 43 4.10%


53.13% 221 21.63% 90 2.64% 11 0.48%


30.77% 128 17.55% 73 5.77% 24 0.72%


32.93% 136 29.54% 122 14.04% 58 5.33%


18.12% 75 44.44% 184 23.43% 97 9.42%


37.32% 156 35.89% 150 7.42% 31 3.83%


37.96% 156 34.79% 143 8.52% 35 3.65%


35.80% 150 10.02% 42 0.95% 4 0.72%


31.04% 131 12.56% 53 2.84% 12 1.18%


37.65% 157 19.90% 83 2.88% 12 1.20%


33.58% 138 36.50% 150 9.25% 38 1.70%


Important Neutral Unimportant Extremely Unimportant











Total


6 417


17 406


10 420


19 413


13 415


10 420


7 417


17 415


2 416


3 416


22 413


39 414


16 418


15 411


3 419


5 422


5 417


7 411


Answered 427


Skipped 102


Extremely Unimportant







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
What type of trail surface do you prefer?
Answer Choices


Paved 60.61% 257


Gravel 39.39% 167


Answered 424


Skipped 105


Responses
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2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
What facilities/amenities would you like to see added in the future for the three parks you visit most?


Answer Choices Responses


Volleyball Court 7.49%


Open Space Area 8.94%


Baseball/Softball Field 9.42%


Pet Exercise Area 13.53%


Community Garden 14.01%


Ice Skating Rink 15.94%


Other (please specify) 20.53%


Picnic Area 21.98%


Multi-Use Sport Courts (pickleball, tennis and basketball) 22.71%


Restrooms 28.50%


Splash Pad 28.74%


Playground 31.40%


Nature/Multi-Use Pedestrian Trail 42.03%


Answered


Skipped


Respondents Response Date


1 Sep 17 2018 09:33 PM


2 Sep 17 2018 08:24 PM


3 Sep 17 2018 07:10 PM


4 Sep 16 2018 05:51 PM


5 Sep 14 2018 08:36 AM


6 Sep 13 2018 03:23 PM


7 Sep 13 2018 10:39 AM


8 Sep 13 2018 09:25 AM


9 Sep 13 2018 08:30 AM


10 Sep 13 2018 08:03 AM







11 Sep 12 2018 05:40 PM


12 Sep 12 2018 03:48 PM


13 Sep 12 2018 03:39 PM


14 Sep 12 2018 01:44 PM


15 Sep 12 2018 12:14 PM


16 Sep 12 2018 11:42 AM


17 Sep 12 2018 11:08 AM


18 Sep 11 2018 09:22 PM


19 Sep 11 2018 08:30 PM


20 Sep 11 2018 04:54 PM


21 Sep 11 2018 04:32 PM


22 Sep 11 2018 02:59 PM


23 Sep 11 2018 02:44 PM


24 Sep 11 2018 02:41 PM


25 Sep 11 2018 02:19 PM


26 Sep 11 2018 12:50 PM


27 Sep 11 2018 12:47 PM


28 Sep 11 2018 12:00 PM


29 Sep 11 2018 11:28 AM


30 Aug 31 2018 09:25 PM


31 Aug 29 2018 04:57 PM


32 Aug 29 2018 04:37 PM


33 Aug 28 2018 04:32 PM


34 Aug 27 2018 03:59 PM


35 Aug 26 2018 02:46 PM


36 Aug 23 2018 04:25 PM


37 Aug 23 2018 03:47 PM


38 Aug 21 2018 10:51 PM


39 Aug 21 2018 08:49 PM


40 Aug 21 2018 01:53 PM


41 Aug 21 2018 01:30 PM


42 Aug 21 2018 01:23 PM


43 Aug 21 2018 01:18 PM


44 Aug 20 2018 12:24 PM


45 Aug 20 2018 10:43 AM


46 Aug 20 2018 10:33 AM


47 Aug 20 2018 10:24 AM


48 Aug 17 2018 10:22 PM


49 Aug 17 2018 10:13 AM


50 Aug 17 2018 08:18 AM


51 Aug 15 2018 01:41 PM


52 Aug 15 2018 07:08 AM


53 Aug 14 2018 10:15 PM


54 Aug 14 2018 09:29 PM


55 Aug 14 2018 08:44 PM


56 Aug 14 2018 07:25 PM


57 Aug 14 2018 02:49 PM







58 Aug 14 2018 01:59 PM


59 Aug 14 2018 12:17 PM


60 Aug 14 2018 10:04 AM


61 Aug 14 2018 09:53 AM


62 Aug 14 2018 08:11 AM


63 Aug 14 2018 07:51 AM


64 Aug 14 2018 06:58 AM


65 Aug 13 2018 10:15 PM


66 Aug 13 2018 10:06 PM


67 Aug 13 2018 09:12 PM


68 Aug 13 2018 09:11 PM


69 Aug 13 2018 08:45 PM


70 Aug 13 2018 08:30 PM


71 Aug 13 2018 06:59 PM


72 Aug 13 2018 05:36 PM


73 Aug 13 2018 05:06 PM


74 Aug 13 2018 04:31 PM


75 Aug 13 2018 04:16 PM


76 Aug 13 2018 03:57 PM


77 Aug 13 2018 03:56 PM


78 Aug 13 2018 03:35 PM


79 Aug 13 2018 02:54 PM


80 Aug 13 2018 02:49 PM


81 Aug 13 2018 02:33 PM


82 Aug 13 2018 02:29 PM


83 Aug 13 2018 02:11 PM


84 Aug 13 2018 02:08 PM


85 Aug 13 2018 02:07 PM







What facilities/amenities would you like to see added in the future for the three parks you visit most?
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39


94


174


91


56


58
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119


66
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118


85


414


115


Other (please specify) Tags


Playground facilities for kids beyond age of toddler - climbing equipment/dream park.


why isn't there a real swimming pool in the city?


Stoughton needs an awesome outdoor pool (the mud hole is ridiculous and the kids hate it)


Garbage cans available year-round


Open air pavillion; increase the playground to include trail exercise equipment. A very heavily used trail runs along Bjoin Park.


Soccer nets up year round


updated/improve skate park


Swimming facility that isn't the mud hole.


Aquatic Center


Concrete Pool Area - similar to Edgerton


Volleyball Court


Open Space Area


Baseball/Softball Field


Pet Exercise Area


Community Garden


Ice Skating Rink


Other (please specify)


Picnic Area


Multi-Use Sport Courts (pickleball, tennis and
basketball)


Restrooms


Splash Pad


Playground


Nature/Multi-Use Pedestrian Trail


What facilities/amenities would you like to see added in the future for the three parks you







Ploughed in winter walking trails for elderly and disabled to use


Bike trail


More trees at Virgin Lake Park


football


paved walking path


Kayak/canoe rentals!


Outdoor public swimming pool


lighted football/lacrosse fields


Before adding new features, I recommend maintaining and improving existing grounds, courts and features


Shade and seating very missed in dunkirk park, also fixing the leak that turned into a swamp


water rapids!


Football fields, we have a lot of soccer fields in town, walking or bike path (We drive to Oregon to walk on their path because we don't have one in Stoughton)


walking/wheeling paths that are accessible and cleared for walker/wheelchair use and adaptive playground equipment for ALL ages


football field(s) with goal posts & lights


Fields for youth football that aren’t always soaking wet to practice & hold games on. Also an area where they can have lights so games don’t have to be played @ 5pm.


City managed soccer field - full sized (110 meters long)


A real outdoor pool!


A few pieces of open air exercise equipment


Would like a handicap adult swing at racetrack park


Expansion of current playground equipment


J


Accessible playgrounds


More trees and benches all around so adults can sit while kids play


Improved playground at Schefelker Park for older kids; restrooms at Schefelker Park.


pickleball at Bjoin!


The city of Stoughton has NO indoor facility/gym space! They rely on the school district space for all indoor activities, which isn't realistic!


The amenities are sufficient


More space for youth football practices to be held. Soccer has taken over almost all the fields in this town which leaves football with Fox Prairie as their only option. They can not hold late games because they can not put up lights. Also I firmly believe this town needs a decent pool, if you want to bring younger families to town you need to give them a reason to want to come here!


Shade


Drinking fountains


Equipment for adults in parks


More variety with the playground equipment


Bicycle trail


Water fountains


Rotary Park is used a LOT. It would be great to have permanent restrooms installed


Rotary Park could use restrooms, but the smaller parks seem ok without them.


Just more playgrounds in walking distance


Pool


Increase size/quality of splash pad similar to Fitchburg


More trees please


Actual outdoor pool


Pool


Pool


Handicapped accessible


Swing sets


Swings


shade







more space at Rotary Park


goose poop control at Division Street park


Replace the maze at Criddle with a gaga ball pit


Grills , there used to be bubblers in parks which they have been removed.


Updated equipment


Expanded splash pad


pedestrian/bike friendly paths and main street crossings


Batting cages, put put, outdoor pool


An outdoor public pool


There should be more drinking fountains I can't even think of one


Many of these facilities are at parks we use, i.e. tennis court and half-basketball court at Bjoin, but they are not maintained.


Whitewater park


Swimming pool - CLEAR water


Accessibility!!!!!!! It is embarrassing the lack of accessibility in this town . Starting with restrooms. While there may be an accessible stall most doors are too heavy to open.


None


exercise equipment like they have in Janesville and Monroe so parents have something to do along with the kids


Swings


real pool and a better outdoor concert/stage setup


Why the fuck does veterans Park not have a restroom?


Dream park


Shade


Gaga ball!!


comfortable (not wobbly or broken) benches


Swimming pool like Edgerton


Pleased with the current park system. No reason to spend more tax $$$


Water Fountains


Stoughton NEEDS an outdoor pool


Pool







Open air pavillion; increase the playground to include trail exercise equipment. Avery heavily used trail runs along Bjoin Park.


Volleyball Court


Open Space Area


Baseball/Softball Field


Pet Exercise Area


Community Garden


Ice Skating Rink


Other (please specify)


Picnic Area


Multi-Use Sport Courts(pickleball, tennis and


Restrooms


Splash Pad


Playground


Nature/Multi-Use Pedestrian Trail


0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%


What facilities/amenities would you like to see added in the future for the three parks you
visit most?







Before adding new features, I recommend maintaining and improving existing grounds, courts and features


Shade and seating very missed in dunkirk park, also fixing the leak that turned into a swamp


Football fields, we have a lot of soccer fields in town, walking or bike path (We drive to Oregon to walk on their path because we don't have one in Stoughton)


walking/wheeling paths that are accessible and cleared for walker/wheelchair useand adaptive playground equipment for ALL ages


Fields for youth football that aren’t always soaking wet to practice & hold games on. Also an area where they can have lights so games don’t have to be played @ 5pm.


The city of Stoughton has NO indoor facility/gym space! They rely on the schooldistrict space for all indoor activities, which isn't realistic!


More space for youth football practices to be held. Soccer has taken over almostall the fields in this town which leaves football with Fox Prairie as their only option. They can not hold late games because they can not put up lights. Also I firmly believe this town needs a decent pool, if you want to bring younger families to town you need to give them a reason to want to come here!







Many of these facilities are at parks we use, i.e. tennis court and half-basketball court at Bjoin, but they are not maintained.


Accessibility!!!!!!! It is embarrassing the lack of accessibility in this town . Startingwith restrooms. While there may be an accessible stall most doors are too heavy to open.


exercise equipment like they have in Janesville and Monroe so parents have something to do along with the kids











More space for youth football practices to be held. Soccer has taken over almost all the fields in this town which leaves football with Fox Prairie as their only option. They can not hold late games because they can not put up lights. Also I firmly believe this town needs a decent pool, if you want to bring younger families to town you need to give them a reason to want to come here!















More space for youth football practices to be held. Soccer has taken over almost all the fields in this town which leaves football with Fox Prairie as their only option. They can not hold late games because they can not put up lights. Also I firmly believe this town needs a decent pool, if you want to bring younger families to town you need to give them a reason to want to come here!















More space for youth football practices to be held. Soccer has taken over almost all the fields in this town which leaves football with Fox Prairie as their only option. They can not hold late games because they can not put up lights. Also I firmly believe this town needs a decent pool, if you want to bring younger families to town you need to give them a reason to want to come here!







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
As Stoughton moves forward with its plans to build new parks, priorities must be established. There are 14 options listed below. Please indicate what your TOP 6 PRIORITIES are based on the expected use by you and/or members of your household. Do not assign the same priority to any two items.


Lots of open space 10.40% 18


Wildlife preserve/wetlands 19.82% 45


Walking/bicycle paths 33.70% 123


Multi-use sport courts (tennis, pickleball, and basketball) 5.98% 11


Volleyball courts 5.45% 3


Soccer/football/lacrosse fields 15.96% 15


Baseball/softball diamonds 26.51% 22


Playgrounds 23.31% 62


Covered picnic faciliites 6.36% 11


Open picnic facilities (grills, tables, etc.) 1.13% 2


Skateboard park 2.94% 1


Whitewater park 17.21% 37


Riverwalk 17.51% 59


Splash pad 10.27% 19


#1 Priority


0.00%


10.00%


20.00%


30.00%


40.00%


As Stoughton moves forward with its
plans to build new parks, priorities must


be established. There are 14 options
listed below. Please indicate what your
TOP 6 PRIORITIES are based on the


expected use by you and/or members…


#1 Priority


#2 Priority


#3 Priority


#4 Priority


#5 Priority


#6 Priority







As Stoughton moves forward with its plans to build new parks, prioritiesmust be established. There are 14 options listed below. Please indicate what your TOP 6 PRIORITIES are based on the expected use by you and/or members of your household. Do not assign the same priority to any two items.


7.51% 13 10.40% 18 16.18% 28 21.97%


11.89% 27 13.66% 31 16.30% 37 18.06%


19.18% 70 16.44% 60 13.42% 49 9.86%


9.78% 18 13.59% 25 20.65% 38 26.09%


12.73% 7 14.55% 8 18.18% 10 21.82%


12.77% 12 17.02% 16 21.28% 20 20.21%


22.89% 19 13.25% 11 14.46% 12 12.05%


18.80% 50 14.66% 39 15.79% 42 12.03%


18.50% 32 19.08% 33 19.08% 33 21.39%


11.30% 20 19.21% 34 19.21% 34 28.25%


5.88% 2 11.76% 4 23.53% 8 26.47%


24.65% 53 18.14% 39 13.49% 29 11.63%


21.07% 71 21.96% 74 15.13% 51 13.65%


18.38% 34 19.46% 36 20.00% 37 13.51%


#2 Priority #3 Priority #4 Priority #5 Priority







As Stoughton moves forward with its plans to build new parks, priorities must be established. There are 14 options listed below. Please indicate what yourTOP 6 PRIORITIES are based on the expected use by you and/or members of your household. Do not assign the same priority to any two items.
Total


38 33.53% 58 173


41 20.26% 46 227


36 7.40% 27 365


48 23.91% 44 184


12 27.27% 15 55


19 12.77% 12 94


10 10.84% 9 83


32 15.41% 41 266


37 15.61% 27 173


50 20.90% 37 177


9 29.41% 10 34


25 14.88% 32 215


46 10.68% 36 337


25 18.38% 34 185


Answered 428


Skipped 101


#6 Priority#5 Priority







As Stoughton moves forward with its plans to build new parks, priorities must be established. There are 14 options listed below. Please indicate what your TOP 6 PRIORITIES are based on the expected use by you and/or members of your household. Do not assign the same priority to any two items.







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
How do you rate the importance of parks and recreation in the following categories?


Economic impact for the community 44.10% 187 41.04% 174


Shared social experiences 52.13% 220 38.63% 163


Health benefits 60.05% 254 34.52% 146


Conservation 48.82% 207 39.39% 167


Extremely Important Important


Economic impact for the
community


Shared social experiences


Health benefits


Conservation


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


How do you rate the importance of parks and recreation in the following categories?


Extremely Important Important Neutral Unimportant Extremely Unimportant







How do you rate the importance of parks and recreation in the following categories?
Total


12.50% 53 1.65% 7 0.71% 3 424


8.06% 34 0.95% 4 0.24% 1 422


4.26% 18 1.18% 5 0.00% 0 423


10.38% 44 1.18% 5 0.24% 1 424


Answered 425


Skipped 104


Neutral Unimportant Extremely Unimportant







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Compared to other City priorities, how important do you think it is to maintain and improve parks, trails, open space, recreation facilities, and services?


Answer Choices


Extremely important 53.30% 226


Important 42.45% 180


Neutral 3.54% 15


Unimportant 0.47% 2


Extremely Unimportant 0.24% 1


Answered 424


Skipped 105


Responses


Extremely important Important
0%


10%


20%


30%


40%
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60%


Compared to other City priorities, how important do you think it is to maintain and improve
parks, trails, open space, recreation facilities, and services?







Compared to other City priorities, how important do you think it is to maintain and improve parks, trails, open space, recreation facilities, and services?


Neutral Unimportant Extremely
Unimportant


Compared toother City priorities, how important do you think it is to maintain and improve
parks, trails, open space, recreation facilities, and services?







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Costs for acquiring open space and constructing new trails, wildlife habitats, and recreation facilities may require some additional tax support. What is the maximum additional amount you would be willing to pay, on an annual basis, for the parks and recreation improvements that are most important to your household?
Answer Choices


$50+ 46.12% 196


$40-49 15.06% 64


$30-39 8.71% 37


$20-29 15.29% 65


$10-19 8.47% 36


$0 (No increase) 6.35% 27


Answered 425


Skipped 104


Responses


Costs for acquiring open space and constructing new trails, wildlife habitats, and
recreation facilities may require some additional tax support. What is the maximum


additional amount you would be willing to pay, on an annual basis, for the parks and recr


$50+


$40-49


$30-39


$20-29


$10-19


$0 (No increase)







Costs for acquiring open space and constructing new trails, wildlife habitats, and recreation facilities may require some additional tax support. What is the maximum additional amount you would be willing to pay, on an annual basis, for the parks and recreation improvements that are most important to your household?


42.10%







Costs for acquiring open space and constructing new trails, wildlife habitats, and recreation facilities may require some additional tax support. What is the maximum additional amount you would be willing to pay, on an annual basis, for the parks and recreation improvements that are most important to your household?







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
How would you allocate $100 among the following categories?


Answer Choices


Develop new passive recreation facilities (trails, picnic areas, gardens)


Repair and improve existing sports and swimming facilities


Repair and improve existing parks, tails, natural areas, gardens, etc.)


Develop new active recreation facilities (sports fields, aquatics, etc.)


Acquire additional parkland or open space


Respondents


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


12


13


14


15


16


17


18


19


20


21


22


23


24


25


26


27


28


29


30


31


32


33


34


35







36


37


38


39


40


41


42


43


44


45


46


47


48


49


50


51


52


53


54


55


56


57


58


59


60


61


62


63


64


65


66


67


68


69


70


71


72
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74


75


76


77


78


79


80


81


82







83


84


85


86


87


88


89


90


91


92


93


94


95


96


97


98


99


100


101


102


103


104


105


106


107


108


109


110


111


112


113


114


115


116


117


118


119


120


121


122


123


124


125


126


127


128


129







130


131


132


133


134


135


136


137


138


139


140


141


142


143


144


145


146


147


148


149


150


151


152


153


154


155


156


157


158


159


160


161


162


163


164


165


166


167


168


169


170


171


172


173


174


175


176







177


178


179


180


181


182


183


184


185


186


187


188


189


190


191


192


193


194


195


196


197


198


199


200


201


202


203


204


205


206


207


208


209


210


211


212


213


214


215


216


217


218


219


220


221


222


223







224


225


226


227


228


229


230


231


232


233


234


235


236


237


238


239


240


241


242


243


244


245


246


247


248


249


250


251


252


253


254


255


256


257


258


259


260


261


262


263


264


265


266


267


268


269


270







271


272


273


274


275


276


277


278


279


280
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282
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287


288


289


290
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292


293


294


295
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297
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299


300


301


302


303


304


305


306


307


308


309


310


311


312


313


314


315


316


317







318


319


320


321


322


323


324


325


326


327


328


329


330


331


332


333


334


335


336


337


338


339


340


341
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343


344


345


346


347


348


349


350
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352


353


354


355


356


357


358


359


360


361


362
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364







365


366


367


368


369


370


371


372


373


374


375


376


377


378


379


380


381


382


383


384







80.99% 311


76.56% 294


84.11% 323


77.60% 298


61.98% 238


Answered 384


Skipped 145


Response DateDevelop new passive recreation facilities (trails, picnic areas, gardens) Tags


Sep 17 2018 09:33 PM30.00


Sep 17 2018 08:24 PM


Sep 17 2018 07:10 PM


Sep 16 2018 05:51 PM25


Sep 16 2018 05:49 PM30


Sep 16 2018 01:18 PM


Sep 16 2018 01:10 PM$1009 to paved trails only


Sep 16 2018 12:44 PM60


Sep 15 2018 09:48 AM$25


Sep 15 2018 09:19 AM


Sep 15 2018 08:35 AM20


Sep 15 2018 07:46 AM$25


Sep 15 2018 12:39 AM


Sep 14 2018 05:05 PM


Sep 14 2018 03:29 PM$20


Sep 14 2018 02:51 PM25


Sep 14 2018 02:46 PM25


Sep 14 2018 02:12 PM


Sep 14 2018 10:59 AM50


Sep 14 2018 10:12 AM30


Sep 14 2018 08:36 AM10


Sep 13 2018 10:43 PM30


Sep 13 2018 08:37 PM$30


Sep 13 2018 04:55 PM20


Sep 13 2018 04:46 PM$20


Sep 13 2018 03:23 PM


Sep 13 2018 02:27 PM40


Sep 13 2018 02:17 PM20


Sep 13 2018 02:03 PM20


Sep 13 2018 01:39 PM25


Sep 13 2018 01:22 PM50


Sep 13 2018 12:37 PM25


Sep 13 2018 11:42 AM50


Sep 13 2018 10:39 AM20


Sep 13 2018 09:44 AM


Responses







Sep 13 2018 09:25 AM25


Sep 13 2018 08:33 AM$30


Sep 13 2018 08:30 AM


Sep 13 2018 08:27 AM50


Sep 13 2018 08:16 AM30


Sep 13 2018 08:03 AM


Sep 13 2018 08:00 AM40


Sep 13 2018 07:52 AM20


Sep 13 2018 07:51 AM0


Sep 13 2018 07:06 AM10


Sep 12 2018 09:22 PM10


Sep 12 2018 08:16 PM30


Sep 12 2018 05:40 PM


Sep 12 2018 04:47 PM10


Sep 12 2018 04:32 PM


Sep 12 2018 04:22 PM


Sep 12 2018 04:15 PM20


Sep 12 2018 03:52 PM34


Sep 12 2018 03:43 PM5


Sep 12 2018 03:42 PM20


Sep 12 2018 03:39 PM$50


Sep 12 2018 03:28 PM30


Sep 12 2018 03:24 PM


Sep 12 2018 02:57 PMNature trails


Sep 12 2018 02:57 PM15


Sep 12 2018 02:37 PM10


Sep 12 2018 02:09 PM10


Sep 12 2018 01:59 PM10


Sep 12 2018 01:44 PM


Sep 12 2018 01:23 PM50%


Sep 12 2018 01:23 PM20


Sep 12 2018 01:20 PM


Sep 12 2018 12:09 PM20


Sep 12 2018 12:00 PM


Sep 12 2018 11:42 AM


Sep 12 2018 11:13 AM55


Sep 12 2018 11:08 AM20


Sep 12 2018 08:36 AM40


Sep 12 2018 07:51 AM50


Sep 12 2018 07:44 AM10


Sep 11 2018 11:31 PM20


Sep 11 2018 09:53 PM25


Sep 11 2018 09:22 PM15


Sep 11 2018 09:11 PM50


Sep 11 2018 08:58 PM50


Sep 11 2018 08:49 PM33


Sep 11 2018 08:33 PM20







Sep 11 2018 08:30 PM15


Sep 11 2018 08:23 PM


Sep 11 2018 08:20 PM20


Sep 11 2018 08:07 PM$30


Sep 11 2018 07:44 PM25


Sep 11 2018 06:13 PM10


Sep 11 2018 05:40 PM10


Sep 11 2018 04:59 PM50


Sep 11 2018 04:54 PM25


Sep 11 2018 04:32 PM20


Sep 11 2018 04:31 PM10


Sep 11 2018 04:22 PM


Sep 11 2018 03:45 PM35


Sep 11 2018 02:59 PM$50


Sep 11 2018 02:54 PM


Sep 11 2018 02:44 PMaccessible trails - $25


Sep 11 2018 02:41 PM


Sep 11 2018 02:36 PM15


Sep 11 2018 02:19 PM


Sep 11 2018 02:18 PM20


Sep 11 2018 01:51 PM$20


Sep 11 2018 01:44 PM10


Sep 11 2018 01:29 PM20


Sep 11 2018 01:10 PM


Sep 11 2018 01:04 PM20


Sep 11 2018 12:56 PM20


Sep 11 2018 12:50 PM


Sep 11 2018 12:48 PM30


Sep 11 2018 12:27 PM30


Sep 11 2018 12:12 PM35


Sep 11 2018 12:11 PM30


Sep 11 2018 12:09 PM35


Sep 11 2018 12:03 PM


Sep 11 2018 12:00 PM3


Sep 11 2018 11:49 AM10


Sep 11 2018 11:44 AM40


Sep 11 2018 11:41 AM


Sep 11 2018 11:33 AM50


Sep 11 2018 11:29 AM20


Sep 11 2018 11:25 AM20


Sep 11 2018 11:16 AM20


Sep 11 2018 11:09 AM25


Sep 11 2018 11:09 AM15


Sep 11 2018 11:01 AM0


Sep 11 2018 10:44 AM0


Sep 11 2018 08:26 AM


Sep 07 2018 11:05 AM$20.







Sep 07 2018 05:50 AM30


Sep 02 2018 10:14 PM


Aug 31 2018 09:25 PM20


Aug 31 2018 05:09 PM


Aug 30 2018 10:38 PM20


Aug 30 2018 05:31 PM20


Aug 29 2018 07:22 PM100


Aug 29 2018 07:11 PM25


Aug 29 2018 06:37 PM25


Aug 29 2018 06:36 PM


Aug 29 2018 06:08 PM


Aug 29 2018 05:58 PM10


Aug 29 2018 04:57 PM50


Aug 29 2018 04:40 PM15


Aug 29 2018 04:37 PMAccessibility for all


Aug 28 2018 09:19 PM75


Aug 28 2018 04:32 PM50 but only along the river. Let's use our river already! I hate that about Stoughton. We have a river but it's like people don't even know it. It's not even ours.


Aug 27 2018 03:59 PM$20


Aug 26 2018 10:20 PM10


Aug 26 2018 05:55 PM30


Aug 26 2018 04:39 PM


Aug 26 2018 02:46 PM5


Aug 25 2018 01:24 PM30


Aug 24 2018 10:09 AM40


Aug 24 2018 12:14 AM$25


Aug 23 2018 05:14 PM25


Aug 23 2018 04:29 PM30


Aug 23 2018 04:25 PM10


Aug 23 2018 03:47 PM0


Aug 23 2018 08:43 AM15


Aug 23 2018 08:27 AM20


Aug 22 2018 10:55 PM35


Aug 22 2018 10:31 PM19


Aug 22 2018 09:25 PM10


Aug 22 2018 08:59 PM10


Aug 22 2018 11:51 AM30


Aug 22 2018 09:01 AM30


Aug 22 2018 07:17 AM50


Aug 22 2018 07:17 AM10


Aug 22 2018 06:44 AM25


Aug 22 2018 06:23 AM25


Aug 22 2018 06:03 AM50


Aug 21 2018 11:11 PM20


Aug 21 2018 10:51 PM


Aug 21 2018 10:47 PM50


Aug 21 2018 09:47 PM$50


Aug 21 2018 09:36 PM30







Aug 21 2018 09:34 PM25


Aug 21 2018 09:00 PM30


Aug 21 2018 08:49 PM20


Aug 21 2018 08:36 PM30


Aug 21 2018 08:35 PM10


Aug 21 2018 07:19 PM


Aug 21 2018 07:07 PM$50


Aug 21 2018 05:04 PM


Aug 21 2018 04:42 PM$100


Aug 21 2018 04:26 PM20


Aug 21 2018 02:32 PM


Aug 21 2018 02:27 PM0


Aug 21 2018 02:13 PM$30


Aug 21 2018 01:58 PM12


Aug 21 2018 01:30 PM$30


Aug 21 2018 01:18 PM


Aug 21 2018 01:16 PM25


Aug 21 2018 12:39 PM$10


Aug 21 2018 12:35 PM50


Aug 21 2018 12:28 PM$20


Aug 21 2018 12:25 PM10


Aug 21 2018 12:16 PM


Aug 21 2018 11:57 AM10


Aug 21 2018 11:56 AM10


Aug 21 2018 11:45 AM20


Aug 21 2018 11:24 AM25


Aug 21 2018 09:38 AM50


Aug 21 2018 08:19 AM10


Aug 21 2018 07:10 AM30


Aug 21 2018 07:08 AM$35


Aug 20 2018 09:30 PM


Aug 20 2018 09:11 PM40


Aug 20 2018 08:48 PM15


Aug 20 2018 08:45 PM25


Aug 20 2018 08:22 PM10


Aug 20 2018 02:04 PM30


Aug 20 2018 01:50 PM20


Aug 20 2018 12:37 PM40


Aug 20 2018 12:24 PM40


Aug 20 2018 11:50 AM20


Aug 20 2018 11:14 AM50


Aug 20 2018 11:11 AM20


Aug 20 2018 10:46 AM10.00


Aug 20 2018 10:43 AM5


Aug 20 2018 10:33 AM40


Aug 20 2018 10:25 AM25


Aug 20 2018 10:24 AM50







Aug 20 2018 10:24 AM25


Aug 20 2018 09:46 AM60


Aug 19 2018 10:41 PM20


Aug 18 2018 08:04 PM20


Aug 18 2018 09:16 AMGardens


Aug 18 2018 08:33 AM35


Aug 17 2018 10:22 PM


Aug 17 2018 04:59 PM25


Aug 17 2018 01:33 PM40


Aug 17 2018 10:13 AM15


Aug 17 2018 08:40 AM


Aug 17 2018 08:18 AM20


Aug 16 2018 01:45 PM$60


Aug 16 2018 10:08 AM


Aug 16 2018 08:45 AM15


Aug 16 2018 08:05 AM30


Aug 16 2018 07:19 AM20


Aug 15 2018 09:19 PM30


Aug 15 2018 09:08 PM20


Aug 15 2018 08:47 PM25


Aug 15 2018 07:43 PM25


Aug 15 2018 06:46 PM25.00


Aug 15 2018 04:21 PM25


Aug 15 2018 02:52 PM


Aug 15 2018 01:41 PM


Aug 15 2018 01:03 PM25


Aug 15 2018 10:02 AM20


Aug 15 2018 10:00 AM


Aug 15 2018 09:20 AM20


Aug 15 2018 07:57 AM15


Aug 15 2018 07:48 AM60


Aug 15 2018 07:08 AM10


Aug 15 2018 05:49 AM10


Aug 15 2018 04:56 AM20


Aug 15 2018 12:06 AM20


Aug 14 2018 11:07 PM25


Aug 14 2018 10:46 PM40


Aug 14 2018 10:24 PM


Aug 14 2018 10:15 PM25


Aug 14 2018 09:43 PM$10


Aug 14 2018 09:29 PM


Aug 14 2018 09:10 PM26


Aug 14 2018 08:44 PM15


Aug 14 2018 08:30 PM


Aug 14 2018 08:00 PM20


Aug 14 2018 07:40 PM25


Aug 14 2018 07:25 PM20







Aug 14 2018 05:16 PM20


Aug 14 2018 03:12 PM25


Aug 14 2018 02:49 PM


Aug 14 2018 02:05 PM0


Aug 14 2018 01:59 PM10


Aug 14 2018 01:37 PM30


Aug 14 2018 01:18 PM


Aug 14 2018 01:03 PM25


Aug 14 2018 12:35 PM10


Aug 14 2018 12:17 PM$30


Aug 14 2018 11:47 AM30


Aug 14 2018 11:16 AM25


Aug 14 2018 11:02 AM20


Aug 14 2018 10:59 AM10


Aug 14 2018 10:56 AM$0


Aug 14 2018 10:44 AM40.00


Aug 14 2018 10:43 AM10


Aug 14 2018 10:25 AM20


Aug 14 2018 10:25 AM15


Aug 14 2018 10:08 AM$5


Aug 14 2018 10:04 AM$25


Aug 14 2018 10:02 AM


Aug 14 2018 09:53 AM$40.00


Aug 14 2018 09:26 AM


Aug 14 2018 09:24 AM


Aug 14 2018 09:10 AM40


Aug 14 2018 09:10 AM10


Aug 14 2018 09:03 AM10


Aug 14 2018 08:49 AM20


Aug 14 2018 08:11 AM5


Aug 14 2018 08:05 AM$35.00


Aug 14 2018 07:53 AM10


Aug 14 2018 07:51 AM


Aug 14 2018 07:17 AM


Aug 14 2018 06:58 AM50


Aug 14 2018 05:50 AM


Aug 14 2018 12:43 AM20


Aug 13 2018 11:05 PM25


Aug 13 2018 10:51 PM30


Aug 13 2018 10:15 PM30


Aug 13 2018 10:06 PM20


Aug 13 2018 09:14 PM


Aug 13 2018 09:12 PM70


Aug 13 2018 09:11 PM20


Aug 13 2018 09:10 PM


Aug 13 2018 08:56 PM20


Aug 13 2018 08:45 PM50







Aug 13 2018 08:30 PM$20


Aug 13 2018 08:19 PM20


Aug 13 2018 07:46 PM10


Aug 13 2018 07:25 PM


Aug 13 2018 07:21 PM$50


Aug 13 2018 07:03 PM25


Aug 13 2018 06:03 PM


Aug 13 2018 06:02 PM40


Aug 13 2018 05:43 PM10


Aug 13 2018 05:41 PM40


Aug 13 2018 05:36 PM


Aug 13 2018 05:33 PM50


Aug 13 2018 05:12 PM$10


Aug 13 2018 05:10 PM33


Aug 13 2018 05:06 PM25
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Acquire additional parkland or open space Tags
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I would put it all into an outdoor community pool like Edgerton. Convert the existing mud hole into a real pool so everyone can safely enjoy it. The majority of Moms in Stoughton take their kids to Edgerton pool or other pools.







2018 Stoughton Parks & Open Space Survey
Please share any additional comments that could assist the City in improving parks, trails, open space, or recreational facilities and services.
Answered 176


Skipped 353


Respondents Response Date Responses Tags


1 Sep 17 2018 09:33 PM For #20 above it depends on if the need is greater for repair and improvement.


2 Sep 17 2018 08:24 PM I'm tired of going to Edgerton to take my kids to the pool


3 Sep 17 2018 07:10 PM Stoughton needs a real outdoor pool; Mandt Park should undergo a complete and comprehensive redesign as a DESIGNED park and landscape


4 Sep 16 2018 05:51 PM I'm really looking forward to Stoughton's trails being connected to the one in Madison.


5 Sep 16 2018 05:49 PM thank you for doing this survey


6 Sep 16 2018 01:18 PM The City Council needs to be more receptive to enhancing the experience of living in this wonderful town. We've lived here for 30 years and are finally seeing a change of thinking when it comes to a quality of life while maintaining the integrity of the Stoughton charm. MEG


7 Sep 16 2018 01:10 PM We do not need more of what we have. Most is not being used enough as is. We need NEW ideas - paved trails, Pickleball was a good new addition and we use it! The white water park is dumb since no one is going to get into that gross water. Question 16 requires that I prioritize more items than I value so you are collecting biased data. I only value the first 4 items I checked.


8 Sep 15 2018 09:19 AM Turn off coopers causeway and improve the park and street by Luke STOUGHTON house on division st


9 Sep 14 2018 06:30 PM We need more winter activities like a sledding hill park


10 Sep 14 2018 05:05 PM increased enforcement of no parking on Racetrack Rd, including sidewalk. Signs are up but ignored. I realize parking is limited but parking on the sidewalk is not the answer.


11 Sep 14 2018 03:29 PM Would like small concrete ping pong and chess tables like Madison parks


12 Sep 14 2018 10:59 AM Stoughton needs an outdoor aquatic center


13 Sep 14 2018 08:36 AM Don't focus on just the new housing development areas. The older neighborhoods will soon become the neighborhoods of young families, and you will be behind the game in updating already exiting parks that are not the primary focus right now. I've seen the use of Bjoin Park go down for organized events because it has not been updated as other parks in the city. Improve the areas the city already has.


14 Sep 13 2018 08:37 PM Really wish that Troll Beach was open later. Many working parents are unable to bring their kids there for a swim after they get home from work.


15 Sep 13 2018 04:46 PM please try to have a variety of play equipment for young and older children.


16 Sep 13 2018 02:27 PM Great program in Whitewater park on river


17 Sep 13 2018 01:39 PM There are many greenspaces that are privately owned that can and should be purchased for parks - they are used that way now.


18 Sep 13 2018 01:22 PM More and longer walking trails. More fenced pet exercise areas with grass and trees.


19 Sep 13 2018 10:39 AM We strongly support improving City parks, trails, open space, recreational facilities and services. They are what make this a community. We enjoy using them with our family/friends. We would use the skateboard park more often if it was better taken care of and updated. Sincerely hope the rapids / riverwalk project is approved, as we enjoy kayaking in the summer.


20 Sep 13 2018 07:06 AM Please take care of the parks we have first.


21 Sep 12 2018 08:16 PM Financial aid offered is often not accepted because people are too embarrassed to accept it. We live on cedarbrook lane and there is nowhere for our children to play without crossing a major highway. Buy the land by weebleworld qnd make a park, PLEASE!


22 Sep 12 2018 05:40 PM Do regular checks of play equipment to remove vulgar graffiti


23 Sep 12 2018 04:15 PM Whitewater park is fantastic idea! full speed ahead please.


24 Sep 12 2018 03:43 PM Thanks


25 Sep 12 2018 02:57 PM Would be better have fewer nicer parks than so many.


26 Sep 12 2018 01:59 PM lighted youth sports field - especially for youth football is needed. Soccer seems to have many of the park spaces around town.


27 Sep 12 2018 12:00 PM Bathrooms


28 Sep 12 2018 11:42 AM Would love to see a city pool, and canoe/kayak rentals and definitely a walking path like Oregon!!


29 Sep 12 2018 11:08 AM The thing everyone wants most is a public swimming pool. It would bring in revenue and provide people a safe place to swim


30 Sep 12 2018 07:51 AM Finish the yahara river trail to make a loop along hwy B


31 Sep 11 2018 09:22 PM many communities have lighted fields for youth sports


32 Sep 11 2018 09:11 PM I think the one thing Stoughton is missing is a paved walking path in an area where no cars are present for walking, rollerblading, etc. Oregon has a nice path around a nature area that we frequently commute to, it's about 1.75 miles per loop. Would LOVE something like that in Stoughton where no cars can interfere.


33 Sep 11 2018 08:58 PM Mow frequently, use appropriate chemicals to control weed growth. Our kids are far to old for the splash pad but that was a great addition to the community for attracting/keeping young families.


34 Sep 11 2018 08:49 PM Amundson Park could use some gravel on parts of the trail, some is just mud.


35 Sep 11 2018 08:30 PM Thank you for collecting our input!


36 Sep 11 2018 08:23 PM You need to take of what you currently have all our parks are in bad shape and we keep adding. The white water thing is a big waste of money and is not needed


37 Sep 11 2018 08:07 PM Get rid of Troll Beach and build an aquatic center


38 Sep 11 2018 06:13 PM So many playgrounds need a makeover! New equipment would draw in more children.


39 Sep 11 2018 04:59 PM We need accessible options and active options to help keep our teens out of trouble


40 Sep 11 2018 04:54 PM Dunkirk park used to be a great asset but the reconstruction turned it into an unapppealing swamp. Plus the geese wreck the playground equipment. Love new splash pad. Very excited about whitewater park







41 Sep 11 2018 03:45 PM Looking forward to the kayak/canoe proposal mentioned earlier this year across from Mandt park coming to fruition. This would be just what the downtown needs.


42 Sep 11 2018 02:59 PM We need more fields for football and trails for active people. Lacrosse plays on the two football fields we have (which are school grounds.) We need more equality among sports, soccer has fields all over this town, baseball and softball too. Please tell me where we have football fields? Thank you for all you do and I appreciate the survey to make our city better!!! Go Vikings


43 Sep 11 2018 02:41 PM need a football field with lights & bathrooms


44 Sep 11 2018 02:19 PM I feel that fields in this city should be shared among sports. Every time a new area is introduced soccer takesbit over. Youth football has to use Fox Prairie fields which means wet fields constantly, no lights for games, constant complaining from neighborhood about people parking everywhere & lack of storage area for football equipment.


45 Sep 11 2018 01:54 PM We have been fairly satisfied with the parks available to us, it just so happens that we live closest (within walking distance) to Criddle park which seems to be neglected. It would be really nice to see this park updated and accessible as so many children live so close!


46 Sep 11 2018 01:51 PM Would love to see more/larger ice skating areas in the winter!


47 Sep 11 2018 12:50 PM Take back total control of the Soccer fields.


48 Sep 11 2018 12:48 PM Biking on main st is extremely hazardous. Stoughton needs to address that RIGHT AWAY.


49 Sep 11 2018 12:47 PM We really need a pool


50 Sep 11 2018 12:27 PM We would love to a bike path that went around the entire city possibly connecting to Madison or other surrounding communities


51 Sep 11 2018 12:09 PM connect viking county park trail from CTY B to yahara river trial at ind park and connect yahara river trail at division st to amundson park. please!!!


52 Sep 11 2018 12:00 PM I think a component missing in this conversation is security and safety.


53 Sep 11 2018 11:49 AM Having a community pool like Evansville (outdoor) would be great!


54 Sep 11 2018 11:41 AM Please do NOT add any more facilities to Mandt park, we enjoy the fair so much but it seems like they are getting pushed out


55 Sep 11 2018 11:33 AM I said it before; our trails go nowhere and don't connect; it's unsafe and frustrating for the large population of bikers and runners in our community. It would also help local business if we could pick up more bike traffic from Madison and make it a destination or pitstop along the way. Stoughton is excluded from large biking groups; they all go southwest from Madison.


56 Sep 11 2018 11:28 AM Would like to see adult handicap swing in the racetrack park area we have several growing children that would be helped


57 Sep 11 2018 10:44 AM I believe that the city should be open to private clubs helping to repair and improve existing sports facilities, like donations to help softball fields. The Fox Prairie project turned out great and was a win win for everyone. Donations to help improve fields at Kegonsa should be similarly welcomed. The city should not only welcome these donations, but solicit them as well, since club sports utilize these fields the most. In return, the club sports that put time and money to improving these facilities should be given priority for use.


58 Aug 31 2018 09:25 PM NE side of city could use a playground so we don't have to cross busy Main St.


59 Aug 30 2018 10:38 PM Keep them looking great and maintained.


60 Aug 29 2018 06:08 PM Tax Walmart more and let them cover some of the costs


61 Aug 29 2018 04:37 PM Accessibility for all


62 Aug 28 2018 09:19 PM Less emphasis on standard parks and playgrounds. More on trails,wildlife and wetland preservation.


63 Aug 28 2018 04:32 PM This city shockingly is on a river. Wha? Can't even see it! This means Stoughton=Stupidly developed. Biggest asset we gave away to homeowners. Buy it back and let us who cannot afford to live on the river see it and use it


64 Aug 26 2018 10:20 PM I love that you are doing this survey!


65 Aug 26 2018 05:55 PM Keep up the great work!


66 Aug 26 2018 02:46 PM stoughton is small emough that no park is really too far away to get to. right? so to me, the important thing is to diversify they different park uses... so that that each one provides a different experience. and people need an obvious suggestion/visualization of how they can enjoy a park! just having an open space with a few trees and a swing set isn't good enough. people generally won't use these parks. but if they see a couple pickleball courts (w/ people playing a spirited game)... THAT will catch on. imagine for a moment, if Stoughton became known as a pioneer in Dane county for having an exemplary Parks Dept!? that would be so awesome. it would be a huge economic boost to the residents. (not to mention the other benefits of being active and happy). this whitewate park concept could really bring a lot of people down to our city to recreate (and spend $ while they're here). imagine we design a super-cool skate parks for the kids. imagine if we became known as "Tidy Town" because we all picked up the litte


67 Aug 25 2018 01:24 PM I think the whitewater park is a great idea. My priority is that we take on projects that set us apart from the parks in surrounding towns and take advantage of the unique qualities of Stoughton. Having a whitwater park and riverwalk is important to take advantage of the riverfront, which is something other towns don't have, for example. I think winter activities like an ice rink are important because it celebrates the unique Norwegian/winter sport heritage the town has. The existing Yahara river trail is amazing. The last priority that's really important to me is the project to connect it to the bike trail to McFarland and Madison. That would make Stoughton a destination for cyclists who I think would love to be able to bike to Stoughton's coffee shops, festivals, etc.


68 Aug 24 2018 12:14 AM We need more Softball/Baseball fields. It would allow tournaments that can bring revenue to the city.


69 Aug 23 2018 05:14 PM Indoor swimming facility, open year round.


70 Aug 23 2018 04:29 PM Thanks for the survey.


71 Aug 23 2018 04:25 PM Consider adding gym space!


72 Aug 23 2018 03:47 PM Our observation is that the parks are underutilied and is any new money is to be used it should we used to improve the existing trails and parks facilities.


73 Aug 23 2018 03:32 PM We need a City Pool!


74 Aug 23 2018 08:43 AM There is a lot of potential, the most underutilized park is Mandt Park, it is a large space that is very poorly planned. The grandstand owned by the fair should either be removed or a partnership with the city to generate more use would be a smart choice. Regarding recreation programs, I feel that a Summer playground program would be greatly beneficial to our community, it can start small at a park or two but the collaboration opportunities are great, with potential partnerships with SASD, lunches for Vikings, Stoughton Library, and possible internships through local universities. I feel a program like this would also increase safety in the parks and help keep kids out of trouble in the Summer. I feel something like this should not be a revenue driven decision but a community driven decision and the benefits would be well worth it.


75 Aug 23 2018 08:27 AM Remove the abandoned building and clear the boat launch at Division Street Park.


76 Aug 22 2018 10:55 PM I would like to see a public city swimming pool in Stoughton. Most neighboring communities have them, and I drive my daughter 30 minutes to Monona for swim lessons and to other pools in Edgerton, Verona for recreation. I realize we have Troll Beach, but that is not a pool with facilities like those the other towns have, with aquatics programs that other towns have.


77 Aug 22 2018 09:25 PM N/A


78 Aug 22 2018 06:44 AM We definitely need more security/lighting at the parks.


79 Aug 21 2018 09:36 PM Would love the Lower Yahara River Trail to join with Stoughton


80 Aug 21 2018 09:00 PM Really have a need for an aquatic center.


81 Aug 21 2018 08:49 PM Would love a public pool, shaded parks, extension of current trails


82 Aug 21 2018 07:19 PM At times alot of cars park on grass at Bjorn and Riverside parks which harms grass and limits parks for other use


83 Aug 21 2018 07:07 PM Finishing the trail loop around the Yahara River should be top priority


84 Aug 21 2018 01:30 PM I would love to see more options for adult activities at parks including equipment.


85 Aug 21 2018 01:16 PM More and more communities are investing in park lands and trails. Stoughton is fortunate to have the yahara river running thru it and around it. It would be great to utilize more trails that complimente this great asset. I also think that the white water rafting project would be a huge attraction to the city and it;s bussiness.


86 Aug 21 2018 12:39 PM Keep up yhe great work you do.


87 Aug 21 2018 12:35 PM Less fertilizers/chemicals - more native plants.







88 Aug 21 2018 12:28 PM Need more partnerships with local businesses. Also, need a ccessful Whitewater Park planning and development stage where local citizens have a chance to participate and they have incentives to come down and use the entire waterfront area. It could be a great rec recreational and economic resource for the community.


89 Aug 21 2018 12:25 PM Please update/make better use of the park spaces already available.


90 Aug 21 2018 12:16 PM There are too many parks in this little town!


91 Aug 21 2018 11:56 AM The city really needs to do more to appeal more to young, middle income families. Families who will sned their children through the school system; increasing the enrollment and closing the income gap. Nordic Ridge is fine, but completely unrealistic for most young families. Compared to near by cities, the parks are in rough shape, and our youth programs don't syltand out in many areas. It is a battle for areas for our youth to practice and play their sports which is unattractive to many families.


92 Aug 21 2018 11:45 AM There is a beautiful pond that is in the Norse view heights development by Page and B. We should have a park and open area around that pond for people to enjoy. Maybe a walking path around the pond for the public. It’s important to preserve and protect open areas especially for the wildlife.


93 Aug 21 2018 09:38 AM loop Amudson Trail back to river trail around Viking Park


94 Aug 20 2018 09:11 PM Veterns park needs bathrooms and drinking fountains!


95 Aug 20 2018 08:45 PM creating walking biking trail loops


96 Aug 20 2018 02:04 PM We would love an aquatics center and longer hours at Troll Beach and the Splash Pad.


97 Aug 20 2018 12:24 PM Focus on connecting parks with trails


98 Aug 20 2018 11:50 AM More shade and shelters are needed, bathroom facilities at more parks that are actually open, drinking fountains at parks, an outdoor public swimming pool, a playground at Nordic Ridge Park, swings or at least baby swings at most parks because that’s the only playground equipment infants can really use yet many parks don’t have swings at all, it would be great to see updated playground equipment and make one playground really big and cool with modern equipment like a “dream park.”


99 Aug 20 2018 11:14 AM No longer have young kids, but I used to spend a lot of time at them. The equipment seems to be falling apart. Consider a dream park as a destination for visitors. We use to take our kids all over and then buy lunch in that town. Right now we use the trails to walk and ride bike. Not enough trails to get exercise and we go out of town each Saturday. I don't see improving the bike park on your list. That is a missed opportunity too.


100 Aug 20 2018 10:33 AM In addition for bike trails, a pool instead of troll beach would be great.


101 Aug 20 2018 10:24 AM I think the city could use more parks with playgrounds that people could walk to....only one park that we can walk to from carl ave and that park has very limited playground equipment


102 Aug 20 2018 10:24 AM Bike Trails please please!


103 Aug 19 2018 10:41 PM I feel a lot of the parks could be better if they all included restrooms, a bigger shelter area, swings at each location, tables/benches, and more shaded areas. It seems there isn't one park that has all of these things in good condition.


104 Aug 18 2018 08:04 PM Thanks for all the work you do to support our current parks, trails and all of the work to plan new and improve current parks. We believe they are an extremely important part of our community and use them often in many different ways.


105 Aug 18 2018 08:33 AM #1 paved trail system to network our City parks, #2 Establish "friends of the parks" to elist neighborhood citizen to adopt, care, and maintain safety at their neighborhood park. #3 Uniroyal need to be relocated out of downtown- huge eyesore and stinky!!


106 Aug 17 2018 01:33 PM Connect Bike loop from industrial park North to county B and Viking park trail.


107 Aug 17 2018 10:13 AM Improve and increase size of splash pad


108 Aug 17 2018 08:40 AM Add bathrooms to the parks that don’t have one. Make them available during daytime hours. There’s nothing more frustrating than a child that need the bathroom and we have to leave.


109 Aug 17 2018 08:18 AM Our city is pretty safe, I think our resources would be better served by investing in our parks/recreation areas!


110 Aug 16 2018 01:45 PM Would love to see the completion of the connected trail between Stoughton and McFarland! So exciting!


111 Aug 16 2018 08:45 AM We need to control weeds. Other communities have beautiful grass, many of our parks are weed infested.


112 Aug 16 2018 07:19 AM keep up the good work


113 Aug 15 2018 06:46 PM I feel the city of Stoughton should try to approach citizens on a city pool rather then a whitewater rafting the quality of the Yahara river water is concerning and not safe for younger children. I feel a city pool would be more beneficial for ages.


114 Aug 15 2018 02:52 PM Mimic playgrounds like the ones at Sandhill Elementary and paved trails around whole city.


115 Aug 15 2018 10:02 AM I use the river trail between the industrial park and Cooper's Causeway on a regular basis. I really appreciate the gravel surface. It would be great if muddy spots could be filled in with gravel more often, especially during the spring. Also, I often see dog owners allow their dogs to go off-leash, despite the city ordinance against it. I think it would help to have the ordinance posted in more places, for example at the path leading from Bjoin Park and the foot of the pedestrian bridge. It would also help for this ordinance to be enforced by police during high-traffic times, such as early morning and early evening. I have spoken to some dog owners about my safety concerns, but they seem determined to use the river trail as a dog park. Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts!


116 Aug 15 2018 10:00 AM We need better bike paths!


117 Aug 15 2018 09:20 AM T-ball is scheduled at a terrible time for younger children. Too hot and end of busy weekends is not the time. Whitewater project is a waste of resources.


118 Aug 15 2018 08:50 AM Dedicated bike lanes are noticeably absent in Stoughton. Needs priority.


119 Aug 15 2018 05:49 AM Bigger play grounds, A Dream Park


120 Aug 14 2018 10:24 PM This city is approaching capacity for its baseball and softball programs from a facility standpoint. Registrations are rising and new homes/families are coming to town, which is only going to make this field availability issue even worse. I have kids involved in both baseball and softball and travel for both to tournaments, some of the more popular locations are smaller towns as they’ve invested in their facilities. Stoughton has a great community base to build off of, we have many of the big city amenities, but still maintain that small town feel. We should be bringing in more tournaments, but availability of facilities limit us, especially for baseball. If we could find a way to build some 200’ fence fields at Racetrack, we would be a coveted location, bringing more money back into the community. We also should have a covered shelter out there. That is one low cost thing that facility is desperately lacking. We could turn Racetrack into a baseball/softball facility similar to what Janesville operates, but p


121 Aug 14 2018 10:15 PM we drive to edgerton, fort atkinson, Evansville to use a traditional pool nearly every weekend in summer. would love to see more water activities available including more and better splash pads


122 Aug 14 2018 09:10 PM Very limited dedicated you softball fields compared to the number allocated to boys baseball


123 Aug 14 2018 08:44 PM We need a swimming pool as part of an effort to attract new families to Stoughton and increase school enroll and revitalize the city.


124 Aug 14 2018 08:00 PM After visiting other towns with beautiful central parks, I came back wishing Stoughton had a larger park we could drive into and not see homes or businesses. We have no one park that truely secludes the park visitor within nature. Hope I am making myself clear. The Park and Rec needs to aquire most of the riverfront property.


125 Aug 14 2018 02:49 PM We need equipment for toddler-age kids. When they're walking at age 1-2, the regular size playgrounds are too big for them but they still want to play on something. Also, we'd like a whitewater rafting park that the city has talked about. We need more fun stuff around here, otherwise anyone with kids keeps leaving Stoughton to do the fun stuff.


126 Aug 14 2018 02:05 PM I feel like we don't need more parks, we just need to make the parks we already have bigger and better.


127 Aug 14 2018 01:59 PM We really like the summer concerts.


128 Aug 14 2018 01:18 PM the bathrooms at East Side Park need major upgrades


129 Aug 14 2018 01:03 PM Spouse and I were just mentioning that Stoughton needs a lot more parks, open spaces. Thanks for survey!


130 Aug 14 2018 12:35 PM I think we have a lot of great parks but unfortunately many of them are getting old and need updates. They have been removing stuff from parks, like tennis courts, basketball courts but not replacing. some of the older parks really need new playgrounds as they are pretty beat up and basic. many times the bathrooms are there but locked. it would also be nice to see some outside ice skating areas for winter activities. and an outside community pool for summer &splash pads (other than troll beach). I also think preserving nature is important.


131 Aug 14 2018 12:17 PM it would be nice if restrooms were open on a daily basis


132 Aug 14 2018 11:02 AM Public basketball court is badly needed! Easily accessible bike or bike path is badly needed! I've no knowledge of parks and rec info aside from seasonal guide, which I love.


133 Aug 14 2018 10:44 AM These are just my opinions, please keep in mind my wife and I plan to move out of Dane County within the next 5 years


134 Aug 14 2018 10:25 AM I'm an out-of-towner, but I use the dog park and the in-city parks for events, as well.







135 Aug 14 2018 09:53 AM Move music in the parks to travel. That way we show off all parks and encourage community members to use them. There would be a shelter and restrooms available at some. Benches for parents to sit on while children play.Grills for a picnic. Water bubblers! Community luminaire lighting on trails maybe 4 times a year.( each season) Bike trails for safety of families.


136 Aug 14 2018 08:05 AM Dan, you're doing a wonderful job! Thank you!


137 Aug 14 2018 07:53 AM Please upgrade criddle Park!!!


138 Aug 14 2018 07:51 AM More playground equipment, additional splash pads. Glad to see the ice rink this last winter!


139 Aug 14 2018 07:17 AM Most of our parks get very little use , so improving, cleaning, and maintaining the ones that get used the most is important. We don't need anything new built in this town. Use what we have. I don't want my taxes raise any more. It has become ridiculous!


140 Aug 14 2018 06:58 AM lighting, benches, fencing included at pickleball courts- thank you for this survey


141 Aug 14 2018 12:43 AM I love our Stoughton parks!!!


142 Aug 13 2018 11:05 PM Maybe some of the local groups like Boy & Girl Scouts, 4-H clubs could volunteer their time to help with repair and improvement to the local parks and trails.


143 Aug 13 2018 10:06 PM Outdoor pool (yes I know we have troll beach)


144 Aug 13 2018 09:12 PM They are knocking the kittelson building down, why not put a water fountain there maybe a little walkway and garden like there is on page Street? I definitely think that we could use more bike trails downtown, and more walking paths in general plus water fountains


145 Aug 13 2018 09:11 PM Really appreciate your work for the city. Repairs are definitely needed at parks used by young kids, like Criddle and Bjoin. This is essential to the City's and School District's goal of attracting and retaining young families, plus broken equipment is unsafe. Finishing the river trail is a huge priority. Also wish there was a safer route to Racetrack Park for kids on bikes.


146 Aug 13 2018 08:56 PM Walking areas with rest spots for seniors


147 Aug 13 2018 08:19 PM More shady spaces at parks for parents please!


148 Aug 13 2018 07:46 PM Most parks lack play structures for younger children. I frequent many of the parks in town but few have swings for infant/toddlers and have little else for them to enjoy. I would also love to see an outdoor pool/splash pad for the summer months. Troll beach gets very crowded on hot days and if I am going to pay to swim at a facility I would rather pay admission to a pool instead.


149 Aug 13 2018 07:25 PM We need more interesting playgrounds that older kids might like too


150 Aug 13 2018 07:21 PM The more natural space, walking and bike trails and active places and exporable places stoughton has, and advertises it has, the more people that will be drawn here, people looking to be close to Madison or Janesville yet want to live in a smaller town. This is good for the schools and economics. Keep the parks up for the families to move to Stoughton. It will greatly improve our tax base. Get some of those Madison active folks moving here with their families


151 Aug 13 2018 06:59 PM Before anything is done an ADA Plan must be put in place with progress being implemented.


152 Aug 13 2018 05:41 PM The new areas need to have some type of park and rec areas for those living in them


153 Aug 13 2018 05:33 PM Stop being liability pussies


154 Aug 13 2018 05:06 PM enhance what we have - move equipment around, include play equipment for all ages and abilities


155 Aug 13 2018 04:31 PM Shade the areas so they can be used.


156 Aug 13 2018 04:25 PM #1 interest is an outdoor community pool


157 Aug 13 2018 04:21 PM In question 16: community gardening space would really get my top priority vote.


158 Aug 13 2018 04:16 PM more concerts and a pool


159 Aug 13 2018 03:57 PM The park system is quite poor here. Compared to other size communities. It could be a lot better. I think the money should be spent on Public Safety and hiring more police officers personally


160 Aug 13 2018 03:54 PM community swimming pool for year-round use, the high school pool is just not available that much - an ice rink with meaningful open skate time, hockey players are not the only ones wanting time on the ice


161 Aug 13 2018 03:53 PM Riverfront Park. !!!!!!!


162 Aug 13 2018 03:50 PM Please consider eliminating pesticide use on parks, ESPECIALLY passive parks or playgrounds


163 Aug 13 2018 03:37 PM the park quantity is fine, however some of the equipment is so outdated that it's bordering on dangerous. The Lowell park playground has the same slide that I used to call the "hot dog" slide when my grandma would take me there in the early 90s. None of our playgrounds are accessible to kids with disabilities. They are out of date, and deserve a large focus of the annual budget.


164 Aug 13 2018 03:35 PM We really need a dedicated little league complex with a concession stand and lights. Grass infields/synthetic turf with appropriate distance fences. We are over crowded even with the use of Oak Knoll Park in Pleasant Springs.


165 Aug 13 2018 03:35 PM A city pool that isn’t Troll Beach would be amazing. Also some shade at parks would be awesome, esp over playground areas meant for the littlest ones


166 Aug 13 2018 02:54 PM Please build the whitewater park!


167 Aug 13 2018 02:49 PM We NEED a pool (like Edgerton). Troll Beach is not safe, sanitary or enjoyable (or wheelchair acccessible)


168 Aug 13 2018 02:43 PM Extend the bike path to connect with the Yahara River Trail.


169 Aug 13 2018 02:41 PM Stoughton has no great playgrounds! It has many 'meh' play structures, many that could use maintenance, but nothing that if I were looking to move here as young family we'd say wow what a great park for my kids to play at.


170 Aug 13 2018 02:33 PM The river trail down by the Yahara behind Bjoin Park, running behind the business park does not feel safe for women walking alone in the wooded area. Way too secluded. Walked there in the middle of the day with my kids and some very creepy young men were walking back there.


171 Aug 13 2018 02:29 PM Support the river front ideas. All else...no new tax $$$. Taxes are high enough


172 Aug 13 2018 02:18 PM Would like to see more police presence at Schefelker Park. Need to change the vision of that park. HS students use it for drug deals, etc. please have some focus on this park.


173 Aug 13 2018 02:09 PM More biking opportunities!! Was very disappointed that the city reduced existing bike lanes on city streets a ways back. Work hard to get our existing bike path connected with the Dame County system, and make sure it is paved!


174 Aug 13 2018 02:04 PM We love the addition of the hopscotch, alphabet, and shapes on the paved path at Schefelker Park.


175 Aug 13 2018 02:01 PM Thank you for asking these thought provoking questions.


176 Aug 13 2018 01:54 PM n/a







Please share any additional comments that could assist the City in improving parks, trails, open space, or recreational facilities and services.


For #20 above it depends on if the need is greater for repair and improvement.


I'm tired of going to Edgerton to take my kids to the pool


Stoughton needs a real outdoor pool; Mandt Park should undergo a complete and comprehensive redesign as a DESIGNED park and landscape


I'm really looking forward toStoughton's trails being connected to the one in Madison.


The City Council needs to be more receptive to enhancing the experience of living in this wonderful town. We've lived here for 30 years and are finally seeing a change of thinking when it comes to a quality of life while maintaining the integrity of the Stoughton charm. MEG


We do not need more of what we have. Most is not being used enough as is. We need NEW ideas - paved trails, Pickleball was a good new addition and we use it! The white water park is dumb since no one is going to get into that gross water. Question 16 requires that I prioritize more items than I value so you are collecting biased data. I only value the first 4 items I checked.


Turn off coopers causewayand improve the park and street by Luke STOUGHTON house on division st


We need more winter activities like a sledding hill park


increased enforcement of no parking on Racetrack Rd, including sidewalk. Signs are up but ignored. I realize parking is limited but parking on the sidewalk is not the answer.


Would like small concrete ping pong and chess tables like Madison parks


Stoughton needs an outdoor aquatic center


Don't focus on just the newhousing development areas. The older neighborhoods will soon become the neighborhoods of young families, and you will be behind the game in updating already exiting parks that are not the primary focus right now. I've seen the use of Bjoin Park go down for organized events because it has not been updated as other parks in the city. Improve the areas the city already has.


Really wish that Troll Beachwas open later. Many working parents are unable to bring their kids there for a swim after they get home from work.


please try to have a varietyof play equipment for young and older children.


Great program in Whitewater park on river


There are many greenspaces that are privately owned that can and should be purchased for parks - they are used that way now.


More and longer walking trails. More fenced pet exercise areas with grass and trees.


We strongly support improving City parks, trails, open space, recreational facilities and services. They are what make this a community. We enjoy using them with our family/friends. We would use the skateboard park more often if it was better taken care of and updated. Sincerely hope the rapids / riverwalk project is approved, as we enjoy kayaking in the summer.


Please take care of the parks we have first.


Financial aid offered is often not accepted because people are too embarrassed to accept it. We live on cedarbrook lane and there is nowhere for our children to play without crossing a major highway. Buy the land by weebleworld qnd make a park, PLEASE!


Do regular checks of play equipment to remove vulgar graffiti


Whitewater park is fantasticidea! full speed ahead please.


Would be better have fewer nicer parks than so many.


lighted youth sports field - especially for youth football is needed. Soccer seems to have many of the park spaces around town.


Would love to see a city pool, and canoe/kayak rentals and definitely a walking path like Oregon!!


The thing everyone wants most is a public swimming pool. It would bring in revenue and provide people a safe place to swim


Finish the yahara river trailto make a loop along hwy B


many communities have lighted fields for youth sports


I think the one thing Stoughton is missing is a paved walking path in an area where no cars are present for walking, rollerblading, etc. Oregon has a nice path around a nature area that we frequently commute to, it's about 1.75 miles per loop. Would LOVE something like that in Stoughton where no cars can interfere.


Mow frequently, use appropriate chemicals to control weed growth. Our kids are far to old for the splash pad but that was a great addition to the community for attracting/keeping young families.


Amundson Park could usesome gravel on parts of the trail, some is just mud.


You need to take of what you currently have all our parks are in bad shape and we keep adding. The white water thing is a big waste of money and is not needed


Get rid of Troll Beach and build an aquatic center


So many playgrounds needa makeover! New equipment would draw in more children.


We need accessible options and active options to help keep our teens out of trouble


Dunkirk park used to be a great asset but the reconstruction turned it into an unapppealing swamp. Plus the geese wreck the playground equipment. Love new splash pad. Very excited about whitewater park







Looking forward to the kayak/canoe proposal mentioned earlier this year across from Mandt park coming to fruition. This would be just what the downtown needs.


We need more fields for football and trails for active people. Lacrosse plays on the two football fields we have (which are school grounds.) We need more equality among sports, soccer has fields all over this town, baseball and softball too. Please tell me where we have football fields? Thank you for all you do and I appreciate the survey to make our city better!!! Go Vikings


need a football field with lights & bathrooms


I feel that fields in this city should be shared among sports. Every time a new area is introduced soccer takesbit over. Youth football has to use Fox Prairie fields which means wet fields constantly, no lights for games, constant complaining from neighborhood about people parking everywhere & lack of storage area for football equipment.


We have been fairly satisfied with the parks available to us, it just so happens that we live closest (within walking distance) to Criddle park which seems to be neglected. It would be really nice to see this park updated and accessible as so many children live so close!


Would love to see more/larger ice skating areas in the winter!


Take back total control of the Soccer fields.


Biking on main st is extremely hazardous. Stoughton needs to address that RIGHT AWAY.


We would love to a bike path that went around the entire city possibly connecting to Madison or other surrounding communities


connect viking county parktrail from CTY B to yahara river trial at ind park and connect yahara river trail at division st to amundson park. please!!!


I think a component missing in this conversation is security and safety.


Having a community pool like Evansville (outdoor) would be great!


Please do NOT add any more facilities to Mandt park, we enjoy the fair so much but it seems like they are getting pushed out


I said it before; our trails gonowhere and don't connect; it's unsafe and frustrating for the large population of bikers and runners in our community. It would also help local business if we could pick up more bike traffic from Madison and make it a destination or pitstop along the way. Stoughton is excluded from large biking groups; they all go southwest from Madison.


Would like to see adult handicap swing in the racetrack park area we have several growing children that would be helped


I believe that the city shouldbe open to private clubs helping to repair and improve existing sports facilities, like donations to help softball fields. The Fox Prairie project turned out great and was a win win for everyone. Donations to help improve fields at Kegonsa should be similarly welcomed. The city should not only welcome these donations, but solicit them as well, since club sports utilize these fields the most. In return, the club sports that put time and money to improving these facilities should be given priority for use.


NE side of city could use aplayground so we don't have to cross busy Main St.


Keep them looking great and maintained.


Tax Walmart more and letthem cover some of the costs


Less emphasis on standardparks and playgrounds. More on trails,wildlife and wetland preservation.


This city shockingly is on ariver. Wha? Can't even see it! This means Stoughton=Stupidly developed. Biggest asset we gave away to homeowners. Buy it back and let us who cannot afford to live on the river see it and use it


stoughton is small emoughthat no park is really too far away to get to. right? so to me, the important thing is to diversify they different park uses... so that that each one provides a different experience. and people need an obvious suggestion/visualization of how they can enjoy a park! just having an open space with a few trees and a swing set isn't good enough. people generally won't use these parks. but if they see a couple pickleball courts (w/ people playing a spirited game)... THAT will catch on. imagine for a moment, if Stoughton became known as a pioneer in Dane county for having an exemplary Parks Dept!? that would be so awesome. it would be a huge economic boost to the residents. (not to mention the other benefits of being active and happy). this whitewate park concept could really bring a lot of people down to our city to recreate (and spend $ while they're here). imagine we design a super-cool skate parks for the kids. imagine if we became known as "Tidy Town" because we all picked up the litte


I think the whitewater parkis a great idea. My priority is that we take on projects that set us apart from the parks in surrounding towns and take advantage of the unique qualities of Stoughton. Having a whitwater park and riverwalk is important to take advantage of the riverfront, which is something other towns don't have, for example. I think winter activities like an ice rink are important because it celebrates the unique Norwegian/winter sport heritage the town has. The existing Yahara river trail is amazing. The last priority that's really important to me is the project to connect it to the bike trail to McFarland and Madison. That would make Stoughton a destination for cyclists who I think would love to be able to bike to Stoughton's coffee shops, festivals, etc.


We need more Softball/Baseball fields. It would allow tournaments that can bring revenue to the city.


Indoor swimming facility, open year round.


Our observation is that theparks are underutilied and is any new money is to be used it should we used to improve the existing trails and parks facilities.


There is a lot of potential, the most underutilized park is Mandt Park, it is a large space that is very poorly planned. The grandstand owned by the fair should either be removed or a partnership with the city to generate more use would be a smart choice. Regarding recreation programs, I feel that a Summer playground program would be greatly beneficial to our community, it can start small at a park or two but the collaboration opportunities are great, with potential partnerships with SASD, lunches for Vikings, Stoughton Library, and possible internships through local universities. I feel a program like this would also increase safety in the parks and help keep kids out of trouble in the Summer. I feel something like this should not be a revenue driven decision but a community driven decision and the benefits would be well worth it.


Remove the abandoned building and clear the boat launch at Division Street Park.


I would like to see a publiccity swimming pool in Stoughton. Most neighboring communities have them, and I drive my daughter 30 minutes to Monona for swim lessons and to other pools in Edgerton, Verona for recreation. I realize we have Troll Beach, but that is not a pool with facilities like those the other towns have, with aquatics programs that other towns have.


We definitely need more security/lighting at the parks.


Would love the Lower Yahara River Trail to join with Stoughton


Really have a need for an aquatic center.


Would love a public pool, shaded parks, extension of current trails


At times alot of cars park on grass at Bjorn and Riverside parks which harms grass and limits parks for other use


Finishing the trail loop around the Yahara River should be top priority


I would love to see more options for adult activities at parks including equipment.


More and more communities are investing in park lands and trails. Stoughton is fortunate to have the yahara river running thru it and around it. It would be great to utilize more trails that complimente this great asset. I also think that the white water rafting project would be a huge attraction to the city and it;s bussiness.


Less fertilizers/chemicals -more native plants.







Need more partnerships with local businesses. Also, need a ccessful Whitewater Park planning and development stage where local citizens have a chance to participate and they have incentives to come down and use the entire waterfront area. It could be a great rec recreational and economic resource for the community.


Please update/make betteruse of the park spaces already available.


There are too many parks in this little town!


The city really needs to domore to appeal more to young, middle income families. Families who will sned their children through the school system; increasing the enrollment and closing the income gap. Nordic Ridge is fine, but completely unrealistic for most young families. Compared to near by cities, the parks are in rough shape, and our youth programs don't syltand out in many areas. It is a battle for areas for our youth to practice and play their sports which is unattractive to many families.


There is a beautiful pond that is in the Norse view heights development by Page and B. We should have a park and open area around that pond for people to enjoy. Maybe a walking path around the pond for the public. It’s important to preserve and protect open areas especially for the wildlife.


loop Amudson Trail back toriver trail around Viking Park


Veterns park needs bathrooms and drinking fountains!


We would love an aquaticscenter and longer hours at Troll Beach and the Splash Pad.


More shade and shelters are needed, bathroom facilities at more parks that are actually open, drinking fountains at parks, an outdoor public swimming pool, a playground at Nordic Ridge Park, swings or at least baby swings at most parks because that’s the only playground equipment infants can really use yet many parks don’t have swings at all, it would be great to see updated playground equipment and make one playground really big and cool with modern equipment like a “dream park.”


No longer have young kids, but I used to spend a lot of time at them. The equipment seems to be falling apart. Consider a dream park as a destination for visitors. We use to take our kids all over and then buy lunch in that town. Right now we use the trails to walk and ride bike. Not enough trails to get exercise and we go out of town each Saturday. I don't see improving the bike park on your list. That is a missed opportunity too.


In addition for bike trails, apool instead of troll beach would be great.


I think the city could use more parks with playgrounds that people could walk to....only one park that we can walk to from carl ave and that park has very limited playground equipment


I feel a lot of the parks could be better if they all included restrooms, a bigger shelter area, swings at each location, tables/benches, and more shaded areas. It seems there isn't one park that has all of these things in good condition.


Thanks for all the work youdo to support our current parks, trails and all of the work to plan new and improve current parks. We believe they are an extremely important part of our community and use them often in many different ways.


#1 paved trail system to network our City parks, #2 Establish "friends of the parks" to elist neighborhood citizen to adopt, care, and maintain safety at their neighborhood park. #3 Uniroyal need to be relocated out of downtown- huge eyesore and stinky!!


Connect Bike loop from industrial park North to county B and Viking park trail.


Improve and increase sizeof splash pad


Add bathrooms to the parks that don’t have one. Make them available during daytime hours. There’s nothing more frustrating than a child that need the bathroom and we have to leave.


Our city is pretty safe, I think our resources would be better served by investing in our parks/recreation areas!


Would love to see the completion of the connected trail between Stoughton and McFarland! So exciting!


We need to control weeds.Other communities have beautiful grass, many of our parks are weed infested.


I feel the city of Stoughtonshould try to approach citizens on a city pool rather then a whitewater rafting the quality of the Yahara river water is concerning and not safe for younger children. I feel a city pool would be more beneficial for ages.


Mimic playgrounds like theones at Sandhill Elementary and paved trails around whole city.


I use the river trail betweenthe industrial park and Cooper's Causeway on a regular basis. I really appreciate the gravel surface. It would be great if muddy spots could be filled in with gravel more often, especially during the spring. Also, I often see dog owners allow their dogs to go off-leash, despite the city ordinance against it. I think it would help to have the ordinance posted in more places, for example at the path leading from Bjoin Park and the foot of the pedestrian bridge. It would also help for this ordinance to be enforced by police during high-traffic times, such as early morning and early evening. I have spoken to some dog owners about my safety concerns, but they seem determined to use the river trail as a dog park. Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts!


T-ball is scheduled at a terrible time for younger children. Too hot and end of busy weekends is not the time. Whitewater project is a waste of resources.


Dedicated bike lanes are noticeably absent in Stoughton. Needs priority.


This city is approaching capacity for its baseball and softball programs from a facility standpoint. Registrations are rising and new homes/families are coming to town, which is only going to make this field availability issue even worse. I have kids involved in both baseball and softball and travel for both to tournaments, some of the more popular locations are smaller towns as they’ve invested in their facilities. Stoughton has a great community base to build off of, we have many of the big city amenities, but still maintain that small town feel. We should be bringing in more tournaments, but availability of facilities limit us, especially for baseball. If we could find a way to build some 200’ fence fields at Racetrack, we would be a coveted location, bringing more money back into the community. We also should have a covered shelter out there. That is one low cost thing that facility is desperately lacking. We could turn Racetrack into a baseball/softball facility similar to what Janesville operates, but p


we drive to edgerton, fort atkinson, Evansville to use a traditional pool nearly every weekend in summer. would love to see more water activities available including more and better splash pads


Very limited dedicated yousoftball fields compared to the number allocated to boys baseball


We need a swimming poolas part of an effort to attract new families to Stoughton and increase school enroll and revitalize the city.


After visiting other towns with beautiful central parks, I came back wishing Stoughton had a larger park we could drive into and not see homes or businesses. We have no one park that truely secludes the park visitor within nature. Hope I am making myself clear. The Park and Rec needs to aquire most of the riverfront property.


We need equipment for toddler-age kids. When they're walking at age 1-2, the regular size playgrounds are too big for them but they still want to play on something. Also, we'd like a whitewater rafting park that the city has talked about. We need more fun stuff around here, otherwise anyone with kids keeps leaving Stoughton to do the fun stuff.


I feel like we don't need more parks, we just need to make the parks we already have bigger and better.


the bathrooms at East SidePark need major upgrades


Spouse and I were just mentioning that Stoughton needs a lot more parks, open spaces. Thanks for survey!


I think we have a lot of great parks but unfortunately many of them are getting old and need updates. They have been removing stuff from parks, like tennis courts, basketball courts but not replacing. some of the older parks really need new playgrounds as they are pretty beat up and basic. many times the bathrooms are there but locked. it would also be nice to see some outside ice skating areas for winter activities. and an outside community pool for summer &splash pads (other than troll beach). I also think preserving nature is important.


it would be nice if restrooms were open on a daily basis


Public basketball court is badly needed! Easily accessible bike or bike path is badly needed! I've no knowledge of parks and rec info aside from seasonal guide, which I love.


These are just my opinions, please keep in mind my wife and I plan to move out of Dane County within the next 5 years


I'm an out-of-towner, but I use the dog park and the in-city parks for events, as well.







Move music in the parks totravel. That way we show off all parks and encourage community members to use them. There would be a shelter and restrooms available at some. Benches for parents to sit on while children play.Grills for a picnic. Water bubblers! Community luminaire lighting on trails maybe 4 times a year.( each season) Bike trails for safety of families.


Dan, you're doing a wonderful job! Thank you!


More playground equipment, additional splash pads. Glad to see the ice rink this last winter!


Most of our parks get verylittle use , so improving, cleaning, and maintaining the ones that get used the most is important. We don't need anything new built in this town. Use what we have. I don't want my taxes raise any more. It has become ridiculous!


lighting, benches, fencing included at pickleball courts- thank you for this survey


Maybe some of the local groups like Boy & Girl Scouts, 4-H clubs could volunteer their time to help with repair and improvement to the local parks and trails.


Outdoor pool (yes I know we have troll beach)


They are knocking the kittelson building down, why not put a water fountain there maybe a little walkway and garden like there is on page Street? I definitely think that we could use more bike trails downtown, and more walking paths in general plus water fountains


Really appreciate your workfor the city. Repairs are definitely needed at parks used by young kids, like Criddle and Bjoin. This is essential to the City's and School District's goal of attracting and retaining young families, plus broken equipment is unsafe. Finishing the river trail is a huge priority. Also wish there was a safer route to Racetrack Park for kids on bikes.


Walking areas with rest spots for seniors


More shady spaces at parks for parents please!


Most parks lack play structures for younger children. I frequent many of the parks in town but few have swings for infant/toddlers and have little else for them to enjoy. I would also love to see an outdoor pool/splash pad for the summer months. Troll beach gets very crowded on hot days and if I am going to pay to swim at a facility I would rather pay admission to a pool instead.


We need more interesting playgrounds that older kids might like too


The more natural space, walking and bike trails and active places and exporable places stoughton has, and advertises it has, the more people that will be drawn here, people looking to be close to Madison or Janesville yet want to live in a smaller town. This is good for the schools and economics. Keep the parks up for the families to move to Stoughton. It will greatly improve our tax base. Get some of those Madison active folks moving here with their families


Before anything is done anADA Plan must be put in place with progress being implemented.


The new areas need to have some type of park and rec areas for those living in them


enhance what we have - move equipment around, include play equipment for all ages and abilities


Shade the areas so they can be used.


#1 interest is an outdoor community pool


In question 16: communitygardening space would really get my top priority vote.


The park system is quite poor here. Compared to other size communities. It could be a lot better. I think the money should be spent on Public Safety and hiring more police officers personally


community swimming poolfor year-round use, the high school pool is just not available that much - an ice rink with meaningful open skate time, hockey players are not the only ones wanting time on the ice


Please consider eliminatingpesticide use on parks, ESPECIALLY passive parks or playgrounds


the park quantity is fine, however some of the equipment is so outdated that it's bordering on dangerous. The Lowell park playground has the same slide that I used to call the "hot dog" slide when my grandma would take me there in the early 90s. None of our playgrounds are accessible to kids with disabilities. They are out of date, and deserve a large focus of the annual budget.


We really need a dedicatedlittle league complex with a concession stand and lights. Grass infields/synthetic turf with appropriate distance fences. We are over crowded even with the use of Oak Knoll Park in Pleasant Springs.


A city pool that isn’t Troll Beach would be amazing. Also some shade at parks would be awesome, esp over playground areas meant for the littlest ones


We NEED a pool (like Edgerton). Troll Beach is not safe, sanitary or enjoyable (or wheelchair acccessible)


Extend the bike path to connect with the Yahara River Trail.


Stoughton has no great playgrounds! It has many 'meh' play structures, many that could use maintenance, but nothing that if I were looking to move here as young family we'd say wow what a great park for my kids to play at.


The river trail down by the Yahara behind Bjoin Park, running behind the business park does not feel safe for women walking alone in the wooded area. Way too secluded. Walked there in the middle of the day with my kids and some very creepy young men were walking back there.


Support the river front ideas. All else...no new tax $$$. Taxes are high enough


Would like to see more police presence at Schefelker Park. Need to change the vision of that park. HS students use it for drug deals, etc. please have some focus on this park.


More biking opportunities!!Was very disappointed that the city reduced existing bike lanes on city streets a ways back. Work hard to get our existing bike path connected with the Dame County system, and make sure it is paved!


We love the addition of thehopscotch, alphabet, and shapes on the paved path at Schefelker Park.


Thank you for asking thesethought provoking questions.







Stoughton needs a real outdoor pool; Mandt Park should undergo a complete and comprehensive redesign as a DESIGNED park and landscape


The City Council needs to be more receptive to enhancing the experience of living in this wonderful town. We've lived herefor 30 years and are finally seeing a change of thinking when it comes to a quality of life while maintaining the integrity of the Stoughton charm. MEG


We do not need more of what we have. Most is not being used enough as is. We need NEW ideas - paved trails, Pickleball was a good new addition and we use it! The white water park is dumb since no one is going to get into that gross water. Question 16 requires that I prioritize more items than I value so you are collecting biased data. I only value the first 4 items I checked.


increased enforcement of no parking on Racetrack Rd, including sidewalk. Signs are up but ignored. I realize parking is limited but parking on the sidewalk is not the answer.


Don't focus on just the new housing development areas. The older neighborhoods will soon become the neighborhoods ofyoung families, and you will be behind the game in updating already exiting parks that are not the primary focus right now. I've seen the use of Bjoin Park go down for organized events because it has not been updated as other parks in the city. Improve the areas the city already has.


Really wish that Troll Beach was open later. Many working parents are unable to bring their kids there for a swim after they get home from work.


We strongly support improving City parks, trails, open space, recreational facilities and services. They are what make thisa community. We enjoy using them with our family/friends. We would use the skateboard park more often if it was better taken care of and updated. Sincerely hope the rapids / riverwalk project is approved, as we enjoy kayaking in the summer.


Financial aid offered is often not accepted because people are too embarrassed to accept it. We live on cedarbrook lane and there is nowhere for our children to play without crossing a major highway. Buy the land by weebleworld qnd make a park, PLEASE!


I think the one thing Stoughton is missing is a paved walking path in an area where no cars are present for walking, rollerblading, etc. Oregon has a nice path around a nature area that we frequently commute to, it's about 1.75 miles per loop. Would LOVE something like that in Stoughton where no cars can interfere.


Mow frequently, use appropriate chemicals to control weed growth. Our kids are far to old for the splash pad but that was agreat addition to the community for attracting/keeping young families.


You need to take of what you currently have all our parks are in bad shape and we keep adding. The white water thing is abig waste of money and is not needed


Dunkirk park used to be a great asset but the reconstruction turned it into an unapppealing swamp. Plus the geese wreck the playground equipment. Love new splash pad. Very excited about whitewater park







Looking forward to the kayak/canoe proposal mentioned earlier this year across from Mandt park coming to fruition. This would be just what the downtown needs.


We need more fields for football and trails for active people. Lacrosse plays on the two football fields we have (which are school grounds.) We need more equality among sports, soccer has fields all over this town, baseball and softball too. Please tell me where we have football fields? Thank you for all you do and I appreciate the survey to make our city better!!! Go Vikings


I feel that fields in this city should be shared among sports. Every time a new area is introduced soccer takesbit over. Youth football has to use Fox Prairie fields which means wet fields constantly, no lights for games, constant complaining from neighborhood about people parking everywhere & lack of storage area for football equipment.


We have been fairly satisfied with the parks available to us, it just so happens that we live closest (within walking distance)to Criddle park which seems to be neglected. It would be really nice to see this park updated and accessible as so many children live so close!


connect viking county park trail from CTY B to yahara river trial at ind park and connect yahara river trail at division st to amundson park. please!!!


I said it before; our trails go nowhere and don't connect; it's unsafe and frustrating for the large population of bikers and runners in our community. It would also help local business if we could pick up more bike traffic from Madison and make it a destination or pitstop along the way. Stoughton is excluded from large biking groups; they all go southwest from Madison.


I believe that the city should be open to private clubs helping to repair and improve existing sports facilities, like donationsto help softball fields. The Fox Prairie project turned out great and was a win win for everyone. Donations to help improve fields at Kegonsa should be similarly welcomed. The city should not only welcome these donations, but solicit them as well, since club sports utilize these fields the most. In return, the club sports that put time and money to improving these facilities should be given priority for use.


This city shockingly is on a river. Wha? Can't even see it! This means Stoughton=Stupidly developed. Biggest asset we gave away to homeowners. Buy it back and let us who cannot afford to live on the river see it and use it


stoughton is small emough that no park is really too far away to get to. right? so to me, the important thing is to diversify they different park uses... so that that each one provides a different experience. and people need an obvious suggestion/visualization of how they can enjoy a park! just having an open space with a few trees and a swing set isn't good enough. people generally won't use these parks. but if they see a couple pickleball courts (w/ people playing a spirited game)... THAT will catch on. imagine for a moment, if Stoughton became known as a pioneer in Dane county for having an exemplary Parks Dept!? that would be so awesome. it would be a huge economic boost to the residents. (not to mention the other benefits of being active and happy). this whitewate park concept could really bring a lot of people down to our city to recreate (and spend $ while they're here). imagine we design a super-cool skate parks for the kids. imagine if we became known as "Tidy Town" because we all picked up the litte


I think the whitewater park is a great idea. My priority is that we take on projects that set us apart from the parks in surrounding towns and take advantage of the unique qualities of Stoughton. Having a whitwater park and riverwalk is important to take advantage of the riverfront, which is something other towns don't have, for example. I think winter activities like an ice rink are important because it celebrates the unique Norwegian/winter sport heritage the town has. The existing Yahara river trail is amazing. The last priority that's really important to me is the project to connect it to the bike trail to McFarland and Madison. That would make Stoughton a destination for cyclists who I think would love to be able to bike to Stoughton's coffee shops, festivals, etc.


Our observation is that the parks are underutilied and is any new money is to be used it should we used to improve the existing trails and parks facilities.


There is a lot of potential, the most underutilized park is Mandt Park, it is a large space that is very poorly planned. The grandstand owned by the fair should either be removed or a partnership with the city to generate more use would be a smart choice. Regarding recreation programs, I feel that a Summer playground program would be greatly beneficial to our community, it can start small at a park or two but the collaboration opportunities are great, with potential partnerships with SASD, lunches for Vikings, Stoughton Library, and possible internships through local universities. I feel a program like this would also increase safety in the parks and help keep kids out of trouble in the Summer. I feel something like this should not be a revenue driven decision but a community driven decision and the benefits would be well worth it.


I would like to see a public city swimming pool in Stoughton. Most neighboring communities have them, and I drive my daughter 30 minutes to Monona for swim lessons and to other pools in Edgerton, Verona for recreation. I realize we have Troll Beach, but that is not a pool with facilities like those the other towns have, with aquatics programs that other towns have.


More and more communities are investing in park lands and trails. Stoughton is fortunate to have the yahara river runningthru it and around it. It would be great to utilize more trails that complimente this great asset. I also think that the white water rafting project would be a huge attraction to the city and it;s bussiness.







Need more partnerships with local businesses. Also, need a ccessful Whitewater Park planning and development stage where local citizens have a chance to participate and they have incentives to come down and use the entire waterfront area. It could be a great rec recreational and economic resource for the community.


The city really needs to do more to appeal more to young, middle income families. Families who will sned their children through the school system; increasing the enrollment and closing the income gap. Nordic Ridge is fine, but completely unrealistic for most young families. Compared to near by cities, the parks are in rough shape, and our youth programs don't syltand out in many areas. It is a battle for areas for our youth to practice and play their sports which is unattractive to many families.


There is a beautiful pond that is in the Norse view heights development by Page and B. We should have a park and open area around that pond for people to enjoy. Maybe a walking path around the pond for the public. It’s important to preserve and protect open areas especially for the wildlife.


More shade and shelters are needed, bathroom facilities at more parks that are actually open, drinking fountains at parks,an outdoor public swimming pool, a playground at Nordic Ridge Park, swings or at least baby swings at most parks because that’s the only playground equipment infants can really use yet many parks don’t have swings at all, it would be great to see updated playground equipment and make one playground really big and cool with modern equipment like a “dream park.”


No longer have young kids, but I used to spend a lot of time at them. The equipment seems to be falling apart. Consider adream park as a destination for visitors. We use to take our kids all over and then buy lunch in that town. Right now we use the trails to walk and ride bike. Not enough trails to get exercise and we go out of town each Saturday. I don't see improving the bike park on your list. That is a missed opportunity too.


I think the city could use more parks with playgrounds that people could walk to....only one park that we can walk to from carl ave and that park has very limited playground equipment


I feel a lot of the parks could be better if they all included restrooms, a bigger shelter area, swings at each location, tables/benches, and more shaded areas. It seems there isn't one park that has all of these things in good condition.


Thanks for all the work you do to support our current parks, trails and all of the work to plan new and improve current parks. We believe they are an extremely important part of our community and use them often in many different ways.


#1 paved trail system to network our City parks, #2 Establish "friends of the parks" to elist neighborhood citizen to adopt, care, and maintain safety at their neighborhood park. #3 Uniroyal need to be relocated out of downtown- huge eyesore and stinky!!


Add bathrooms to the parks that don’t have one. Make them available during daytime hours. There’s nothing more frustrating than a child that need the bathroom and we have to leave.


I feel the city of Stoughton should try to approach citizens on a city pool rather then a whitewater rafting the quality of the Yahara river water is concerning and not safe for younger children. I feel a city pool would be more beneficial for ages.


I use the river trail between the industrial park and Cooper's Causeway on a regular basis. I really appreciate the gravel surface. It would be great if muddy spots could be filled in with gravel more often, especially during the spring. Also, I often see dog owners allow their dogs to go off-leash, despite the city ordinance against it. I think it would help to have the ordinance posted in more places, for example at the path leading from Bjoin Park and the foot of the pedestrian bridge. It would also help for this ordinance to be enforced by police during high-traffic times, such as early morning and early evening. I have spoken to some dog owners about my safety concerns, but they seem determined to use the river trail as a dog park. Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts!


T-ball is scheduled at a terrible time for younger children. Too hot and end of busy weekends is not the time. Whitewater project is a waste of resources.


This city is approaching capacity for its baseball and softball programs from a facility standpoint. Registrations are rising and new homes/families are coming to town, which is only going to make this field availability issue even worse. I have kids involved in both baseball and softball and travel for both to tournaments, some of the more popular locations are smaller towns as they’ve invested in their facilities. Stoughton has a great community base to build off of, we have many of the big city amenities, but still maintain that small town feel. We should be bringing in more tournaments, but availability of facilities limit us, especially for baseball. If we could find a way to build some 200’ fence fields at Racetrack, we would be a coveted location, bringing more money back into the community. We also should have a covered shelter out there. That is one low cost thing that facility is desperately lacking. We could turn Racetrack into a baseball/softball facility similar to what Janesville operates, but p


we drive to edgerton, fort atkinson, Evansville to use a traditional pool nearly every weekend in summer. would love to seemore water activities available including more and better splash pads


After visiting other towns with beautiful central parks, I came back wishing Stoughton had a larger park we could drive intoand not see homes or businesses. We have no one park that truely secludes the park visitor within nature. Hope I am making myself clear. The Park and Rec needs to aquire most of the riverfront property.


We need equipment for toddler-age kids. When they're walking at age 1-2, the regular size playgrounds are too big for them but they still want to play on something. Also, we'd like a whitewater rafting park that the city has talked about. We need more fun stuff around here, otherwise anyone with kids keeps leaving Stoughton to do the fun stuff.


I think we have a lot of great parks but unfortunately many of them are getting old and need updates. They have been removing stuff from parks, like tennis courts, basketball courts but not replacing. some of the older parks really need new playgrounds as they are pretty beat up and basic. many times the bathrooms are there but locked. it would also be nice to see some outside ice skating areas for winter activities. and an outside community pool for summer &splash pads (other than troll beach). I also think preserving nature is important.


Public basketball court is badly needed! Easily accessible bike or bike path is badly needed! I've no knowledge of parks and rec info aside from seasonal guide, which I love.







Move music in the parks to travel. That way we show off all parks and encourage community members to use them. Therewould be a shelter and restrooms available at some. Benches for parents to sit on while children play.Grills for a picnic. Water bubblers! Community luminaire lighting on trails maybe 4 times a year.( each season) Bike trails for safety of families.


Most of our parks get very little use , so improving, cleaning, and maintaining the ones that get used the most is important.We don't need anything new built in this town. Use what we have. I don't want my taxes raise any more. It has become ridiculous!


Maybe some of the local groups like Boy & Girl Scouts, 4-H clubs could volunteer their time to help with repair and improvement to the local parks and trails.


They are knocking the kittelson building down, why not put a water fountain there maybe a little walkway and garden like there is on page Street? I definitely think that we could use more bike trails downtown, and more walking paths in general plus water fountains


Really appreciate your work for the city. Repairs are definitely needed at parks used by young kids, like Criddle and Bjoin.This is essential to the City's and School District's goal of attracting and retaining young families, plus broken equipment is unsafe. Finishing the river trail is a huge priority. Also wish there was a safer route to Racetrack Park for kids on bikes.


Most parks lack play structures for younger children. I frequent many of the parks in town but few have swings for infant/toddlers and have little else for them to enjoy. I would also love to see an outdoor pool/splash pad for the summer months. Troll beach gets very crowded on hot days and if I am going to pay to swim at a facility I would rather pay admission to a pool instead.


The more natural space, walking and bike trails and active places and exporable places stoughton has, and advertises it has, the more people that will be drawn here, people looking to be close to Madison or Janesville yet want to live in a smaller town. This is good for the schools and economics. Keep the parks up for the families to move to Stoughton. It will greatly improve our tax base. Get some of those Madison active folks moving here with their families


The park system is quite poor here. Compared to other size communities. It could be a lot better. I think the money shouldbe spent on Public Safety and hiring more police officers personally


community swimming pool for year-round use, the high school pool is just not available that much - an ice rink with meaningful open skate time, hockey players are not the only ones wanting time on the ice


the park quantity is fine, however some of the equipment is so outdated that it's bordering on dangerous. The Lowell parkplayground has the same slide that I used to call the "hot dog" slide when my grandma would take me there in the early 90s. None of our playgrounds are accessible to kids with disabilities. They are out of date, and deserve a large focus of the annual budget.


We really need a dedicated little league complex with a concession stand and lights. Grass infields/synthetic turf with appropriate distance fences. We are over crowded even with the use of Oak Knoll Park in Pleasant Springs.


A city pool that isn’t Troll Beach would be amazing. Also some shade at parks would be awesome, esp over playground areas meant for the littlest ones


Stoughton has no great playgrounds! It has many 'meh' play structures, many that could use maintenance, but nothing that if I were looking to move here as young family we'd say wow what a great park for my kids to play at.


The river trail down by the Yahara behind Bjoin Park, running behind the business park does not feel safe for women walking alone in the wooded area. Way too secluded. Walked there in the middle of the day with my kids and some very creepy young men were walking back there.


Would like to see more police presence at Schefelker Park. Need to change the vision of that park. HS students use it for drug deals, etc. please have some focus on this park.


More biking opportunities!! Was very disappointed that the city reduced existing bike lanes on city streets a ways back. Work hard to get our existing bike path connected with the Dame County system, and make sure it is paved!







The City Council needs to be more receptive to enhancing the experience of living in this wonderful town. We've lived here for 30 years and are finally seeing a change of thinking when it comes to a quality of life whilemaintaining the integrity of the Stoughton charm. MEG


We do not need more of what we have. Most is not being used enough as is. We need NEW ideas - paved trails, Pickleball was a good new addition and we use it! The white water park is dumb since no one is goingto get into that gross water. Question 16 requires that I prioritize more items than I value so you are collecting biased data. I only value the first 4 items I checked.


Don't focus on just the new housing development areas. The older neighborhoods will soon become the neighborhoods of young families, and you will be behind the game in updating already exiting parks that are not the primary focus right now. I've seen the use of Bjoin Park go down for organized events because it has not been updated as other parks in the city. Improve the areas the city already has.


We strongly support improving City parks, trails, open space, recreational facilities and services. They are what make this a community. We enjoy using them with our family/friends. We would use the skateboard parkmore often if it was better taken care of and updated. Sincerely hope the rapids / riverwalk project is approved, as we enjoy kayaking in the summer.


Financial aid offered is often not accepted because people are too embarrassed to accept it. We live on cedarbrook lane and there is nowhere for our children to play without crossing a major highway. Buy the land byweebleworld qnd make a park, PLEASE!


I think the one thing Stoughton is missing is a paved walking path in an area where no cars are present for walking, rollerblading, etc. Oregon has a nice path around a nature area that we frequently commute to, it's about 1.75 miles per loop. Would LOVE something like that in Stoughton where no cars can interfere.







We need more fields for football and trails for active people. Lacrosse plays on the two football fields we have (which are school grounds.) We need more equality among sports, soccer has fields all over this town, baseball and softball too. Please tell me where we have football fields? Thank you for all you do and I appreciate the survey to make our city better!!! Go Vikings


I feel that fields in this city should be shared among sports. Every time a new area is introduced soccer takesbit over. Youth football has to use Fox Prairie fields which means wet fields constantly, no lights for games, constant complaining from neighborhood about people parking everywhere & lack of storage area for football equipment.


We have been fairly satisfied with the parks available to us, it just so happens that we live closest (within walking distance) to Criddle park which seems to be neglected. It would be really nice to see this park updated and accessible as so many children live so close!


I said it before; our trails go nowhere and don't connect; it's unsafe and frustrating for the large population of bikers and runners in our community. It would also help local business if we could pick up more bike traffic from Madison and make it a destination or pitstop along the way. Stoughton is excluded from large biking groups; they all go southwest from Madison.


I believe that the city should be open to private clubs helping to repair and improve existing sports facilities, like donations to help softball fields. The Fox Prairie project turned out great and was a win win for everyone. Donations to help improve fields at Kegonsa should be similarly welcomed. The city should not only welcome these donations, but solicit them as well, since club sports utilize these fields the most. In return, the club sports that put time and money to improving these facilities should be given priority for use.


stoughton is small emough that no park is really too far away to get to. right? so to me, the important thing is to diversify they different park uses... so that that each one provides a different experience. and people needan obvious suggestion/visualization of how they can enjoy a park! just having an open space with a few trees and a swing set isn't good enough. people generally won't use these parks. but if they see a couple pickleball courts (w/ people playing a spirited game)... THAT will catch on. imagine for a moment, if Stoughton became known as a pioneer in Dane county for having an exemplary Parks Dept!? that would be so awesome. it would be a huge economic boost to the residents. (not to mention the other benefits of being active and happy). this whitewate park concept could really bring a lot of people down to our city to recreate (and spend $ while they're here). imagine we design a super-cool skate parks for the kids. imagine if we became known as "Tidy Town" because we all picked up the litte


I think the whitewater park is a great idea. My priority is that we take on projects that set us apart from the parks in surrounding towns and take advantage of the unique qualities of Stoughton. Having a whitwater park and riverwalk is important to take advantage of the riverfront, which is something other towns don't have, for example. I think winter activities like an ice rink are important because it celebrates the unique Norwegian/winter sport heritage the town has. The existing Yahara river trail is amazing. The last priority that's really important to me is the project to connect it to the bike trail to McFarland and Madison. That would make Stoughton a destination for cyclists who I think would love to be able to bike to Stoughton's coffee shops, festivals, etc.


There is a lot of potential, the most underutilized park is Mandt Park, it is a large space that is very poorly planned. The grandstand owned by the fair should either be removed or a partnership with the city to generate more use would be a smart choice. Regarding recreation programs, I feel that a Summer playground program would be greatly beneficial to our community, it can start small at a park or two but the collaboration opportunities are great, with potential partnerships with SASD, lunches for Vikings, Stoughton Library, and possible internships through local universities. I feel a program like this would also increase safety in the parks and help keep kids out of trouble in the Summer. I feel something like this should not be a revenue driven decision but a community driven decision and the benefits would be well worth it.


I would like to see a public city swimming pool in Stoughton. Most neighboring communities have them, and I drive my daughter 30 minutes to Monona for swim lessons and to other pools in Edgerton, Verona for recreation. I realize we have Troll Beach, but that is not a pool with facilities like those the other towns have, with aquatics programs that other towns have.


More and more communities are investing in park lands and trails. Stoughton is fortunate to have the yahara river running thru it and around it. It would be great to utilize more trails that complimente this great asset. Ialso think that the white water rafting project would be a huge attraction to the city and it;s bussiness.







Need more partnerships with local businesses. Also, need a ccessful Whitewater Park planning and development stage where local citizens have a chance to participate and they have incentives to come down and usethe entire waterfront area. It could be a great rec recreational and economic resource for the community.


The city really needs to do more to appeal more to young, middle income families. Families who will sned their children through the school system; increasing the enrollment and closing the income gap. Nordic Ridge isfine, but completely unrealistic for most young families. Compared to near by cities, the parks are in rough shape, and our youth programs don't syltand out in many areas. It is a battle for areas for our youth to practice and play their sports which is unattractive to many families.


There is a beautiful pond that is in the Norse view heights development by Page and B. We should have a park and open area around that pond for people to enjoy. Maybe a walking path around the pond for the public. It’s important to preserve and protect open areas especially for the wildlife.


More shade and shelters are needed, bathroom facilities at more parks that are actually open, drinking fountains at parks, an outdoor public swimming pool, a playground at Nordic Ridge Park, swings or at least baby swings at most parks because that’s the only playground equipment infants can really use yet many parks don’t have swings at all, it would be great to see updated playground equipment and make one playground really big and cool with modern equipment like a “dream park.”


No longer have young kids, but I used to spend a lot of time at them. The equipment seems to be falling apart. Consider a dream park as a destination for visitors. We use to take our kids all over and then buy lunch inthat town. Right now we use the trails to walk and ride bike. Not enough trails to get exercise and we go out of town each Saturday. I don't see improving the bike park on your list. That is a missed opportunity too.


I feel a lot of the parks could be better if they all included restrooms, a bigger shelter area, swings at each location, tables/benches, and more shaded areas. It seems there isn't one park that has all of these things in good condition.


Thanks for all the work you do to support our current parks, trails and all of the work to plan new and improve current parks. We believe they are an extremely important part of our community and use them often in many different ways.


#1 paved trail system to network our City parks, #2 Establish "friends of the parks" to elist neighborhood citizen to adopt, care, and maintain safety at their neighborhood park. #3 Uniroyal need to be relocated out of downtown- huge eyesore and stinky!!


I feel the city of Stoughton should try to approach citizens on a city pool rather then a whitewater rafting the quality of the Yahara river water is concerning and not safe for younger children. I feel a city pool would be more beneficial for ages.


I use the river trail between the industrial park and Cooper's Causeway on a regular basis. I really appreciate the gravel surface. It would be great if muddy spots could be filled in with gravel more often, especially during the spring. Also, I often see dog owners allow their dogs to go off-leash, despite the city ordinance against it. I think it would help to have the ordinance posted in more places, for example at the path leading from Bjoin Park and the foot of the pedestrian bridge. It would also help for this ordinance to be enforced by police during high-traffic times, such as early morning and early evening. I have spoken to some dog owners about my safety concerns, but they seem determined to use the river trail as a dog park. Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts!


This city is approaching capacity for its baseball and softball programs from a facility standpoint. Registrations are rising and new homes/families are coming to town, which is only going to make this field availability issue even worse. I have kids involved in both baseball and softball and travel for both to tournaments, some of the more popular locations are smaller towns as they’ve invested in their facilities. Stoughton has a great community base to build off of, we have many of the big city amenities, but still maintain that small town feel. We should be bringing in more tournaments, but availability of facilities limit us, especially for baseball. If we could find a way to build some 200’ fence fields at Racetrack, we would be a coveted location, bringing more money back into the community. We also should have a covered shelter out there. That is one low cost thing that facility is desperately lacking. We could turn Racetrack into a baseball/softball facility similar to what Janesville operates, but p


After visiting other towns with beautiful central parks, I came back wishing Stoughton had a larger park we could drive into and not see homes or businesses. We have no one park that truely secludes the park visitor within nature. Hope I am making myself clear. The Park and Rec needs to aquire most of the riverfront property.


We need equipment for toddler-age kids. When they're walking at age 1-2, the regular size playgrounds are too big for them but they still want to play on something. Also, we'd like a whitewater rafting park that the cityhas talked about. We need more fun stuff around here, otherwise anyone with kids keeps leaving Stoughton to do the fun stuff.


I think we have a lot of great parks but unfortunately many of them are getting old and need updates. They have been removing stuff from parks, like tennis courts, basketball courts but not replacing. some of the olderparks really need new playgrounds as they are pretty beat up and basic. many times the bathrooms are there but locked. it would also be nice to see some outside ice skating areas for winter activities. and an outside community pool for summer &splash pads (other than troll beach). I also think preserving nature is important.







Move music in the parks to travel. That way we show off all parks and encourage community members to use them. There would be a shelter and restrooms available at some. Benches for parents to sit on while children play.Grills for a picnic. Water bubblers! Community luminaire lighting on trails maybe 4 times a year.( each season) Bike trails for safety of families.


Most of our parks get very little use , so improving, cleaning, and maintaining the ones that get used the most is important. We don't need anything new built in this town. Use what we have. I don't want my taxes raise any more. It has become ridiculous!


They are knocking the kittelson building down, why not put a water fountain there maybe a little walkway and garden like there is on page Street? I definitely think that we could use more bike trails downtown, and morewalking paths in general plus water fountains


Really appreciate your work for the city. Repairs are definitely needed at parks used by young kids, like Criddle and Bjoin. This is essential to the City's and School District's goal of attracting and retaining young families, plus broken equipment is unsafe. Finishing the river trail is a huge priority. Also wish there was a safer route to Racetrack Park for kids on bikes.


Most parks lack play structures for younger children. I frequent many of the parks in town but few have swings for infant/toddlers and have little else for them to enjoy. I would also love to see an outdoor pool/splash padfor the summer months. Troll beach gets very crowded on hot days and if I am going to pay to swim at a facility I would rather pay admission to a pool instead.


The more natural space, walking and bike trails and active places and exporable places stoughton has, and advertises it has, the more people that will be drawn here, people looking to be close to Madison or Janesvilleyet want to live in a smaller town. This is good for the schools and economics. Keep the parks up for the families to move to Stoughton. It will greatly improve our tax base. Get some of those Madison active folks moving here with their families


the park quantity is fine, however some of the equipment is so outdated that it's bordering on dangerous. The Lowell park playground has the same slide that I used to call the "hot dog" slide when my grandma would take me there in the early 90s. None of our playgrounds are accessible to kids with disabilities. They are out of date, and deserve a large focus of the annual budget.


The river trail down by the Yahara behind Bjoin Park, running behind the business park does not feel safe for women walking alone in the wooded area. Way too secluded. Walked there in the middle of the day with mykids and some very creepy young men were walking back there.







We do not need more of what we have. Most is not being used enough as is. We need NEW ideas - paved trails, Pickleball was a good new addition and we use it! The white water park is dumb since no one is going to get into that gross water. Question 16 requires that I prioritize more items than I value so you are collecting biased data. I only value the first 4 items I checked.


Don't focus on just the new housing development areas. The older neighborhoods will soon become the neighborhoods of young families, and you will be behind the game in updating already exiting parks that are not the primary focus right now. I've seen the use of Bjoin Park go down for organized events because it has not been updated as other parks in the city. Improve the areas the city already has.


We strongly support improving City parks, trails, open space, recreational facilities and services. They are what make this a community. We enjoy using them with our family/friends. We would use the skateboard park more often if it was better taken care of and updated. Sincerely hope the rapids / riverwalk project is approved, as we enjoy kayaking in the summer.







We need more fields for football and trails for active people. Lacrosse plays on the two football fields we have (which are school grounds.) We need more equality among sports, soccer has fields all over this town, baseball and softball too. Please tell me where we have football fields? Thank you for all you do andI appreciate the survey to make our city better!!! Go Vikings


I feel that fields in this city should be shared among sports. Every time a new area is introduced soccer takesbit over. Youth football has to use Fox Prairie fields which means wet fields constantly, no lights for games, constant complaining from neighborhood about people parking everywhere & lack of storage area for football equipment.


I said it before; our trails go nowhere and don't connect; it's unsafe and frustrating for the large population of bikers and runners in our community. It would also help local business if we could pick up more bike traffic from Madison and make it a destination or pitstop along the way. Stoughton is excluded from large biking groups; they all go southwest from Madison.


I believe that the city should be open to private clubs helping to repair and improve existing sports facilities, like donations to help softball fields. The Fox Prairie project turned out great and was a win win for everyone. Donations to help improve fields at Kegonsa should be similarly welcomed. The city should not only welcome these donations, but solicit them as well, since club sports utilize these fields the most. In return, the club sports that put time and money to improving these facilities should be given priority for use.


stoughton is small emough that no park is really too far away to get to. right? so to me, the important thing is to diversify they different park uses... so that that each one provides a different experience. and people need an obvious suggestion/visualization of how they can enjoy a park! just having an open space with a few trees and a swing set isn't good enough. people generally won't use these parks. but if they see a couple pickleball courts (w/ people playing a spirited game)... THAT will catch on. imagine for a moment, if Stoughton became known as a pioneer in Dane county for having an exemplary Parks Dept!? that would be so awesome. it would be a huge economic boost to the residents. (not to mention the other benefits of being active and happy). this whitewate park concept could really bring a lot of people down to our city to recreate (and spend $ while they're here). imagine we design a super-cool skate parks for the kids. imagine if we became known as "Tidy Town" because we all picked up the litte


I think the whitewater park is a great idea. My priority is that we take on projects that set us apart from the parks in surrounding towns and take advantage of the unique qualities of Stoughton. Having a whitwater park and riverwalk is important to take advantage of the riverfront, which is something other towns don't have, for example. I think winter activities like an ice rink are important because it celebrates the unique Norwegian/winter sport heritage the town has. The existing Yahara river trail is amazing. The last priority that's really important to me is the project to connect it to the bike trail to McFarland and Madison. That would make Stoughton a destination for cyclists who I think would love to be able to bike to Stoughton's coffee shops, festivals, etc.


There is a lot of potential, the most underutilized park is Mandt Park, it is a large space that is very poorly planned. The grandstand owned by the fair should either be removed or a partnership with the city to generate more use would be a smart choice. Regarding recreation programs, I feel that a Summer playground program would be greatly beneficial to our community, it can start small at a park or two but the collaboration opportunities are great, with potential partnerships with SASD, lunches for Vikings, Stoughton Library, and possible internships through local universities. I feel a program like this would also increase safety in the parks and help keep kids out of trouble in the Summer. I feel something like this should not be a revenue driven decision but a community driven decision and the benefits would be well worth it.


I would like to see a public city swimming pool in Stoughton. Most neighboring communities have them, and I drive my daughter 30 minutes to Monona for swim lessons and to other pools in Edgerton, Verona for recreation. I realize we have Troll Beach, but that is not a pool with facilities like those the other townshave, with aquatics programs that other towns have.







Need more partnerships with local businesses. Also, need a ccessful Whitewater Park planning and development stage where local citizens have a chance to participate and they have incentives to come down and use the entire waterfront area. It could be a great rec recreational and economic resource for the community.


The city really needs to do more to appeal more to young, middle income families. Families who will sned their children through the school system; increasing the enrollment and closing the income gap. Nordic Ridge is fine, but completely unrealistic for most young families. Compared to near by cities, the parks are in rough shape, and our youth programs don't syltand out in many areas. It is a battle for areas for our youth to practice and play their sports which is unattractive to many families.


More shade and shelters are needed, bathroom facilities at more parks that are actually open, drinking fountains at parks, an outdoor public swimming pool, a playground at Nordic Ridge Park, swings or at least baby swings at most parks because that’s the only playground equipment infants can really use yet many parks don’t have swings at all, it would be great to see updated playground equipment and make one playground really big and cool with modern equipment like a “dream park.”


No longer have young kids, but I used to spend a lot of time at them. The equipment seems to be falling apart. Consider a dream park as a destination for visitors. We use to take our kids all over and then buy lunch in that town. Right now we use the trails to walk and ride bike. Not enough trails to get exercise and we go out of town each Saturday. I don't see improving the bike park on your list. That is a missed opportunity too.


I use the river trail between the industrial park and Cooper's Causeway on a regular basis. I really appreciate the gravel surface. It would be great if muddy spots could be filled in with gravel more often, especially during the spring. Also, I often see dog owners allow their dogs to go off-leash, despite the city ordinance against it. I think it would help to have the ordinance posted in more places, for example at the path leading from Bjoin Park and the foot of the pedestrian bridge. It would also help for this ordinance to be enforced by police during high-traffic times, such as early morning and early evening. I have spoken to some dog owners about my safety concerns, but they seem determined to use the river trail as a dog park. Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts!


This city is approaching capacity for its baseball and softball programs from a facility standpoint. Registrations are rising and new homes/families are coming to town, which is only going to make this field availability issue even worse. I have kids involved in both baseball and softball and travel for both to tournaments, some of the more popular locations are smaller towns as they’ve invested in their facilities. Stoughton has a great community base to build off of, we have many of the big city amenities, but still maintain that small town feel. We should be bringing in more tournaments, but availability of facilities limit us, especially for baseball. If we could find a way to build some 200’ fence fields at Racetrack, we would be a coveted location, bringing more money back into the community. We also should have a covered shelter out there. That is one low cost thing that facility is desperately lacking. We could turn Racetrack into a baseball/softball facility similar to what Janesville operates, but p


After visiting other towns with beautiful central parks, I came back wishing Stoughton had a larger park we could drive into and not see homes or businesses. We have no one park that truely secludes the park visitor within nature. Hope I am making myself clear. The Park and Rec needs to aquire most of the riverfront property.


We need equipment for toddler-age kids. When they're walking at age 1-2, the regular size playgrounds are too big for them but they still want to play on something. Also, we'd like a whitewater rafting park that the city has talked about. We need more fun stuff around here, otherwise anyone with kids keeps leaving Stoughton to do the fun stuff.


I think we have a lot of great parks but unfortunately many of them are getting old and need updates. They have been removing stuff from parks, like tennis courts, basketball courts but not replacing. some of the older parks really need new playgrounds as they are pretty beat up and basic. many times the bathrooms are there but locked. it would also be nice to see some outside ice skating areas for winter activities. and an outside community pool for summer &splash pads (other than troll beach). I also think preserving nature is important.







Move music in the parks to travel. That way we show off all parks and encourage community members to use them. There would be a shelter and restrooms available at some. Benches for parents to sit on while children play.Grills for a picnic. Water bubblers! Community luminaire lighting on trails maybe 4 timesa year.( each season) Bike trails for safety of families.


Really appreciate your work for the city. Repairs are definitely needed at parks used by young kids, like Criddle and Bjoin. This is essential to the City's and School District's goal of attracting and retaining young families, plus broken equipment is unsafe. Finishing the river trail is a huge priority. Also wish there was a safer route to Racetrack Park for kids on bikes.


Most parks lack play structures for younger children. I frequent many of the parks in town but few have swings for infant/toddlers and have little else for them to enjoy. I would also love to see an outdoor pool/splash pad for the summer months. Troll beach gets very crowded on hot days and if I am going to pay toswim at a facility I would rather pay admission to a pool instead.


The more natural space, walking and bike trails and active places and exporable places stoughton has, and advertises it has, the more people that will be drawn here, people looking to be close to Madison or Janesville yet want to live in a smaller town. This is good for the schools and economics. Keep the parksup for the families to move to Stoughton. It will greatly improve our tax base. Get some of those Madison active folks moving here with their families


the park quantity is fine, however some of the equipment is so outdated that it's bordering on dangerous. The Lowell park playground has the same slide that I used to call the "hot dog" slide when my grandma would take me there in the early 90s. None of our playgrounds are accessible to kids with disabilities.They are out of date, and deserve a large focus of the annual budget.











I believe that the city should be open to private clubs helping to repair and improve existing sports facilities, like donations to help softball fields. The Fox Prairie project turned out great and was a win win for everyone. Donations to help improve fields at Kegonsa should be similarly welcomed. The city should not only welcome these donations, but solicit them as well, since club sports utilize these fields the most. In return, the club sports that put time and money to improving these facilities should be given priority for use.


stoughton is small emough that no park is really too far away to get to. right? so to me, the important thing is to diversify they different park uses... so that that each one provides a different experience. and people need an obvious suggestion/visualization of how they can enjoy a park! just having an open space with a few trees and a swing set isn't good enough. people generally won't use these parks. but if they see a couple pickleball courts (w/ people playing a spirited game)... THAT will catch on. imagine for a moment, if Stoughton became known as a pioneer in Dane county for having an exemplary Parks Dept!? that would be so awesome. it would be a huge economic boost to the residents. (not to mention the other benefits of being active and happy). this whitewate park concept could really bring a lot of people down to our city to recreate (and spend $ while they're here). imagine we design a super-cool skate parks for the kids. imagine if we became known as "Tidy Town" because we all picked up the litte


I think the whitewater park is a great idea. My priority is that we take on projects that set us apart from the parks in surrounding towns and take advantage of the unique qualities of Stoughton. Having a whitwater park and riverwalk is important to take advantage of the riverfront, which is something other towns don't have, for example. I think winter activities like an ice rink are important because it celebratesthe unique Norwegian/winter sport heritage the town has. The existing Yahara river trail is amazing. The last priority that's really important to me is the project to connect it to the bike trail to McFarland and Madison. That would make Stoughton a destination for cyclists who I think would love to be able to bike to Stoughton's coffee shops, festivals, etc.


There is a lot of potential, the most underutilized park is Mandt Park, it is a large space that is very poorly planned. The grandstand owned by the fair should either be removed or a partnership with the city to generate more use would be a smart choice. Regarding recreation programs, I feel that a Summer playground program would be greatly beneficial to our community, it can start small at a park or two but the collaboration opportunities are great, with potential partnerships with SASD, lunches for Vikings, Stoughton Library, and possible internships through local universities. I feel a program like this would also increase safety in the parks and help keep kids out of trouble in the Summer. I feel something like this should not be a revenue driven decision but a community driven decision and the benefits would be well worth it.







The city really needs to do more to appeal more to young, middle income families. Families who will sned their children through the school system; increasing the enrollment and closing the income gap. Nordic Ridge is fine, but completely unrealistic for most young families. Compared to near by cities, the parks are in rough shape, and our youth programs don't syltand out in many areas. It is a battle for areas for our youth to practice and play their sports which is unattractive to many families.


More shade and shelters are needed, bathroom facilities at more parks that are actually open, drinking fountains at parks, an outdoor public swimming pool, a playground at Nordic Ridge Park, swings or at least baby swings at most parks because that’s the only playground equipment infants can really use yet many parks don’t have swings at all, it would be great to see updated playground equipment and make one playground really big and cool with modern equipment like a “dream park.”


No longer have young kids, but I used to spend a lot of time at them. The equipment seems to be falling apart. Consider a dream park as a destination for visitors. We use to take our kids all over and then buy lunch in that town. Right now we use the trails to walk and ride bike. Not enough trails to get exercise and we go out of town each Saturday. I don't see improving the bike park on your list. That is amissed opportunity too.


I use the river trail between the industrial park and Cooper's Causeway on a regular basis. I really appreciate the gravel surface. It would be great if muddy spots could be filled in with gravel more often, especially during the spring. Also, I often see dog owners allow their dogs to go off-leash, despite the city ordinance against it. I think it would help to have the ordinance posted in more places, for exampleat the path leading from Bjoin Park and the foot of the pedestrian bridge. It would also help for this ordinance to be enforced by police during high-traffic times, such as early morning and early evening. I have spoken to some dog owners about my safety concerns, but they seem determined to use the river trail as a dog park. Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts!


This city is approaching capacity for its baseball and softball programs from a facility standpoint. Registrations are rising and new homes/families are coming to town, which is only going to make this field availability issue even worse. I have kids involved in both baseball and softball and travel for both to tournaments, some of the more popular locations are smaller towns as they’ve invested in their facilities.Stoughton has a great community base to build off of, we have many of the big city amenities, but still maintain that small town feel. We should be bringing in more tournaments, but availability of facilities limit us, especially for baseball. If we could find a way to build some 200’ fence fields at Racetrack, we would be a coveted location, bringing more money back into the community. We also should have a covered shelter out there. That is one low cost thing that facility is desperately lacking. We could turn Racetrack into a baseball/softball facility similar to what Janesville operates, but p


I think we have a lot of great parks but unfortunately many of them are getting old and need updates. They have been removing stuff from parks, like tennis courts, basketball courts but not replacing. some of the older parks really need new playgrounds as they are pretty beat up and basic. many times the bathrooms are there but locked. it would also be nice to see some outside ice skating areas for winteractivities. and an outside community pool for summer &splash pads (other than troll beach). I also think preserving nature is important.







The more natural space, walking and bike trails and active places and exporable places stoughton has, and advertises it has, the more people that will be drawn here, people looking to be close to Madison or Janesville yet want to live in a smaller town. This is good for the schools and economics. Keep the parks up for the families to move to Stoughton. It will greatly improve our tax base. Get some of thoseMadison active folks moving here with their families











I believe that the city should be open to private clubs helping to repair and improve existing sports facilities, like donations to help softball fields. The Fox Prairie project turned out great and was a win win for everyone. Donations to help improve fields at Kegonsa should be similarly welcomed. The city should not only welcome these donations, but solicit them as well, since club sports utilize these fields the most. In return, the club sports that put time and money to improving these facilities should be given priority for use.


stoughton is small emough that no park is really too far away to get to. right? so to me, the important thing is to diversify they different park uses... so that that each one provides a different experience. and people need an obvious suggestion/visualization of how they can enjoy a park! just having an open space with a few trees and a swing set isn't good enough. people generally won't use these parks. but if they see a couple pickleball courts (w/ people playing a spirited game)... THAT will catch on. imagine for a moment, if Stoughton became known as a pioneer in Dane county for having an exemplary Parks Dept!? that would be so awesome. it would be a huge economic boost to the residents. (not to mention the other benefits of being active and happy). this whitewate park concept could really bring a lot of people down to our city to recreate (and spend $ while they're here). imagine we design a super-cool skate parks for the kids. imagine if we became known as "Tidy Town" because we all picked up the litte


I think the whitewater park is a great idea. My priority is that we take on projects that set us apart from the parks in surrounding towns and take advantage of the unique qualities of Stoughton. Having a whitwater park and riverwalk is important to take advantage of the riverfront, which is something other towns don't have, for example. I think winter activities like an ice rink are important because it celebrates the unique Norwegian/winter sport heritage the town has. The existing Yahara river trail is amazing. The last priority that's really important to me is the project to connect it to the bike trail to McFarland and Madison. That would make Stoughton a destination for cyclists who I think would love to be able to bike to Stoughton's coffee shops, festivals, etc.


There is a lot of potential, the most underutilized park is Mandt Park, it is a large space that is very poorly planned. The grandstand owned by the fair should either be removed or a partnership with the city to generate more use would be a smart choice. Regarding recreation programs, I feel that a Summer playground program would be greatly beneficial to our community, it can start small at a park or two but the collaboration opportunities are great, with potential partnerships with SASD, lunches for Vikings, Stoughton Library, and possible internships through local universities. I feel a program like this would also increase safety in the parks and help keep kids out of trouble in the Summer. I feel something like this should not be a revenue driven decision but a community driven decision and the benefits would be well worth it.







I use the river trail between the industrial park and Cooper's Causeway on a regular basis. I really appreciate the gravel surface. It would be great if muddy spots could be filled in with gravel more often, especially during the spring. Also, I often see dog owners allow their dogs to go off-leash, despite the city ordinance against it. I think it would help to have the ordinance posted in more places, for example at the path leading from Bjoin Park and the foot of the pedestrian bridge. It would also help for this ordinance to be enforced by police during high-traffic times, such as early morning and early evening. I have spoken to some dog owners about my safety concerns, but they seem determined to use the river trail as a dog park. Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts!


This city is approaching capacity for its baseball and softball programs from a facility standpoint. Registrations are rising and new homes/families are coming to town, which is only going to make this field availability issue even worse. I have kids involved in both baseball and softball and travel for both to tournaments, some of the more popular locations are smaller towns as they’ve invested in their facilities. Stoughton has a great community base to build off of, we have many of the big city amenities, but still maintain that small town feel. We should be bringing in more tournaments, but availability of facilities limit us, especially for baseball. If we could find a way to build some 200’ fence fields at Racetrack, we would be a coveted location, bringing more money back into the community. We also should have a covered shelter out there. That is one low cost thing that facility is desperately lacking. We could turn Racetrack into a baseball/softball facility similar to what Janesville operates, but p


I think we have a lot of great parks but unfortunately many of them are getting old and need updates. They have been removing stuff from parks, like tennis courts, basketball courts but not replacing. some of the older parks really need new playgrounds as they are pretty beat up and basic. many times the bathrooms are there but locked. it would also be nice to see some outside ice skating areas for winter activities. and an outside community pool for summer &splash pads (other than troll beach). I also think preserving nature is important.















stoughton is small emough that no park is really too far away to get to. right? so to me, the important thing is to diversify they different park uses... so that that each one provides a different experience. and people need an obvious suggestion/visualization of how they can enjoy a park! just having an open space with a few trees and a swing set isn't good enough. people generally won't use these parks. but if they see a couple pickleball courts (w/ people playing a spirited game)... THAT will catch on. imagine for a moment, if Stoughton became known as a pioneer in Dane county for having an exemplary Parks Dept!? that would be so awesome. it would be a huge economic boost to the residents. (not to mention the other benefits of being active and happy). this whitewate park concept could really bring a lot of people down to our city to recreate (and spend $ while they're here). imagine we design a super-cool skate parks for the kids. imagine if we became known as "Tidy Town" because we all picked up the litte


I think the whitewater park is a great idea. My priority is that we take on projects that set us apart from the parks in surrounding towns and take advantage of the unique qualities of Stoughton. Having a whitwater park and riverwalk is important to take advantage of the riverfront, which is something other towns don't have, for example. I think winter activities like an ice rink are important because it celebrates the unique Norwegian/winter sport heritage the town has. The existing Yahara river trail is amazing. The last priority that's really important to me is the project to connect it to the bike trail to McFarland and Madison. That would make Stoughton a destination for cyclists who I think would love to be able to bike to Stoughton's coffee shops, festivals, etc.
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This plan has been prepared to guide the City of Stoughton in developing and maintaining public parks and outdoor 


recreation facilities. It also serves as a tool to encourage participation in grant programs through the Department of Natural 


Resources and other agencies.  


 


1.1 Executive Summary 


Parks are gateways to healthy, prosperous and connected communities. The National Recreation and Park Association 


names “Three Pillars” by which a healthy park system can benefit a community: 


 


• Conservation – Parks play an important role in the conservation of natural resources. These protected open 


spaces not only benefit the environment but also serve as an important indicator to potential outside investment in 


the community. 


 


• Health and Wellness – Parks are essential in combating important health issues such as nutrition, hunger, obesity 


and physical inactivity. 


 


• Social Equity – Universal access to public parks and recreation should be considered a right, not a privilege. A 


healthy park system will provide equal access throughout the community. 


 


This Park and Open Space Plan sets forth Stoughton’s vision for the future growth and development of its outdoor 


recreation parks and facilities. The plan is intended to guide the community’s outdoor recreation facility development 


through the year 2023. 


 


The existing park system in Stoughton includes 23 parks and natural areas owned and maintained by the City. Many of 


these parks are neighborhood scale parks with traditional recreational facilities such as playgrounds, sports facilities and 


open-air shelters. Larger community parks in the system contain facilities such as a swimming pool, fairgrounds, a 


skatepark and a community center. 


 


1.1.1 Statement of Need 


The purpose of this project is to develop a Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan for the City of Stoughton, assess the 


vitality and needs of the current City park system and provide direction for maintenance, growth and programming for the 


next five to ten years. 


 


As a working tool, the plan will provide officials with a clear understanding of park land inventory and future recreational 


facility and open space needs. The plan also creates an orderly and prioritized strategy for making incremental 


improvements. The plan will allow the City to request DNR and other public funding for implementing proposed park 


improvements. 


 


1.1.2 City of Stoughton Parks & Recreation Mission Statement  


The City of Stoughton seeks to provide a park and recreation system that will: meet the needs of our current residents and 


future generations; preserve and protect the City’s open space, water, historical and natural resources; and provide a park 


and recreation program that is designed to enhance our quality of life. 
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1.2 Goals and Objectives 


The following section identifies goals and objectives to guide the future development or expansion of parks and 


recreational facilities in Stoughton. 


 


Goal 1.2.1: Establish and maintain high quality parks and recreational services. 


 Objectives:  


a. Ensure the number of parks and recreational facilities is reflective of community population needs. 


b. Upgrade and improve existing parks and facilities. 


i. Develop bi-annual inspections and inventory of existing park facilities to maintain an active log of facility 


improvements. 


ii. Continue funding the replacement of old and deteriorating equipment in all City parks to ensure the health, 


safety and welfare of visitors. 


c. Pursue funding for park and recreation development and land acquisition. 


d. Pursue the development of revenue generating recreational facilities and activities, which can aid in the 


development of new facilities and/or the maintenance of existing facilities. 


 


Goal 1.2.2: Provide residents with safe and reliable recreation equipment throughout the community park system. 


 Objectives: 


a. Accurately inventory existing parks facilities and maintain an active log of facility improvements. 


b. Continue funding the replacement of old and deteriorating recreation equipment in all area parks. 


c. Continually monitor and maintain existing park equipment to ensure its longevity and safety. 


 


Goal 1.2.3: Offer recreational services in an efficient, effective and economical manner. 


 Objectives: 


a. Cooperatively work with surrounding municipalities, the school district and other partners. 


b. Conduct periodic reviews of programs and services and analyze their benefit to the community. 
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Goal 1.2.4: Evaluate and analyze park, open space and recreational services based on the needs of the community. 


 Objectives: 


a. Encourage citizen involvement with the development of the plan. 


b. Survey community to determine changing needs. 


 


Goal 1.2.5: Promote bicycle and pedestrian facilities throughout Stoughton and the surrounding area. 


 Objectives: 


a. Improve local route connectivity throughout the area to parks, conservancies, schools, local businesses and 


regional trails. 


b. Improve/establish wayfinding signage to allow new residents or visitors to effectively travel throughout the 


City on foot or bicycle. 


c. Increase the availability and accessibility of bicycle parking. 


 


Goal 1.2.6: Ensure that the community’s existing open space, recreational facilities and programs are designed to 


meet the special needs of all residents regardless of age, gender or ability. 


 Objectives:  


a. Prepare a site Master Plan prior to improvement and/or development of any public park to assure the best use 


of existing resources.  


b. Provide for barrier-free access in all new park facility construction and play areas. 


c. Achieve compliance with accessibility requirements in existing facilities by 2023. 


d. Encourage participation and accommodation of all interested participants at park and recreational meetings 


and in recreational programs. 


e. Comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act as it applies to communication with the public. This is in 


reference to the standard language that government agencies should use on their agendas and other public 


meeting documents stating accommodation of those with disabilities who wish to attend the meeting. 


 


Goal 1.2.7: Coordinate subdivision review with all departments responsible for providing or maintaining adequate 


park facilities. 


 Objectives: 


a. Consult and incorporate the needs identified in the CORP before subdivision plats are approved. 


b. Evaluate land dedicated for parks to differentiate between land appropriate for active park use, land 


appropriate for open space only and land requiring protection from development. Land requiring protection 


from development should be protected via development codes. 


c. Continually evaluate and update local zoning and subdivision ordinances so that they adequately address the 


recreational needs of residents. 


d. Preserve any proposed trail corridors in any review of new development. 
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Goal 1.2.8: Promote water recreation throughout the community.  


 Objectives: 


a. Utilize riverfront parks for potential water based recreational improvements. 


b. Improve visibility and awareness of existing water based recreational opportunities at Division Street Park, 


Riverside Park and Mandt Park. 


c. Promote and maintain canoe/kayak launches and fishing areas. 


d. Continue to support community events that support water activity such as the Syttende Mai Canoe Race. 


 


Goal 1.2.9: Stress the benefits of larger neighborhood and community parks that provide a wide range of facilities 


over small playground and tot-lot facilities. 


 Objectives: 


a. Analyze the location, size and function of existing and proposed parks as annexations, residential development 


or land use changes occur. 


b. Communicate the importance of dynamic, multi-purpose parks and recreational facilities as a component of 


Stoughton’s regional draw and economic development potential.  


c. Use Park Service Area Criteria to help determine the location of future park sites (see Chapter 2). 


 


Goal 1.2.10: Recognize the importance of an adequate park budget, which can financially address existing park 


hazards and allow for future parkland acquisition and facility development. 


 Objectives: 


a. Use the CORP as a guide to establish yearly park budgets and funding for the Stoughton park system. 


b. Invest funds for the development of facilities that will maximize existing park and recreation areas. Provide 


recreational programs with the intention of increasing park prominence, community visibility and use. 


 


Goal 1.2.11: Use all available resources to further enhance the quality of the City park system. 


 Objectives: 


a. Continually pursue state and federal funding programs, which can aid in the purchase and/or development of 


desired park system improvements. 


b. Nurture positive relationships with public and private organizations for donations and volunteer-help to aid in 


park system development.   


c. Update the CORP every five years to maintain grant eligibility. 


d. Pursue the development of revenue generating recreational facilities and activities, which can aid in the 


development of new facilities and/or the maintenance of existing facilities. 
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1.3    Review of Past Planning Documents (Local, Regional & State) 


 


1.3.1 City of Stoughton Comprehensive Park and Open Space Plan 


(2014) 


The 2014 City of Stoughton Comprehensive Park and Open Space Plan 


was an update to a previous version of the plan written in 2007. The 


plan outlined a series of goals for the City’s park and recreation system 


to meet the needs of current and future populations.  


 


Goals outlined in the plan include the following: 


• Maintain an adequate amount of active and passive 


recreational lands to meet current and future recreational 


needs. 


• Ensure that open space, recreation facilities and programs are 


designed to meet the special needs of all residents, especially 


the elderly and disabled. 


• Coordinate subdivision review with all departments responsible 


for providing or maintaining adequate park facilities. 


• Coordinate development efforts and the use and maintenance 


of recreational facilities among the City of Stoughton, 


Stoughton School District and appropriate recreation 


associations. 


• Stress the benefits of larger neighborhood and community parks that provide a wide range of facilities over the 


development of small playground and tot-lot facilities. 


• Provide residents with safe and reliable park facilities and equipment throughout the City park system. 


• Use all available resources to further enhance the quality of the City’s park system. 


• Recognize the importance of an adequate park budget, which can financially address existing park hazards and 


allow for future parkland acquisition and future park facility development. 


• Continue to develop interconnected biking and walking trails that provide easy and safe access to all 


neighborhoods. 


• Ensure preservation and enhancement of shorelines and waterways for public use. 


• Expand the opportunities for public gathering and positive economic impact through increased special events in 


parks. 


 


General recommendations of the plan included acquisition of additional parkland, development of a citywide trail system, 


retrofitting all parks to be ADA accessible and the establishment of routine maintenance parameters for park facilities and 


equipment. The plan also detailed park specific improvements. 


 


Some of the park specific improvements are as follows: 


• The development of a “Dream Park” at Norse Park. 


• Expanding Troll Beach in Mandt Park to include a splashpad and picnic area. 


• Restoration and maintenance of riverbanks on City owned property and parks including Division St. Park, 


Veteran’s Park and Mandt Park. 


• The development of new trails in Amundson Park, the Roby/Page Conservancy and Mandt Park. 


• Development of a new community park with a focus on sports facilities. 
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1.3.2 City of Stoughton Comprehensive Plan (2017) 


The Stoughton Comprehensive Plan was adopted in July of 2017 and serves as a reference for development of the City for 


the next 20 years. The plan is intended as a guide to direct community development/land use decisions, assist with 


community facility budgeting and stimulate investment in the community. 


 


Sections of the plan focus on the following topics: 


• Issues and Opportunities 


• Agricultural, Natural and Cultural Resources 


• Land Use 


• Transportation 


• Utilities and Community Facilities 


• Housing 


• Economic Development 


• Intergovernmental Cooperation 


• Implementation 


 


The Utilities and Community Facilities section focuses on issues that apply to parks and recreation. The plan refers to the 


City’s Park and Open Space Plan (2014) when establishing recommendations for City parks, referencing the goals of 


developing the City’s trail network and establishing new neighborhood and community parks.  


 


1.3.3 City of Stoughton Bike Transportation Plan (2017) 


The update to the 1997 Bike Transportation Plan calls for the establishment of designated bike routes in Stoughton. With 


the exception of expanded bike lanes on Kings Lynn Road, the plan primarily recommends the establishment of signed 


bike routes as opposed to new bike lanes or trails. The routes would be designated with new wayfinding signage and link 


to City destinations. Routes to neighboring communities are recommended on low volume county highways. 


Recommended routes were shown in the map below and also can be found on Map 5 in Appendix B. 
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1.3.4 Dane County Parks and Open Space Plan (2018) 


The Dane County Parks and Open Space Plan (2012-2017) seeks to identify significant cultural, historical and natural 


resources that should be considered for possible protection, preservation or restoration through 2023. The plan also 


identifies countywide recreation needs and Dane County’s role in providing facilities to meet anticipated demands.  


 


The primary goals of the plan include: 


• Provide sufficient park land and recreation facilities to meet the demand of Dane County residents without adversely 


affecting existing natural and cultural resources. 


• Preserve for posterity the characteristics and diversity of the natural, cultural and historical resources of Dane 


County. 


• Preserve large tracts of natural and agricultural rural landscapes at urban fringe areas that will provide regional 


resource protection and recreation benefits. 


• Provide volunteer opportunities and stewardship education to all county residents. 


• Protect lakes, rivers and streams, shorelines, wetlands, high infiltration areas and associated vegetative buffers to 


maintain high water quality and sustain water related recreation throughout Dane County. 


• Provide an inclusive parks system for all Dane County residents, regardless of age, race, gender or gender identity, 


national origin, ethnicity, culture, religion, sexual orientation, political affiliation, place of residence, veteran status, 


physical ability, cognitive capacity, or family, marital, or economic status. 


 


General recommendations of the pan include: 


• Expansion of existing park boundaries to establish future park facilities and to create buffers from adjacent land 


uses. 


• Development of “in demand” facilities including disc golf courses, dog parks, trails, mountain biking facilities and 


campgrounds. 


• Repair and replacement of aging park infrastructure including the update of park signage throughout the system. 


• Maintaining a consistent design style of park improvements to brand the Dane County Parks system and improve 


public recognition. 
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Viking County Park is the only County park in or adjacent to the City of 


Stoughton. Recent improvements include a dog exercise area and a bicycle 


and pedestrian path linking the City with the park. Recommendations in the 


County plan include replacing the shelter near the lagoon, shoreline restoration 


and boat launch improvements. 


 


1.3.5 Wisconsin’s State Outdoor Recreation Plan 


Since 1965, the State has developed and maintained the Statewide 


Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) in an attempt to classify, 


measure and ultimately provide for the preferences and needs of a statewide 


recreating public.  


 


Goals include the following: 


• Improve integration of outdoor recreation interests and needs in land 


use and other relevant planning efforts. 


• Continue to provide and enhance access to Wisconsin recreational 


land and waters. 


• Promote outdoor recreation as a means of improving public health 


among Wisconsinites. 


• Establish great urban parks and community green spaces. 


 


1.4 Summary of the Planning Process 


 


1.4.1 Work Plan and Timeline 


This plan was developed between April and September 2018. The process 


included a public information meeting, an online survey and input from City 


representatives. All parks were audited by Ayres staff with findings identified 


on inventory sheets.  


 


1.4.2 Meetings 


Public Information Meeting – May 16, 2018: A public information meeting was 


held on May 16
th


, 2018. An overview of the project and a timeframe for project 


completion was presented. The meeting provided an opportunity for residents 


to ask questions about the planning process and to give input regarding their 


hopes for the future of City parks. 


 


Field Work – June 15, 2018: All sites were audited by Ayres staff and issues 


photo documented. 


 


Meeting #2: A meeting will be held to present the plan to the City Council and 


to give an opportunity for review before the plan is submitted for final approval. 


 


1.4.3 Online Survey 


During the development of this plan, an online survey was created to record 


public opinion concerning key issues and opportunities for enhanced use and 


enjoyment of parks in Stoughton. The survey was used to formulate the 


recommendations in Chapter 3. The survey went live on August 13, 2018 with 


a web link made available during public meetings and posted on the City’s 


website. The survey was closed for tabulation of results on September 17, 


2018. A total of 711 individuals responded to the survey, 74% of whom were 


City of Stoughton residents.  
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General findings of the survey are summarized on the following pages. Results shown are sorted to include Stoughton 


residents only. Some of the key results of the survey results include: 


 


• The most requested new facilities in the City were trails, playgrounds, aquatic facilities and restrooms. 


• There is a need for greater ADA accessibility in City parks. 


• The most visited park or recreational facility in the City is Mandt Park, followed by City trails, Norse Park and 


Racetrack Park. 


o The most visited parks or recreational facilities for residents over the age of 55 are Mandt Park, City 


trails, Rotary Park and Norse Park. 


o The most visited parks or recreational facilities for survey participants with a member of the household 


requiring ADA accommodations are Mandt Park, Virgin Lake Park, City trails and Rotary Park. 


• Survey participants felt improvements to parks and recreation facilities should be an important priority in City 


budgets with over 46% of survey respondents stating they would be willing to pay over $50 in increased taxes 


annually for park improvements. 


 


Summaries of the results of the survey are on the following pages. 


 


• Survey participants were asked their level of satisfaction with certain elements of Stoughton parks. Items like 


“Proximity of park to home”, “Park cleanliness”, “Safe routes to parks” and “Park safety” were shown to have high 


levels of satisfaction among survey respondents. “ADA accessibility”, “Cleanliness of restrooms”, “Number of 


restrooms” and “Variety of equipment/facilities” had comparably lower levels of satisfaction. See Chart 1 for complete 


results. 


 


Chart 1 – QUESTION: Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the following: 
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• Survey participants were asked which City of Stoughton parks or trails they use most often. Mandt Park was the most 


common park chosen followed by multi-use trails, Norse Park, Racetrack Park and Virgin Lake Park. Heggestad Park, 


Mill Pond Park, Dunkirk Park and Admunson Park were chosen the least often. See Chart 2a. 


 


Chart 2a – QUESTION: Which City of Stoughton parks or trails do you use the most often? 
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• The previous question was further analyzed to determine what different groups of people were using specific parks. If 


we know for example, that people over 55 years of age are using a particular park more than others, specific 


recommendations can be made for facilities in that park designed for people of that age group. The data shown in 


Chart 2a was modified in Chart 2b so that only responses of survey participants 55 years or older are shown.  


 


Chart 2b – QUESTION: Which City of Stoughton parks or trails do you use the most often? (Only showing responses from 


those who indicated they were 55 or older – 135 responses) 
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• The same data was also analyzed for responses generated by survey respondents who indicated they had a member 


of their household who required ADA accommodations. 


 


Chart 2c – QUESTION: Which City of Stoughton parks or trails do you use the most often? (Only showing responses from 


those who indicated someone in their household requires ADA accommodations - 24 responses) 
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• Survey participants were asked what facilities/amenities they would like to see added in City parks. The most popular 


response was nature/multi-use/pedestrian trail followed by playground, splash pad and restrooms.  


 


Chart 3 – QUESTION: What facilities/amenities would you like to see added in the future for the three parks you visit most? 
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• Survey participants were asked questions regarding how important they felt it was to make improvements to City 


parks, trails and recreation facilities. The overwhelming response was that Stoughton residents consider these types 


of improvements important to extremely important. Responses also showed the willingness of residents to pay higher 


taxes to finance these improvements. 


 


Chart 4 – QUESTION: Compared to other City priorities, how important do you think it is to maintain and improve parks, 


trails, open space, recreation facilities and services? 


 


 


 


 


Chart 5 – QUESTION: Costs for acquiring open space and constructing new trails, wildlife habitats and recreational 


facilities may require some additional tax support. What is the maximum additional amount you would be willing to pay, on 


an annual basis, for the parks and recreation improvements that are most important to your household? 
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• The final question of the survey gave participants the opportunity to comment on any topic they wanted regarding the 


improvement of park and recreation facilities. Text analysis revealed that 26% of the comments included the term 


“trail” or “path”.  Responses generally included a comment about the desire for improvements to Stoughton’s paths 


and trails and the need for connectivity to neighboring communities. The second most used term (14% of responses) 


was “pool” with responses generally containing a comment about the desire for an aquatic facility in Stoughton.  


 


1.5 Stoughton Demographics 


 


1.5.1 Social Characteristics 


This section presents social factors that are important to understanding the community and its recreation needs. 


Particularly important to planning for the adequate provision of parks and open spaces are population trends and 


projections over the planning period (5-10 years) and the age characteristics of potential park users. 


 


Population Trends and Projections 


There is a direct relationship between population and the need for parks and recreational space. Predicting how the 


population might grow in the future provides important information about the amount of new parkland and recreational 


facilities that will be needed to serve the new populations.  


 


According to data provided by the U.S. Census Bureau, Stoughton has experienced fluctuating population growth rates 


over the last 50 years. The population increased 25% between 1970 and 1980 and 16% between 1980 and 1990. The City 


experienced high population expansion between 1990 and 2000 with a population growth rate of 41%. Since 2000, 


population has remained fairly stable with a growth rate of approximately 2%. There was an overall population increase of 


6,738 people between 1970 and 2017.  


 


The Wisconsin Department of Administration (DOA) projects that Stoughton will experience a 10% population growth 


between the years 2017 and 2040 resulting in an additional 1,246 residents. Population projection information for 


Stoughton and comparable communities is provided in Table 1.1. Current National Recreation and Park Association 


(NRPA) standards recommend a minimum of 10.5 acres of dedicated parkland per 1000 residents. Chapter 2 will discuss 


this standard as it applies to the current and future populations. 


 


  Table 1.1: Population Projections for the City of Stoughton and Comparables (2040) 


Name of 


Municipality 


Estimate 


2017 


Projection 


2020 


Projection 


2025 


Projection 


2030 


Projection 


2035 


Projection 


2040 


Percentage 


Change       


2017-2040 


C Stoughton 12,834 13,130 13,490 13,800 13,970 14,080 10% 


        


V Waunakee 13,535 13,850 14,920 15,940 16,780 17,530 30% 


C Verona 12,303 12,800 13,960 15,070 16,010 16,850 37% 


C Fort Atkinson 12,401 13,080 13,480 13,850 14,000 14,020 13% 


C Platteville 12,417 12,340 12,800 13,180 13,470 13,810 11% 


C Portage 10,241 10,900 11,370 11,730 11,790 11,680 14% 


      
 


 


Source: Wisconsin Department of Administration Estimates and Projections (2013, 2017) 
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City of Stoughton Population Projections (2017 – 2040) 


 


 


 


Source: Wisconsin Department of Administration Estimates and Projections (2013, 2017) 


 


Note: The Wisconsin DOA estimate of population is shown for 2017. All other years show 


the predicted population based on Wisconsin DOA population projections made in 2013. 


 


Ethnic Background 


The 2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimate indicated the largest percentage of Stoughton residents (91.6%) 


were “White”. The second largest group was “Black or African American” (3.9%), followed by “Two or more races” 


(3.0%), “Asian” (1.0%), “Some other race” (0.4%) and “American Indian or Alaska Native” (<0.1%). 


 


Employment/Unemployment 


The 2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimate estimated the unemployment rate in Stoughton was 4.9%. That 


rate is lower than the statewide unemployment rate during this same time period of 5.5%. 


 


Age 


Age distribution in Stoughton is shown in Table 1.2. Age cohorts are an important consideration when determining park 


facilities because different age groups utilize different recreation facilities. For example, in 2016 there were an estimated 


1,635 people between the ages of 55 and 64 (12.5% of the population). This represents an increase of 109% in the 


population of this age group from the year 2000. The number of park facilities designed for this age group should be 


reassessed as there are many more people in this age group in Stoughton using park facilities than there were in 2000. 


Facilities such as hiking trails, pickleball courts and park shelters are used by this age group and may be needed in higher 


quantities now than they had in the past.  
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Table 1.2: Age Distribution, 2000-2016  


Stoughton, Wisconsin   


  2000 2016 Percent Change 


  Number Percent Number Percent  2000-2016 


Under 5 years 966 7.8 996 7.6 3% 


5 to 9 years 1,003 8.1 935 7.2 -7% 


10 to 14 years 952 7.7 666 5.1 -30% 


15 to 19 years 838 6.8 916 7.0 9% 


20 to 24 years 525 4.2 680 5.2 30% 


25 to 34 years 1,845 14.9 1,580 12.1 -14% 


35 to 44 years 2,183 17.7 2,005 15.4 -8% 


45 to 54 years 1,492 12.1 1,672 12.8 12% 


55 to 64 years 781 6.3 1,635 12.5 109% 


65 to 74 years 673 5.4 858 6.6 27% 


75 to 84 years 698 5.6 759 5.8 9% 


85 years and over 398 3.2 439 3.4 10% 


Total Population 12,354   13,041   6% 


 


Source: 2000 Census (SF-1), 2016 ACS 


5 Year Estimate     


 


 


 


 


 


 


                              Population Change (2000 – 2016)                                                Ethnic Background 
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1.6 Physical Characteristics 


The following section gives background information on some of the physical characteristics of Stoughton. This section 


can be useful in giving an overall impression of the area, determining suitability for certain improvements and identifying 


areas that should be conserved due to their unique natural features. 


                                                                                       


Topography 


The map below shows a color-coded elevation model of Stoughton ranging from lower elevations in blue to the highest 


elevations in white. See the cross section below the map for corresponding colors and elevations. Stoughton has 


an approximate elevation range of 830 feet above sea level at the Yahara River to 980 feet above sea level on the 


northwest side of the City near Schefelker Park.    


 


 


 


 


    


  Data Source: USGS National Elevation Database 
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Soils 


The most common soil type found in Stoughton is Kegonsa silt loam (0 to 2% slopes). This soil type is found in over 530 


acres in the City followed by Dresden silt loam (6 to 12% slopes, eroded) on 340 acres and Batavia silt loam (gravelly 


substratum, 2 to 6% slopes) found on approximately 315 acres. Soils that occupy less than 100 acres in the City are not 


shown on the chart below and are shown as grey areas on the map. 


 


 


    
Data Source: USDA Soil Survey Geographic Database 


 


 


Land Use 


Approximately 33% of the parcels in Stoughton are classified as “Residential”, making it the most common land use type 


in the City. “Agriculture” is the next most common land use type at 17% coverage, followed by “Open/Vacant Land” at 


14% and “Recreation” at 9%. 


 


 


   
 Data Source: Dane County Land Information 
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Watersheds 


Stoughton is almost entirely in the Yahara River and Lake Kegonsa Watershed. A small, 50-acre area in the southwest part 


of the City is in the Badfish Creek Watershed. 


 


  


   


 


    Data Source: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 


 


 


Major Property Owners 


The City of Stoughton owns the most land of any other property owner in the Stoughton with 394 acres owned. Other 


major landowners include Vennevoll Inc., Greenbriar Farms and Stoughton Trailers. 


 


  


 


 


    Data Source: State Cartographers Office 


 


 


  


   


 


 







 


                                          


 
 


 


This chapter analyzes the existing park system in the City of Stoughton. Parks are inventoried and classified based on 


standards established by the National Recreation and Park Association.  


 


2.1 Stoughton Park and Open Space Facilities 


The information for this section was gathered from site visits conducted by 


Ayres Associates, discussion with City staff and review of past planning 


documents. A Facility Matrix for the park system is located in Appendix A. 


See Appendix B for a map of park locations. 


 


2.1.1 Mini Parks 


Mini parks include specialized facilities that serve a concentrated population 


or specific group such as tots or senior citizens. Typical size is 1 acre or less 


but parks may be categorized as mini parks simply based on the type and 


quantity of facilities they offer. Complete park descriptions, inventories and 


recommendations for improvements for all parks can be found in Chapter 3. 


 


• Criddle Park 


• Division Street Park 


• Riverside Park 


• Roby/Page Park 


 


2.1.2 Neighborhood Parks 


Neighborhood parks are areas for multiple and sometimes intensive 


recreational activities. Facilities may include athletic fields, sports courts, 


playgrounds, skate parks, trails, picnic areas and splashpads. Typical size is 


between 3 to 10 acres.  


 


2.1.3 Community Parks 


Community parks are areas of diverse recreational activity and may include 


amenities such as athletic complexes, trails and large swimming pools. 


Community parks are typically 10 acres or larger but may vary depending on 


facilities offered. 


 


• Mandt Park 


• Racetrack Park 


 


• Bjoin Park 


• Dunkirk Avenue Park 


• East Side Park 


• Lowell Street Park 


• Norse Park 


• Schefelker Park 


• Veteran’s Memorial Park 


• Virgin Lake Park 


• Westview Ridge Park 
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2.1.4 Special-Use Parks 


Special use parks are areas for specialized or single purpose recreational activities such as golf courses, campgrounds, 


nature centers and skate parks. They may also be used to designate areas that are primarily used as event space, general 


gathering areas, expanded trail corridors or plaza space. 


 


• Heggestad Park 


• Stoughton Rotary Park 


• Victorian Garden 


 


2.1.5 Conservancy, Open Space and Natural Areas 


Conservancy parks and natural areas are established for protection and management of the natural or cultural environment 


with recreational facilities as a secondary objective. Open spaces are areas that currently offer no recreational facilities but 


have been reserved as future active or passive park lands. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


2.1.6 School Parks 


Although not maintained by the City, school facilities offer community residents with additional outdoor recreation 


activities. School parks often contain structured play equipment, open space and athletic fields. This plan will not offer 


recommendations for improvements in these school parks, but they should be considered when analyzing facilities 


available to the community. The Stoughton Area School District maintains the recreation facilities of five schools in the 


area that are open for public use.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


• AJ Admunson Park 


• Nottingham Park 


• Roby/Page Conservancy 


 


• Settler’s Point Parkland 


• Virgin Lake Natural Area 


• Yahara River Natural Area 


• Fox Prairie Elementary 


• Kegonsa Elementary 


• River Bluff Middle School 


 


• Sandhill Middle School 


• Stoughton High School  
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2.1.7 County Parks 


Viking County Park is a Dane County owned and operated park within the Stoughton city limits. Facilities include, a dog 


park, multi-use trails, fishing areas and a reservable shelter. Like school parks, no recommendations will be made for 


improvements in County parks, but their facilities should be considered when analyzing facilities available to City residents. 


 


2.1.8 Trail Corridors 


A linear park or trail corridor is an area designated for one or more modes of recreational travel such as hiking, biking, 


snowmobiling, etc. See Map 5 in Appendix B for existing trail locations.  


 


The Yahara River Trail is the longest trail system in the City with 3 miles of trails on both sides of the river. The two 


segments of trail are connected by on-street bike routes via Admunson Parkway, East Main Street and Ridge Street. A 


proposed extension of the western trail segment would connect with the eastern segment and complete a recreational 


loop. A planned County trail would connect this trail system to destinations to the north including Lake Kegonsa State 


Park, Fish Camp County Park, the Village of McFarland and the Capital City Trail in Madison. 


 


On the west side of the City, the Virgin Lake Trail runs north-south for 0.8 miles between Jackson Street and Heggestad 


Park.  


 


2.2 Parkland Classification Analysis  


The number and type of parks and recreation facilities needed within a community are dependent on the demands of the 


local residents. Identifying the recreational needs and wants of community residents provides the justification for funding 


the acquisition and development of new facilities as well as for the maintenance of existing recreational facilities.   


 


2.2.1 Parkland Classification 


A parkland classification system is a useful tool to determine if an existing park system serves the needs of a community.  


The definitions in this document are adapted from the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) classification 


system. Total acreage alone does not guarantee that the community’s park needs are being met.  A community should 


have a number of different types of parks to serve the various needs of the residents.  They may have “met the standard” 


in acreage through the creation of one large park, but the community’s needs can best be met through a variety of 


recreational activities. Table 2.1 explains the seven park classifications most commonly used in the NRPA system, their 


associated use, service areas, desirable size and desired acres per 1,000 population.  A well-rounded park system offers 


at least one park in each classification.  


 
 


   Table 2.1    National Recreation and Park Association Parkland Classification System 


Component 


  


Use 


 


Service Area 


 


Desirable 


Size 


Acres/1,000 


Population 


A. Local/Close-to-Home Space 


Mini Park Specialized facilities that serve a 


concentrated or limited population or 


specific group such as tots or senior 


citizens. 


Less than ¼ mile radius 1 acre or less 0.25 to 0.5A 


Neighborhood 


Park 


Areas for intense recreational activities, 


such as field games, court games, 


crafts, playground apparatus area, 


skating, picnicking, wading pools, etc. 


¼ to ½ mile radius to 


serve a population up to 


5,000 (a neighborhood) 


3-10 acres 1.0 to 2.0A 
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Community Park Areas of diverse environmental quality.  


May include areas suited for intense 


recreational facilities, such as athletic 


complexes and large swimming pools.  


May be an area of natural quality for 


outdoor recreation, such as walking, 


viewing, sitting, picnicking.  May be 


any combination of the above. 


Several neighborhoods.  1 


to 2-mile radius 


10+ acres 5.0 to 8.0A 


Total Local Space = 6.25 to 10.5 AC/1,000 


 


 


 


Table 2.1 (Continued) NRPA Parkland Classification System 


Component Use Service Area 
Desirable 


Size 


Acres/1,000 


Population 
 


B. Regional Space 


Regional/ Metro-


politan Park 


Areas of natural or ornamental quality 


for outdoor recreation, such as 


picnicking, boating, fishing, swimming, 


camping, and trail uses; may include 


play areas. 


Several communities.1-


hour driving time 


200+ acres 5.0 to 10.0A 


 


C. Space that may be Local or Regional and is Unique to Each Community 


Linear Park Area developed for one or more varying 


modes of recreational travel, such as 


hiking, biking, snowmobiling, horseback 


riding, cross-country skiing, canoeing 


and pleasure driving.  May include active 


play areas.  (NOTE:  the above 


components may occur in the “linear 


park”) 


No applicable standard Sufficient 


width to 


protect the 


resource and 


provide 


maximum use 


Variable 


 


Special Use Areas for specialized or single purpose 


recreational activities, such as golf 


courses, nature centers, skateparks, 


marinas, zoos, conservatories, arboreta, 


display gardens, arenas, outdoor 


theaters, gun ranges, or downhill ski 


areas, or areas that preserve, maintain, 


and interpret buildings, sites, and 


objects of archeological significance. 


Also, plazas or squares in or near 


commercial centers, boulevards, 


parkways. 


No applicable standard Variable Variable 


     


Conservancy Protection and management of the 


natural/cultural environment with 


recreational use as a secondary 


objective. 


No applicable standard Sufficient to 


protect the 


resource 


Variable 
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2.2.2 Level of Service Standards 


Once a community’s existing parks have been classified, a comparison can be made between the national standard for 


each park type and existing park acreage. While there is no formally established method to determine the Level of Service 


provided by the existing facilities, the following parameters should be considered. 


 


Indicators 


 


  


Social 


Environmental    


Economic 


Acreage/Miles 


   


Population standards (Acres/1000 population) 


Benchmarking  


Facilities, Activities, Capacity Population standards 


Demographic Analysis 


Neighborhood area activities 


Supply/Demand 


Access Walking/Bicycling/Driving, Transit 


Parks 


Facilities 


Quality Evaluation 


Mapping/Distribution   


Programs Relevancy, quality, and variety 


Scheduling 


Mapping/Distribution     


 


 


The widely accepted NRPA standard for park acreage per 1,000 population is 10.5 acres. It is recommended that this 


acreage be distributed among park types as follows: 


 


 


Table 2.2    NRPA Recommended Park Standards 


Mini Parks 


Neighborhood Parks 


Community Parks 


0.5 acres/1,000 population 


2 acres/1,000 population 


8 acres/1,000 population 


Total  10.5 acres/1,000 population 


 


Park acreage totals in Stoughton compared to NRPA standards are shown in Chart 2.1. Applying the ratios from Table 2.2 


to the City’s estimated 2017 population of 12,834, the park acreage standards (shown as the blue bars in Chart 2.1) are 


established. The City is below the national standard in terms of mini park, community park and total park areas, but far 


exceeds the standards for neighborhood park areas. In order to meet the standard for all park types, the City would have to 


add 4.0 acres of mini park and 40.9 acres of community park. Due to the surplus of neighborhood park acreage, 


reclassification of neighborhood park to community park could be one way to meet the standard for community park area 


without acquiring new park land. This would most likely be done by adding facilities at larger neighborhood parks to move 


them into the community park category. It should be noted that only CIty owned, active use parks are used in this 


calculation. Conservancy parks, special-use parks, County parks and school parks are not counted toward the NRPA 


standard. 


 


Chart 2.2 uses the 2040 population projection (Wisconsin Department of Administration) of 14,080 residents and applies it 


to measure current acreage figures compared to future standards. Stoughton would require an additional 50.89 acres of 


community park land, 4.57 acres of mini park land and 17.20 acres of total active-use park land to meet the NRPA 


standard for the 2040 population (see Chart 2.3). The City would still exceed the standard area for neighborhood parks by 


a considerable amount. 
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The NRPA acreage standards should only be seen as one tool by which to measure a community’s overall park level of 


service. Several other factors contribute to the value of parks in addition to overall acreage. The number of amenities in 


parks, the type of amenities in parks and the age makeup of the community are just a few other factors that must be 


considered when estimating the service level of a park system. 


 


 


Chart 2.1 – Stoughton park acreage compared to the recommended national standard 


 


 


 


 


 


Chart 2.2 – Stoughton park acreage compared to the 2040 population projection 
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                  Chart 2.3 –  Additional park acreage needed to serve forecasted 2040 City population 
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2.3 Park Service Area Requirements 


This method of evaluating a community’s parkland needs and adequacy of service includes plotting park service areas on 


a base map to identify areas that are underserved. Utilizing the park service radii criteria established by the NRPA, park 


service areas were mapped for City owned mini, neighborhood and community parks. The three maps below show park 


service radii isolated by park type (mini, neighborhood and community parks). 


 


   


  Mini Park Service Areas                              Neighborhood Park Service Areas                           Community Park Service Areas 


 


The park service area buffers were combined into a single map that can be found in Appendix B, Map 2. Park service area 


analysis reveals good coverage in the most populated areas of the City. Coverage gaps exist in three less populated areas 


of the City in the northeast, northwest and west. Future development is planned in these areas and each of these 


developments would be required, under the City’s parkland dedication ordinance, to create new parks. Future parks are 


shown in these areas in Map 2. Once these parks are created, Stoughton will have achieved almost complete coverage of 


the City by its park service areas.  


 


 


SEE FULL SIZE MAP 2 IN APPENDIX B 
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2.4 GIS Age Cohort Analysis 


Age cohort analysis was developed to help prioritize improvements based on the distribution of residents by age and the 


availability of recreation facilities by geographic location. The methodology includes the layering of data on a map (See 


Map 9 in Appendix B). The result is a graduated scale of relative need or “priority” based on the absence of a particular 


set of amenities we would expect an age group to utilize. The map is used to identify areas of spatial mismatch where 


parks containing certain amenities are not located in neighborhoods containing user groups best suited for those 


amenities.  For example, if an area contains a high percentage of toddlers (age 2-5) but does not contain toddler-aged play 


equipment, the priority rating would be “high” because the area lacks the amenities to serve that population. 


 SEE FULL SIZE MAP 9 IN APPENDIX B 


 


The analysis was used for four populations:  


1. Under 5 years of age: toddlers are best served by play equipment such as sandboxes, toddler swings, tot slides, 


spring riders, and tilt cups. 


2. Ages 5 to 9: this group can be expected to use play equipment such as swings, climbing structures, teeter totters, 


merry-go-rounds and monkey bars.   


3. Ages 10 to 17 years of age: this group can be served by a variety of park facilities.  Amenities evaluated for this 


population include facilities related to baseball, softball, soccer, basketball, skateboarding and ice skating. 


4. Age 55+: service to this this group included facilities such as hiking trails, outdoor fitness stations, boat 


launches, pickle ball and tennis. 


 


Parks that appear in “priority” areas (shown as the darkest areas on the graduated scale) are further discussed in Chapter 


3 and mapped in Appendix B.   
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2.5 Bicycle and Pedestrian Connections 


A park-by-park analysis revealed a lack of barrier-free access to some park facilities and playgrounds. This is an important 


consideration for residents who have mobility limitations and require additional accommodation. Barrier-free access to 


many of the facilities can be accommodated by simple solutions such as installing curb cuts to allow easy access for 


pedestrians from the street to the park. This missing piece of infrastructure also poses a barrier for cyclists. Additional 


bike racks should be considered in some parks.  


 


 


SEE FULL SIZE MAP 5 IN APPENDIX B 


 


Map 3 (Appendix B) shows the existing and proposed bicycle network in Stoughton. Proposed bike facilities are shown as 


designated in the City’s 2017 Bike Transportation Plan Update. Also shown on the map is the future County Trail planned 


to extend from the Yahara River Trail at Viking County Park, north into McFarland and Madison as well as proposed trails 


recommended in this plan at Settler’s Point. Although this plan will seek to identify opportunities to improve the bicycle 


network, the City’s Bike Transportation Plan Update should be used as a guide for future development relating to bike 


facilities in Stoughton. 


 


                                                                                                                                                                                           


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


                                           


 


 


This chapter includes a variety of recommendations specifically developed to meet the existing and future needs of the 


community over the next five years. The recommendations incorporate local citizen input and have been developed as a 


result of extensive analysis and participation by City officials, City staff, citizens and local organizations as presented in the 


preceding chapters. 


 


General recommendations are provided for direction on policy and design considerations while considering operational 


and maintenance procedures. This chapter also includes a detailed park inventory sheet for each City park including 


general issues, possible improvement options and costs. This chapter is divided into the following sections: 


 


3.1 General Recommendations: System-wide policies and procedures 


 


3.2 Future Parks and Open Spaces: Identification of general locations for new park land that would best serve the 


community 


 


3.3 Individual Park Recommendations: an inventory sheet has been provided for each City Park (includes inventory and 


park improvement options) 


 


 


 


3.1 General Recommendations 


 


3.1.1 Park Facility Recommendations 


 


Several common issues were noted during the planning process resulting from observations made during site visits, 


meetings with community staff and community input. Those issues and recommendations for improvements related to 


those issues are listed below: 


 


1. Missing Support Components  


 


Some parks did not have support components such as drinking fountains, trash/recycling receptacles and bicycle parking.  


 


o Recommendations:  
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• All parks “Neighborhood Park” size or larger should have trash receptacles, recycling receptacles, drinking 


fountains and bike racks. These components should be installed on a hardscape surface such as concrete 


or asphalt. 


 


2. ADA Accessibility 


 


Site visits revealed that some parks did not provide ADA accessibility to park facilities such as playground equipment, 


picnic shelters and sports courts. It was also observed that many of the support components at City parks (picnic tables, 


drinking fountains, etc.) were not ADA approved models. 


 


Recommendations:  


 


• Conduct an ADA audit system-wide, and develop a prioritized action plan to address documented issues. 


 


• Retrofit all parks and park facilities to be disabled accessible (when possible). This includes assuring barrier-free 


access to all play areas, shelters, river access points, seating areas and restrooms. 


 


• Where possible with existing infrastructure, assure that all parks are improved with ADA approved drinking 


fountains, picnic tables and other park components. 


 


     


 


 


 Examples of an ADA approved picnic table and drinking fountain. 


 


3. Aging Play Equipment  


 


Park inventories revealed that some of the City’s playground equipment is showing signs of age and will need to be 


replaced in the near future. It appears that certain equipment, play structures for example, were purchased around the 


same time from the same manufacturer and therefore are starting to fail at similar times. Playground surfacing should be 


replaced in conjunction with replacement of play features. 


 


o Recommendations:  


 


• This plan recommends the replacement of play equipment in three City parks during the five-year period 


after its adoption. After that period, another set of parks will likely need to have playground equipment 


replaced. We recommend this staggered approach to replacing playground equipment to avoid the 


situation in which all playgrounds begin to have equipment fail at the same time.   
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• Play equipment condition for each park was noted during site visits. The following table was prepared to 


inventory play equipment condition from “Needs Replacement” to “Excellent”. All play equipment in the 


“Needs Replacement” category is recommended to be replaced in this plan. Much of the play 


equipment found to be in “Fair” condition will likely be due to be replaced when this plan expires in five 


years. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


         


 


 


 


 


 


4. Sport Court Surfacing  


 


Sport court surfacing in some parks is worn and/or cracking.   


 


 
 


o Recommendations:  


 


• Resurface worn and cracked basketball and tennis courts. Courts should include expansion joints to allow for 


seasonal contraction and expansion of materials.  


 


 


 


 


Park Type Park 
Condition of playground 


equipment (Excellent, Good, Fair 
or Needs Replacement) 


Mini 
Criddle Park Needs Replacement 


Roby/Page Park Good 


Neighborhood 


Bjoin Park Fair 


Dunkirk Avenue Park Needs Replacement 


East Side Park Good 


Lowell Street Park Needs Replacement 


Norse Park Fair 


Schefelker Park Fair 


Veteran's Memorial Park Good 


Virgin Lake Park Good 


Westview Ridge Park Excellent 


Community 
Mandt Park Good 


Racetrack Park Fair 
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5. Drainage & Erosion Issues 


 


Drainage and erosion issues were observed in some parks. 


 


 


 


o Recommendations: 


 


• Inspect areas where issues exist and regrade if possible. 


 


6. Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Improvements 


 


The 2017 City of Stoughton Comprehensive Plan recommends the development of the bicycle and pedestrian network 


in the City with the addition of multi-use trails, bike lanes and sidewalks. Some of the key recommendations of the 


plan include the development of multi-use trails along the east side of the Yahara riverfront and in planned, future 


neighborhoods on the City’s west side. These proposed improvements are shown on Map 5, Appendix B. 


 


The 2017 Stoughton Bike Transportation Plan recommends the 


establishment of designated bike routes as opposed to the construction 


of new bike lanes and off-road trails. The proposed routes can also be 


found on Map 5, Appendix B. In addition to the establishment of new 


routes, the plan makes the additional recommendations below. 


 


o Recommendations: 


 


• Bike lanes on Kings Lynn Road between Jackson Street and 


Highway 51.  


• Establishing an off-street trail on Jackson Street between 


Nygaard Street and Highway 51. 


• Naming of bike routes 


• Establishing bike route wayfinding signage throughout the 


City. 


• Connect schools and parks. 


 


Additional improvements established in this plan include: 


 


o Additional multi-use trail connections 


o Construction of bike/ped bridges at two locations (See Map 5) 


o Bike/ped improvements at the Coopers Causeway bridge   
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3.1.2 Promotion/Education 


a. Update the community-wide wayfinding system to identify key parks and bicycle routes along primary 


transportation corridors throughout the City. Regularly update all bicycle and park system maps as new facilities 


are developed.  


 


b. Continue to communicate with user groups over facilities updates and promote donations and formalized use 


agreements for maintenance. 


 


c. Utilize electronic marquee signs and other displays to announce and promote special events, prices or programs. 


For example, parks such as Mandt Park, that hosts many festivals and events, could benefit from variable 


message signs. This plan recommends coordinating with user groups and/or advertisers to offset costs and 


install marquees when budgets, grants, or fundraising allow for purchase and installation. 


 


d. Improve the parks location map on the City web page to include interactive content and link to site maps for each 


park illustrating site layout and amenities. 


 


e. Invite private partner groups to participate in periodic park update meetings to keep participation and awareness 


high for ongoing project endeavors. 


 


3.1.2 Environmentally Sustainable Practices 


a. Trash and recycling receptacles should be evenly distributed throughout City parks. The method of collection 


should also be used to determine receptacle locations. Placement of trash receptacles near sitting benches, for 


example is not preferred since it may discourage use of the benches or the trash receptacle. 


 


b. Manage potential Emerald Ash Borer infestations in ash trees in City parks with replacement of removed trees, 


treatment of trees in key locations and pre-emptive removals. Any tree removed in the City is being replaced. If a 


tree is removed on private land and the land owner does not want a replacement tree, the tree will be planted in a 


City park. 


 


c. Consider integrating rain gardens and bio-retention facilities, rain barrels and other stormwater best management 


practices into existing facilities and proposed improvements. 


 


d. Consider adopting a “grow not mow” policy in City parks to limit how often (and what portions of) parks are 


mowed. Adding a day or more to the mowing cycle and preserving natural grasslands in parks can reduce the 


amount of fossil fuels consumed in City operations. These new grasslands can also function as natural buffers 


around shoreland and wooded areas, help reduce soil erosion and act as a geese deterrent. 


 


e. There are a variety of operational and maintenance activities that often can be accomplished for less cost. Fuel is 


a big expense, prompting some communities to have strict idling policies that restrict how long a municipal 


vehicle can remain running before it is turned off. Similarly, warming up vehicles should be limited – an example 


would be restricting warm up to no more than five minutes.  


 


f. When replacing and/or installing new lighting in City parks, consider fixtures that utilize solar regeneration and 


LED illumination to reduce long-term maintenance costs and minimize non-renewable energy use.   
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3.1.3 Best Practices for Park Facility Development 


The following graphic illustrates some of the “best practices” for the type of park improvements recommended in this plan. 


Typical ADA requirements call for barrier free access to all park facilities. Hardscape paths, playground safety mats and ADA 


approved support components are examples of good design for accessibility. Other examples of necessary elements for 


general park design include bicycle parking, trash/recycling receptacles and park signage. 
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3.2 Future Parks and Open Spaces 


 


3.2.1 Future Park Locations 


The following section identifies future park and open 


space locations based on previously adopted plans. 


The adjacent map (and Map 1 in Appendix B) 


illustrates the approximate location of these proposed 


parks. Many of these locations were identified in the 


2014 CORP as potential locations for new parks 


based on developments planned in these areas. The 


size of these developments require that parks be 


constructed in order maintain compliance with 


Stoughton’s parkland dedication ordinance. Other 


park locations (such as the Whitewater Park) were 


chosen solely for the recreation potential of the site.  


 


Site #1: Ehle Development 


This location along the Yahara River was identified as 


a potential park in the 2014 CORP. Improvements 


would include trail connections to the north and west. 


 


Site #2: Future Park 


This parcel near the pedestrian bridge at Jefferson Street has the potential for future use as a special-use type park with 


riverfront improvements, plaza areas and a park shelter. 


 


Site #3: Kettle Park West Development 


A concept master plan was prepared for the Kettle Park West development that included a neighborhood park (shown 


below). Facilities include playgrounds, a park shelter, athletic fields and sport courts. It is anticipated that this development 


will occur in the next five years. 


 


 


Kettle Park West Park 
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Site #4: Linnerud Development 


This proposed development would include a park that would function as a gateway to the City and include athletic fields. 


 


Site #5: Racetrack Park Expansion 


The 2014 CORP recommended the acquisition of land directly west of Racetrack Park owned by the Harvey family. It is 


intended that this expansion would allow for the construction of additional athletic fields. 


 


Site #6: Stone Crest Development 


A new park is expected to be dedicated in this area as part of the proposed Stone Crest development. This park would 


likely be classified as neighborhood park with soccer and baseball fields. 


 


Site #7: School Nature Area 


A natural area near Kegonsa Elementary School could potentially be acquired. The intent would be to use it as an 


educational nature area for the school. 


 


Site #8: Whitewater Park 


A whitewater park concept plan has been prepared for the City. The park would occupy the area around 4
th


 Street near 


Mandt Park. The whitewater course would require the reconfiguration of the river in this area with drop pool features 


occupying the area that is currently Riverside Park. In addition to the river course, several shoreline improvements are 


planned, including seating/gathering areas, multi-use trails, beaches and a pedestrian bridge. A community center that 


would offer canoe and kayak rentals has also been considered. The City has applied for a DNR grant to help fund the 


project and expects to begin construction as early as the summer of 2020. 


 


 


Whitewater Park 
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3.2.2 Park Layout Concept /Park Master Plans 


Prior to development of a proposed park, a master plan should be prepared prior to construction to guide development. 


This same process should be repeated for any park if significant improvements are planned. The goal of the master plan is 


to determine what type of improvements are possible in the given space and to provide a layout for the development of 


those improvements. 


 


 


 


                Park Master Plan Graphic Example 


 


The process for development of a park master plan includes research and data collection to identify drainage patterns, 


topography and other site features. After this initial reconnaissance, a public meeting is held to gather input on preferred 


park programming and amenities. Following this community engagement, concept development plans are created and 


cost estimates are prepared. These concept plans are further refined through public feedback and staff discussions into a 


final graphic and summary report. 
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3.3 Individual Park Recommendations 


The following section discusses more detailed recommendations for each park. These recommended improvements are 


based on issues identified in site visits and comments from residents and local officials. Improvement options identified 


for each park are included in the 5-Year Capital Improvements Table in Chapter 4.  


 


Each park’s inventory sheets contain the location of the park, existing facilities, observed issues and recommendations for 


improvements. Not all improvements can be made in the next five years and many require substantial investment in the 


form of time, money or human capital to implement. Improvement recommendations should be viewed as options that 


could occur to mitigate, improve or promote aspects of the park site. 


 


A sample inventory sheet (shown below) illustrates how information is presented on each park sheet. Park sheets are 


presented by parkland classifications devised by the National Recreation and Park Association as identified in Chapter 2. 
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MINI PARKS 
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Criddle Park 


 


Criddle Park is a 0.2-acre mini park on South Monroe Street between Hamilton Street and Patterson Street. Park features include a 


playground, a gazebo and a half basketball court. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Play structure (5 to 12 


year old) 


• Balance beam/jungle gym 


• Teeter totter 


• ½ Basketball court 


• Maze 


• Gazebo 


• Chess/checkers table 


• Benches 


• ADA bench 


• Trash receptacle 


• Donor pavers 


• Park sign 


 


Issues: 


• Wood play equipment is aging. 


Splintering wood is a potential 


safety hazard. 


• Tree stump 


• Cracks in basketball court 


• Tree in basketball hoop 


• Gazebo is aging 


• No recycling receptacle 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• School bus stop 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 


three years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Check trash can daily due to high volume of people (bus stop) 


• Remove snow before school hours 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Remove and replace playground equipment (play structure, 


balance beam and safety surfacing) ..………………...$150,000 


• Resurface basketball court ………………………….…..$5,000 


• Refurbish gazebo …………………………………….…$3,000 


• Install recycling receptacle .……..………………..……..$1,000 


• Remove tree stumps …………………………………....$1,000 


• Trim tree at basketball court ………………………..………..$0 


 


TOTAL $160,000 
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Criddle Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Division Street Park 


 


Division Street Park is a 0.8-acre mini park on the Yahara River at the intersection of Forton Street and Division Street. Park 


amenities include a fishing platform, decorative plantings and benches. A small area on the south side of the park is owned by the 


school district and used by River Bluff Middle School. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Picnic tables  


• Benches 


• Planters  


• Park sign 


• Trash receptacles  


• Storage building 


• Fishing platform 


• Canoe/kayak launch 


• Small parking area 


Issues: 


• Goose excrement 


• ADA accessibility 


• No recycling receptacle 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Syttende Mai canoe race portage 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Burn native vegetation shoreline in spring/mow in fall 


• Remove snow before school hours 


• Category B in Turf IPM Policy 


• Check trash cans daily during season/remove during winter 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Improve the school operated area of the park with native plants 


and grasses. Include interpretive signage and a mowed path to 


create an outdoor classroom/nature area. …………...…..$3,000 


• Investigate strategies for managing geese access to all parts of 


the park. (Habitat modification, frightening methods, repellents, 


etc.) Potentially limit geese access to the north part of the park 


……………….………………………………...…..…..$3,000 


• Construct asphalt or concrete path from the sidewalk on Division 


St south of Forton St to park bench and picnic table ..…...$2,000 


• Replace picnic table with an ADA approved model ……....$1,500 


• Install recycling receptacle …… ………………....……..$1,000 


 


TOTAL $10,500 
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Division Street Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Riverside Park 


 


This is a 1.4-acre mini park on the Yahara River near the intersection of 4
th


 Street and Riverside Drive. Park amenities include a 


fishing pier, picnic tables and a gravel path. A proposed whitewater park in the area would occupy much of what is now Riverside 


Park. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Fishing pier 


• Trash receptacle 


• Picnic tables 


• Bench 


• Park sign 


• Gravel path 


Issues: 


• ADA accessibility to fishing pier 


• No recycling receptacle 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Syttende Mai canoe race finish 


• Youth fishing program 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Set pier in spring/remove in fall (Public Works) 


• Check trash can daily during season/remove during winter 


• Grade walk trails as needed 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• The planned whitewater park will occupy what is now Riverside 


Park. Improvements should therefore be minimal in this park for 


the next two years. ……………………………..………….TBD 


• Construct concrete pad to provide ADA access to fishing pier …. 


…………………………………....................................$1,500 


• Install recycling receptacle …….……………..………....$1,000 


 


TOTAL $2,500 
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Riverside Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Roby/Page Park 


 


Roby/Page Park is an approximately 0.1-acre mini park within the larger Roby/Page Conservancy Park. The park is located on Roby 


Roby Road between Madison Street and Page Street and contains a play structure and swings. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Play structure (2 to 12 


year old) 


• Swings (2 belt, 2 bucket) 


• Bench with ADA seating 


• Trash receptacle 


• Picnic table 


 


 


Issues: 


• Loose/missing safety mats at 


play equipment 


• No recycling receptacle 


• ADA accessibility 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every three 


years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Check trash can daily during season/remove during winter 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Install secured safety mats under play equipment to provide safe 


fall zones and improved ADA accessibility to equipment .. $3,000 


• Install recycling receptacle …… ……………………......$1,000 


 


TOTAL $4,000 
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Roby/Page Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS 
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Bjoin Park 


 


Bjoin Park is a 7.2-acre neighborhood park at the intersection of East Wilson Street and Grant Street. Park facilities include a 


baseball field, play equipment and a restroom building. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Park shelter/restroom 


building 


• Youth baseball field (with 


benches & bleachers) 


• Tennis/pickleball court 


• ½ basketball court 


• Play structure (2 to 12 


year old) 


• Jungle gym 


• Climber 


• Drinking fountain 


• Open space 


• Lighting 


• Horseshoe pits 


• Park sign 


• Park dedication 


monument 


• Picnic table 


• Benches 


• Trash receptacles 


 


Issues: 


• Mildew/mold on play equipment 


• No ADA accessibility to some 


park facilities 


• Missing end cap on baseball 


team bench 


• Tennis court is aging and 


missing net. 


• Tree overhanging basketball 


court 


• Dead/dying trees 


• Drinking fountain is not an ADA 


approved model or ADA 


accessible 


• No recycling receptacle 


• No bicycle parking 


• No safety mats under play 


equipment 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Open shelter in spring/winterize in fall 


o Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn on 


water 


o Blow out water lines and use RV Antifreeze in toilet bowls 


and drains to prevent freezing.  Turn off appropriate 


breakers and drain water heater. 


o Lock doors 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 


years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Check trash cans/restrooms daily during season 
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Bjoin Park 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Shelter reservations 


• Horseshoe tournament 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Repair and resurface tennis/pickleball court ……………………………………………………………………………….....$15,000 


• Construct asphalt or concrete path from restroom building to playground and from Grant St to tennis and basketball courts…..$10,000 


• Remove dead/dying trees …………………………………………………………………………………………………...$10,000 


• Install ADA approved and accessible drinking fountain at restroom building ……………………………………………….....$10,000 


• Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment ……………………..…$3,000 


• Install bike rack on concrete pad or other hardscape surface ………………………………………………………………….$1,500 


• Install recycling receptacle ………………………………………………………………………………………...………….$1,000 


• Remove mildew/mold from play equipment  ……………………………………………………………………………...…...$1,000 


• Install recycling receptacle …………………………………………………………………...…………………….…..……..$1,000 


• Replace end caps on backrest of baseball team benches …………………..……………………………………..…….……….$500 


• Trim tree overhanging basketball court ……………………………………………………………………………………….....$500 


 


TOTAL $53,500 


 


Bjoin Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Bjoin Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Bjoin Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Dunkirk Avenue Park 


 


Dunkirk Avenue Park is a 1.3-acre neighborhood park at the intersection of Dunkirk Avenue and Garden Avenue and adjacent to the 


Yahara River. Park facilities include play equipment, a sandlot backstop and a basketball court. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Sandlot backstop 


• Play structure (2 to 12 


year old) 


• Swings (3 belt, 1 bucket) 


• ½ basketball court 


• Open space 


 


Issues: 


• Goose excrement 


• Drainage issues. Park was very 


wet compared to other parks. 


Erosion scoring through 


playground. 


• Playground location near river 


and far from road. 


• Play structure is aging 


• Loose/missing safety mats 


under play equipment 


• Basketball court surface is 


cracked and worn 


• No trash or recycling 


receptacles 


• No park sign 


• No drinking fountain 


• No bicycle parking 


• No benches at playground 


• Playground not ADA accessible 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 
 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 


years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Drain tile from wet area to river 
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Dunkirk Avenue Park 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Replace, regrade and relocate playground equipment (play structure, swings, benches and safety surfacing) away from river and 


closer to Dunkirk Ave. This will potentially alleviate erosion and goose excrement issues at current location…………….…...$150,000 


• Construct asphalt or concrete path to relocated park facilities …………………………………………………………………$5,000 


• Investigate goose management strategies (Habitat modification, frightening methods, repellents, etc.) ………………………...$3,000 


• Remove basketball court ………………………………………………………………………………………………...……$3,000 


• Install park sign …………………………………………………………………………………………………………...….$3,000 


• Install trash & recycling receptacles ………………………………..…………………………………………………..……..$2,000 


• Install bike rack on hardscape surface ………………………………………………………………………………….……..$1,500 


 


TOTAL $167,500 


 


 


 


Site Photos: 
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East Side Park 


 


East Side Park is a 2.0-acre neighborhood park at the intersection of Park Street and South Lynn Street. Park facilities include a 


playground, a tennis court and a park shelter. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Park shelter/restroom 


building 


• Play structure (5 to 12 


year old) 


• Swings (3 belt, 1 bucket) 


• Tennis/pickleball court 


• ½ basketball court 


• Sand volleyball court 


• Horseshoe pits 


• Storage shed 


• Open space 


• Lighting 


• Drinking fountain 


• Concrete path 


• Park sign 


• Historical marker 


• Benches 


• Picnic tables 


• Trash receptacles 


 


Issues: 


• No safety mats under play 


equipment 


• No ADA access to some park 


facilities 


• Swing seats are cracking 


• Storage shed damage 


• Tennis surface is worn/curling 


• Cracks in basketball court 


• Drinking fountain not an ADA 


approved model 


• No bicycle parking 


• No recycling receptacles 


• Dead tree limb overhanging 


volleyball court 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Pickleball club 


• Shelter reservations 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Open shelters in spring/winterize in fall 


o Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn on 


water 


o Blow out water lines and use RV Antifreeze in toilet bowls 


and drains to prevent freezing.  Turn off appropriate breakers 


and drain water heater. 


o Lock doors/reset automatic locks 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 


years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Check trash cans/restrooms daily during season 


• Category B in Turf IPM Policy 
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East Side Park 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Resurface tennis/pickleball court ……………………………………………………………………………………….……$15,000 


• Construct asphalt or concrete path from sidewalk on Park St to playground, tennis court and basketball court ………….…….$12,000 


• Resurface basketball court ……………………………………………………………………………………………………$5,000 


• Install ADA approved drinking fountain ………………………………………………………………………………….…….$5,000 


• Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment ……………………..…$3,000 


• Install recycling receptacles …….…………………………………………………………………………….………..……..$2,000 


• Install bike rack on concrete pad or other hardscape surface ………………………………………………………………….$1,500 


• Repair storage shed ……………………………………………………………………………………………….………….$1,000 


• Replace swing seats ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………$500 


• Remove dead tree limb overhanging volleyball court ………………………………………………………………...…………..$500 


 


TOTAL $45,500 


 


Site Photos: 
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East Side Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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East Side Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Lowell Street Park 


 


Lowell Street Park is a 2.0-acre neighborhood park located at the intersection of South Page Street and West Milwaukee Avenue. 


Park facilities include a baseball field, a community garden and a bike park. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Youth baseball field (with 


dugouts and bleachers) 


• Storage shed 


• Small shelter/restroom 


building 


• Community garden 


• Play structure (2 to 12 


year old) 


• Basketball court 


• BMX bike park (Ramps, 


obstacles & dirt course) 


• Trash receptacles 


• Benches 


• Bat house 


• Bridge 


• Park sign 


• Mel Bakke Bike Park sign 


• Drinking fountain 


• Picnic table 


 


Issues: 


• No ADA access to park facilities 


• Play structure is aging 


• No safety mats under play 


structure 


• Damaged/worn bike park ramps 


• No recycling receptacles 


• No bike parking 


 
 


 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Community garden 


• Youth baseball 
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Lowell Street Park 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Open shelter in spring/winterize in fall 


o Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn on water.  There are two meters in crawl space.  1 for building and 1 for 


garden irrigation. 


o Blow out water lines and use RV Antifreeze in toilet bowls and drains to prevent freezing.  


o Yellow irrigation box controls three hose bibs for watering gardens.  Blow air through lines when winterizing shelter.   


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Check trash cans/restrooms daily during season 


• Rototill gardens in spring/mow in fall 


o Haul in compost every 3 years 


• Pick up/haul garden weeds weekly 


• Ball diamond Category A in Turf IPM Policy 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Remove and replace playground equipment (play structure, benches and safety surfacing) …………………........................$100,000 


• Create mountain bike trails west of BMX park ……………………………………………………………………….……….$50,000 


• Repair or replace damage bike ramps………………………………………………………………………………………..$15,000 


• Construct concrete path/plaza behind baseball backstop connecting bleacher area to sidewalk on Milwaukee St ……………..$10,000 


• Construct asphalt or concrete path from sidewalk on Milwaukee St to playground and basketball court …………………..........$6,000 


• Install recycling receptacles …… ………………………………………………………………………………….…..……..$2,000 


• Install bike rack on hardscape surface …………………………………………………………………………….…………..$1,500 


 


TOTAL $184,500 


 


Site Photos:   
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Lowell Street Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Lowell Street Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Nordic Ridge Park 


 


Nordic Ridge Park is a 6.6-acre neighborhood park in the new Nordic Ridge development on Hoel Drive between Korgen Drive and 


Valberg Drive. Park facilities include a splashpad, open space and a large park shelter. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Park shelter/restroom/ 


concession building 


• Splashpad 


• Parking lot 


• Drinking fountains 


• Picnic tables 


• Benches 


• Trash receptacles 


• Open space 


• Soccer fields 


 


Issues: 


• No bike rack 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Shelter reservations 


• Youth soccer 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Open shelters in spring/winterize in fall 


o Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn on 


water.  There are two meters in crawl space.  1 for building 


and 1 for splash pad. 


o Remove flush valves on toilets and sinks 


o Blow out water lines and use RV Antifreeze in toilet bowls 


and drains to prevent freezing.  Turn off appropriate breakers 


and drain water heater. 


o Remove water meters and drain ports to drain splash pad 


header.  Connect airline to drain ports and blow air through 


to remove water from supply lines and splash pad features.   


o RV antifreeze surface drains and cover 


o Lock doors/reset automatic locks 


• Check trash cans/restrooms daily during season 


• Soccer field Category A in Turf IPM Policy 


• Remove snow from walk path during snow event 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Install bike rack on hardscape surface …………………..$1,500 


  


TOTAL $1,500 
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Nordic Ridge Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Norse Park 


 


Norse Park is a 8.0-acre neighborhood park on Kriedeman Drive located between Norse Parkway and North Page Street. Park 


facilities include a baseball field, tennis courts and a basketball court.  


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Baseball field (with 


scoreboard, dugouts & 


bleachers) 


• Batting cage 


• Concession building (with 


pressbox and restrooms) 


• Storage shed 


• Play structure (5 to 12 


year old) 


• Swings (2 belt, 2 bucket) 


• Shelter/restroom building 


• Basketball court 


• Tennis courts (with return 


wall) 


• Ice skating rink 


• Open space 


• Parking lot 


• Drinking fountains 


• Park sign 


• Benches 


• Picnic tables 


• Trash receptacles 


• Flagpole 


 


Issues: 


• No parking striping 


• Concrete path is cracked in 


some areas 


• No ADA access to some park 


facilities 


• Basketball surface is cracked in 


some areas 


• Tennis courts are aging 


• No safety mat under play 


equipment 


• Dugout damage 


• No recycling receptacles 


• No bike racks 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Youth tennis lessons 


• Youth/high school baseball 


• Home talent baseball 


• Shelter reservations 
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Norse Park 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Open concession shelter in spring/winterize in fall 


o Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn on water.  There are 3 meters.  1 in building, 1 for irrigation in manhole, 


and 1 for drinking fountain in flower bed. 


o Blow out water lines and use RV Antifreeze in toilet bowls and drains to prevent freezing.  


o Turn on irrigation in spring.  Set timer to run each zone manually for 3 minutes to remove excess air from lines.  Run at least 2 


cycles.  Check for leaks.  Set timer to off.  (Stoughton Merchants run as needed) 


o Winterize irrigation in fall.  Hook up air supply and run each zone for three minutes to remove water.  Run at least 2 cycles or until 


clean air is flowing through.  Make sure air is always flowing through some sort of escape port to prevent damage to system.  


Check map to make sure all heads pop and run clean air before finished. 


• Main shelter 


o Spring – remove panels, turn off furnace, and remove rubber flooring. 


o Fall – Install rubber flooring and side panels, turn on furnace, and organize tables.  Check ice rink lights, replace as needed. 


o Pack snow, flood ice rink in light layers until ideal thickness is reached 


o Remove snow from rink after each snow event, flood as necessary 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Install tennis nets in spring/remove in fall 


• Check trash cans/restrooms daily 


• Ball diamond Category A in Turf IPM Policy 


• Top dress infield every 3 years 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Replace existing concrete path and connect new path to parking, shelter, basketball/tennis area, baseball concession area and 


playground ………...……………………………………………………………………………………………………......$20,000 


• Resurface tennis courts ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..$15,000 


• Resurface basketball court …………………………………………………………………………………………………. $10,000 


• Stripe parking stalls along Kriedeman Dr. (Including ADA accessible stalls) …………………………….………………...…...$7,500 


• Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment ……………………..…$3,000 


• Install recycling receptacles at shelter and near concession stand ……………………………………………………...……..$2,000 


• Install bike rack on concrete pad or other hardscape surface ………………………………………………………………….$1,500 


• Repair damaged trim on first base dugout …………………………………………………………………………………….$1,000 


 


TOTAL $60,000 
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Norse Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Norse Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Schefelker Park 


 


Schefelcker Park is a 10.4-acre neighborhood park on Furseth Road between Sundt Lane and Lincoln Avenue. Park amenities 


include a playground, natural area and trails. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Asphalt path 


• “Born Learning” trail signs 


• Natural area 


• Play structure (2 to 12 


year old) 


• Swings (1 belt, 1 bucket) 


• Sandlot backstop 


• Natural surface trail 


• Parking 


• Park signs 


• Bench 


• Picnic tables 


• Trash receptacle 


• Dog waste station 


• Open space 


 


Issues: 


• No parking stall striping 


• No ADA access to playground 


• No safety mats under play 


equipment 


• The play structure is worn in 


some areas 


• No bike racks 


• No recycling receptacles  


• No drinking fountain 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 
 


 


 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 


years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Burn prairie in spring/mow in fall 


• Remove snow from walk path during snow events 


• Check trash cans/dog waste 3 times per week during season 


• Category B Turf IPM Policy 
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Schefelker Park 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Construct shelter/restroom building ……………………………………………………………………...……………...…$125,000 


• Install ADA approved drinking fountain …………………………………………………………………………….………...$10,000 


• Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment ……………………..…$3,000 


• Stripe parking stalls …. ………………………………………………………………………………………………….…...$2,000 


• Install asphalt path connection playground to existing path………………………...…………………………………………..$2,000 


• Install bike rack on concrete pad …………………………………………………………………………………………...…$1,500 


• Install recycling receptacle …………………………………………………………………………………………….…..….$1,000 


 


TOTAL $144,500 


 


Site Photos: 
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Veteran’s Memorial Park 


 


Veteran’s Memorial Park is a 3.9-acre neighborhood park on South Page Street north of Riverside Drive. Park facilities include a 


playground, pickleball courts and veteran’s memorial monuments.  


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Memorial monuments 


• Flagpole 


• Shelter 


• Play structure (5 to 12 


year old) 


• Web climber 


• Balance beam 


• Pickleball courts 


• Sledding hill 


• Open space 


• Parking lot 


• Lighting 


• Park sign 


• Picnic table 


• Bench 


• Trash receptacles 


 


Issues: 


• No parking lot striping 


• No ADA access to park facilities 


• No safety mats under play 


equipment 


• Some worn areas on play 


structure 


• No drinking fountain 


• No recycling receptacles 


• No bike rack 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Pickleball club 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 


years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Install sport nets in spring/remove in fall 


• Backpack blow sport courts every morning during season 


• Check trash cans 3 times per week during season 


• Order porta potty in spring/remove in fall 
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Veteran’s Memorial Park 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Replace existing shelter with shelter/restroom building ……………………………………………………….…………….$125,000 


• Install asphalt path connecting park facilities to parking lot on Riverside Drive and sidewalk near tennis courts on S Page St… $20,000 


• Install ADA approved drinking fountain …………….………………………………………………………………………...$10,000 


• Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment ……..…………..…..…$3,000 


• Stripe parking stalls along Riverside Dr. (Including ADA accessible stalls) ………………………...……………………….…..$2,000 


• Install bike rack on concrete pad ………………………………………………………………………………………….......$1,500 


• Install recycling receptacle ……………………………………………………………………………………….………..….$1,000 


  


TOTAL $162,500 


 


Site Photos: 
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Virgin Lake Park 


 


Virgin Lake Park is a 7.0-acre neighborhood park on Roby Road between Virgin Lake Drive and Kings Lynn Road. Park facilities 


include a shelter/restroom building, play equipment and a soccer field. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Park shelter/ 


restrooms/utility building 


• ½ basketball court 


• Soccer field 


• Gravel trail 


• Play structure (5 to 12 


year old) 


• Swings (1 seat, 1 bucket) 


• Drinking fountains 


• Storage shed 


• Lighting 


• Parking lot 


• Benches 


• Park sign 


• Picnic tables 


• Trash receptacles 


• Open space 


 


Issues: 


• Basketball/parking conflict 


• No ADA access to some park 


facilities 


• Playground location 


• Drainage issue at playground 


• No safety mats under play 


equipment 


• Play structure is worn in some 


areas 


• No recycling receptacles 


• No bike rack 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Youth soccer 


• Art cart 


• Flag rugby 


• Kubb tournament 


• Shelter Reservations 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to access well house to turn 


on/shut off water 


o Add RV antifreeze to toilets and drains to winterize 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 


years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Check trash cans/restrooms daily during season 


• Soccer field Category A Turf IPM Policy 
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Virgin Lake Park 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Construct asphalt or concrete path from park shelter building to playground …………..……………………………………....$5,000 


• Install ADA swing set …………………………………………………………………………………………………..……..$4,000 


• Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and improved ADA accessibility …………….…….……….$3,000 


• Resolve drainage issue at playground ……………...…………………………………………………………………………$2,000 


• Install bike rack on hardscape surface …………………………………………………………………………………….…..$1,500 


• Install recycling receptacle …………………………………………………………………………………………….….…..$1,000 


 


TOTAL $16,500 


 


 


 


Site Photos: 
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Westview Ridge Park 


 


Westview Ridge Park is a 5.1-acre neighborhood park located at the intersection of Hilldale Lane and Valley View Drive. Park 


facilities include a playground, a basketball court and a gazebo. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Gazebo 


• Play structure (5 to 12 


year old) 


• Play structure (2 to 5 year 


old) 


• Web climber 


• Swings (2 belt, 2 bucket) 


• ½ basketball court 


• Park sign 


• Benches 


• ADA bench 


• Picnic tables 


• Trash receptacles 


• Open space 


 


Issues: 


• No safety mats under play 


equipment 


• No recycling receptacles 


• No bike rack 


• No drinking fountain 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 


years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Check trash cans 3 times per week during season 


• Category B Turf IPM Policy 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Install ADA approved drinking fountain ……………....…$10,000 


• Install ADA play equipment ………………..…………….$4,000 


• Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall 


zones and improved ADA accessibility ………………….$3,000 


• Install bike rack on hardscape surface …………………..$1,500 


• Install recycling receptacle ………………………….…..$1,000 


 


TOTAL $19,500 
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Westview Ridge Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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COMMUNITY PARKS 
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Mandt Park 


 


Mandt Park is a 33.2-acre community park adjacent to the Yahara River on South 4
th


 Street. The park is home to the Stoughton 


Fairgrounds with several buildings and event areas dedicated to fair activities. Other park facilities include the Troll Beach aquatic 


park, a softball/youth baseball field and the Mandt Skate Park. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Community Center  


• Troll Beach (with 


inflatable water features) 


• Fairgrounds 


• Fair/event buildings 


• Grandstand 


• Tractor pull/event area 


• Skatepark 


• Lighting 


• Parking lots 


• Softball/youth baseball 


field (with lights, 


bleachers and team 


benches) 


• Agricultural education 


buildings 


• Park shelters 


• Storage building 


• Basketball court 


• Asphalt path 


• Speaker system 


• Play structure (5 to 12 


year old) 


• Park sign with Stoughton 


Fair sign 


• Park sign with manual 


message board 


• Skatepark sign 


• Picnic tables 


• Drinking fountain 


• Benches 


• Bike racks 


• Port-A-Potty 


• Trash receptacles 


Issues: 


• No crosswalk at path crossing 


with park entrance road 


• Main parking lot surfacing is 


aging 


• ADA access to some park 


facilities 


• Skate pool drainage 


• Minor damage to skate ramp 


• Some concrete cracking at 


skatepark 


• No safety mats under play 


equipment 


• No recycling receptacles 


• No bike racks near main 


parking lot 


• Missing end caps on ballfield 


team benches 


• No drinking fountain at 


playground/skatepark area 


• Goose management 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue 


Generators 


• Troll Beach 


• Pickleball leagues 


• Stoughton Fair 


• Coffee Break Festival 


• Syttende Mai race finish 


• Youth baseball 


• Youth fishing programs 
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Mandt Park 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Troll Beach 


o Start up 


▪ Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn on water.  


▪ Pump out remaining water 


▪ Grade beach without hitting water/aerator lines 


• (2) water lines: 1 line runs under blue slide to slip n slide, other runs to intake from east end of building 


• (3) aerator lines: valve box to aerators in water area 


▪ Haul in 4 loads of sand, spread on beach area 


▪ Check anchor lines/floats.  Inflate features and hook up to anchors 


▪ Close drain valve, hook up fire hose, fill beach from fire hydrant on Mandt Pkwy (3 days) 


▪ Install shade structure 


o Day to Day 


▪ Drag beach daily 


▪ Remove trash daily 


▪ Check pump daily 


o Tear down 


▪ Remove/wash inflatables, shade structure 


▪ Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn off water 


▪ Winterize building 


• Blow out water lines and use RV Antifreeze in toilet bowls and drains to prevent freezing.  Turn off appropriate breakers and drain 


water heater. 


• Lock doors 


▪ Open drain valve 


• Grounds 


o Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn on water 


▪ Remove for winter 


o Fair 


▪ Pre-inspection of park grounds, open gates, read meters (electric/water) 


▪ Post-inspection of park grounds, close gates, read meter (turn into SU for billing) 


• Ball diamond lights controlled behind backstop on panel 


• Order porta potty for ball season (left field) 


• Check trash cans daily during season 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Whitewater park improvements are planned to begin on the north side of Mandt Park by the year 2020 …………………...……………..TBD 


• Repair, resurface and re-stripe main parking lot ………………………………………………………...…………………...….….$175,000 


• Extend sidewalk on the south side of Mandt Pkwy east to the park shelter …………………………………………………..………$20,000 


• Install asphalt or concrete path linking the south parking lot to the playground, skatepark, shelter and proposed sidewalk on Mandt 


Pkwy………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...……...$20,000 


• Install concrete or asphalt path from parking lot to bleachers and drinking fountain on the first base side of the ballfield. …………….$10,000 


• Install ADA approved and accessible drinking fountain near playground and skatepark ………………………………………………$10,000 


• Install ADA accessible path from parking lot to Troll Beach pond …………………………………………………………………....$10,000 


• Install (6) recycling receptacle throughout the park …………………………………………………………………...……..………..$6,000 


• Install concrete pad for bleachers on first base side of ballfield with extra pad area for ADA seating ……………………...……………$5,000 


• Install ADA approved and accessible drinking fountain at ballfield ……………………………………………………...……………..$5,000 


• Investigate new goose management strategies (habitat modification, frightening methods, repellents, etc.) ……………...…...........….$3,000 


• Resolve drainage issue at skatepark bowl …………………………………………………………………………...………....…….$2,000 


• Patch or replace aging concrete areas at skatepark …………………………………...…………………………..………...….…… $2,000 


• Install bike rack on hardscape surface near main parking lot …………………………………………………………...………..……$1,500 


• Install crosswalk at path crossing with the park entrance road ………………………………………………………...………….…..$1,500 


• Install asphalt on concrete path from existing path to basketball court to provide ADA accessibility ………………………...………...…$500 


• Install end caps on team benches ……………………………………………………………………………………………….……..$500 


 


TOTAL $272,000 
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Mandt Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Mandt Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Racetrack Park 


 


Racetrack Park is a 28.6-acre community park on Racetrack Road north of East Academy Street. Park facilities include baseball/ 


softball fields, a basketball court and the Crabapple Tree Arboretum.  


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Baseball/softball fields (4 


– with lights, 


scoreboards, bleachers & 


team benches) 


• Concessions building 


(with pressbox and 


restrooms) 


• Batting cages 


• Basketball court 


• Soccer fields 


• Play structure (2 to 12 


year old) 


• Crabapple Tree Arboretum 


• Barn 


• Asphalt path 


• Parking lots 


• Picnic tables 


• Bench 


• Flagpole 


• Trash receptacles 


• Storage shed 


• Open space 


• Park sign 


• Crabapple Tree Arboretum sign 


 


Issues: 


• ADA access to some park 


facilities 


• No recycling receptacles 


• Cracks in basketball court 


• No safety mats under play 


equipment 


• ADA picnic table is not in an 


accessible location 


• No bike racks 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Adult softball 


• Youth softball 


• Youth baseball 


• Youth soccer 


• Youth lacrosse 


• Softball and baseball tournaments 


• Flag football 


• Kickball 
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Racetrack Park 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Open shelters in spring/winterize in fall 


o Coordinate with Stoughton Utilities to install meters/turn on water.  There are two meters in concession stand 


o Blow out water lines and use RV Antifreeze in toilet bowls and drains to prevent freezing.  Turn off appropriate breakers and 


drain water heater. 


o Lock doors 


• Layout sports fields for each season 


o Miniball soccer and flag football field corners are all marked out with steel anchors and mapped 


• Category A in Turf IPM Policy 


• Add engineered wood fiber to proper levels in play area every 3 years 


• Inspect play structure monthly 


• Check trash/restrooms daily during season 


• Remove snow from walk path during snow event 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Investigate the possibility of Racetrack Park as the potential location for a future outdoor pool or aquatic center …………….....…TBD 


• Investigate possible recreational uses for the barn building (Field house, educational nature center, etc.) ……………………..…..TBD  


• Construct asphalt path connecting basketball court, playground and ballfield bleacher pads to parking lot or existing asphalt path 


…...........................................................................................................................................................................................$15,000 


• Patch, resurface and restripe cracked basketball court. Sawcut an expansion joint to prevent future cracking ………………...$15,000 


• Install bike racks (2) on a hardscape surface …………………………………………………………………………….........$3,000  


• Install (3) recycling receptacles throughout park ……………………………………………………………………………....$3,000 


• Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and improved ADA accessibility to equipment ………….….$3,000 


• Move ADA picnic table to an ADA accessible location near the concession stand …………………………………..…………..…..$0 


 


TOTAL $39,000 


Site Photos: 
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Racetrack Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Racetrack Park 


          


Site Photos: 
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SPECIAL-USE PARKS 
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Heggestad Park 


 


Heggestad Park is a 1.3-acre special-use park on Roby Road west of Kings Lynn Road and across the street from Virgin Lake Park. 


Park facilities include a paver Memory Walk, a park shelter and a connection to the Virgin Lake Trail. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Shelter 


• Paver “Memory Walk” 


• Path lighting 


• Planting beds 


• Benches 


• Trash receptacle 


• Bat house 


• Gravel trail (Virgin Lake 


Trail) 


• Park sign 


 


Issues: 


• No recycling receptacle 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Check trash cans 3 times per week 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Install recycling receptacle ……………...………………$1,000 


  


TOTAL $1,000 
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Heggestad Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Stoughton Rotary Park 


 


Stoughton Rotary Park is a recently improved, 0.7-acre special-use park at the corner of East Jefferson Street and South 6
th


 Street. 


Park amenities include a paver plaza, ADA picnic tables and a gazebo.  


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Pond 


• Gazebo 


• Benches 


• Picnic tables 


• Memorial monument 


• Trash receptacles 


• Lighted bollards 


• Planting beds 


• Park sign 


• Drinking fountain 


 


Issues: 


• Gazebo interior needs cleaning/ 


paint 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Concerts in the Park 


• Catfish River Music Festival 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Check trash cans daily 


• Plant flowers in planters in spring 


• Turn on water to drinking fountain in spring/winterize 


• Order porta potty in spring/remove in fall 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Install small restroom building …………………………$50,000 


• Clean and paint gazebo interior ……………………….....$1,000 


 


TOTAL $51,000 
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Stoughton Rotary Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Victorian Garden 


 


The Victorian Garden is a 0.4-acre special-use park on South Page Street near the intersection of West South Street. The park 


features a paver walkway through maintained plantings and a central fountain. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Paver path 


• Planting beds 


• Fountain 


• Benches 


• Birdhouses 


• Memory Garden sign 


• Misc. decorations 


Issues: 


• No issues 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Pick up curb side weeds once a week 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• None 
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Victorian Garden 


 


Site Photos: 
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AJ Admunson Park 


 


AJ Admunson Park is a 52.6-acre park adjacent to the Yahara River and north of Skogdalen Drive. Park amenities include the 


Yahara River Trailhead, a disc golf course and interpretive signage. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Disc golf course 


• Gravel trail 


• Dog waste station 


• Native prairie 


• Shed 


• Benches 


• Gravel parking lot 


• Dane County Parks map 


signage 


• Trailhead signage 


• Yahara River Trail sign 


• Plant interpretive signage 


• Disc golf course sign 


• Trash receptacles 


 


Issues: 


• Disc golf shed damage 


• Prairie plant signage is aging 


• Possible ground contaminants 


in area 


 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• Disc golf tournament 


• Outdoor education classes 


 


Maintenance Program 


• Grade trails as needed 


• Mow riverside trail as needed 


• Check trash 3 times per week 


• Order porta potty in spring/remove in fall 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Install exercise stations along trail ……….…………….$15,000 


• Replace prairie plant sign …………………………...…..$1,500 


• Repair shed …………………………………...………..$1,000 


 


TOTAL $17,500 
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AJ Admunson Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Nottingham Park 


 


Nottingham Park is a 1.1-acre park on Nottingham Road east of Kings Lynn Road. The park consists of open space, a driveway and 


utility pads. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Open space 


• Asphalt driveway 


• Utility pads 


 


Issues: 


• None 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• None 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• None 
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Nottingham Park 


 


Site Photos: 
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Roby/Page Conservancy 


 


The Roby/Page Conservancy is a 5.7-acre conservancy area on Roby Road west of North Page Street. The park includes a natural 


area and mowed trail. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Natural area 


• Mowed/natural surface 


trail 


 


Issues: 


• None 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• None 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• None 
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Roby/Page Conservancy 


 


Site Photos: 
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Settler’s Point Parkland 


 


Settler’s Point Parkland is a 41.7-acre natural area adjacent to the Yahara River and northwest of the intersection of County 


Highway B and County Highway N. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Natural area 


 


Issues: 


• No access point (No photos) 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• None 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Develop gravel and/or natural surface trail network …...$100,000 


• Construct small gravel or asphalt parking lot …...…...….$50,000 


 


TOTAL $150,000 
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Virgin Lake Natural Area 


 


This 10.5-acre natural area north of Heggestad Park contains Virgin Lake and a natural surface trail. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Virgin Lake Trail 


 


Issues: 


• None 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• None 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Expand Virgin Lake Trail around lake and to Barberry Rd with 


Virgin Lake Trail trailhead signage at Barberry Rd ……....$30,000 


 


TOTAL $30,000 
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Yahara River Natural Area 


 


This natural area is located east of the railroad between Industrial Circle and the Yahara River. Segments of the Yahara River Trail 


run through the park. 


 


Existing Facilities: 


• Yahara River Trail 


 


Issues: 


• None 


 
 


         


 


 


Programs, Events & Revenue Generators 


• None 


 


Maintenance Program 


• None 


 


Improvement Options & Estimate 


• Potential boardwalk/pier location ………………..……..$40,000 


 


 


 


 


 







 


                                          


 


 


The previous chapter of this report detailed a number of specific improvement options. This chapter provides the 


mechanism for implementing them. It includes a compilation of capital improvements, park development mechanisms and 


funding sources. The chapter also includes the process for adopting, monitoring and updating this plan. 


 


4.1 Plan Approval and Amendments 


 


Introduction  


A prerequisite to participation in outdoor recreation grant programs is the adoption and subsequent Department of Natural 


Resources acceptance of a local comprehensive outdoor recreation plan. 


 


Comprehensive planning is an overall survey of the existing facilities within a given jurisdiction that gives 


recommendations for future improvements. A comprehensive outdoor recreation plan (CORP) is only the first step in the 


development of a recreational park site or system. 


 


Master planning, which follows the recommendations of the comprehensive plan, is an overall view and analysis of an 


existing or proposed park area. The purpose is to guide the orderly development of a park or recreational facility. 


 


Site planning, is the detailed plan of how an area within a park or recreation area will be developed. Site plans supply the 


construction details needed to develop a facility recommended in the master plan. 


 


This plan provides strategies and recommendations for improving City parks in Stoughton. It is anticipated that master 


planning for proposed parks and park improvement projects is a high priority and should be featured prominently when 


budgets are determined over the life of this plan. 


 


Formal Plan Approval 


This CORP should be approved by the City Council after thorough review by the Parks and Recreation Committee. The City 


should follow all rules and procedures established in the citizen participation plan adopted as part of the comprehensive 


planning process (per State Statute 66.1001) when adopting this plan.    


 


Amending the Plan 


Plan amendments are common and should be considered part of the planning process. They frequently represent good 


implementation or plan usage and should be acceptable for consideration by local decision-makers. Amendments must 


follow the same process as the original plan and should be developed in coordination with the Parks and Recreation 


Committee before they are presented to the City Council for approval. Amendments generally prolong the effectiveness of 


the parent plan. 


 


The Stoughton Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan will make the City eligible for funding by the Wisconsin 


Department of Natural Resources through the year 2023. Since this plan was developed with a five-year timeframe, it 


should be amended in 2023 to ensure grant eligibility and to reflect progress made over time. 
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4.2 Park Acquisition and Development Mechanisms 


 


4.2.1 Parkland Dedication 


Many communities have developer exactions for parkland 


acquisition. These exactions are designed to help a growing 


community acquire new park land to keep pace with new 


residential development. As residents move into a new 


subdivision, they place additional stress on existing park 


facilities. Developer exactions, agreed upon during the 


subdivision review and approval period, provide land, cash 


or a combination of both to be used for the provision of 


park facilities that serve the new neighborhood.  


 


The City has adopted the following policy for the dedication 


of parkland and park improvements: 


 


Pursuant to the authority granted under, and the 


requirements of, Wis. Stats. §236.45 and Ordinance 


Section 66-105, the City of Stoughton Common 


Council adopts the following policy regarding the 


dedication of parkland and park improvements as part 


of the process for considering annexation of land 


and/or proposed land divisions within the City. 


 


1. As a standard requirement of proposed annexations and land divisions, the City shall require the dedication of 


land for parks and open spaces as well as the installation and dedication of improvements to said parks and 


open spaces. The requirement to dedicate land and improvements for each proposed development shall 


bear a rational relationship to the need for the dedication and improvements resulting from the proposed 


annexation or division of land. The basis for the land dedication requirements shall be the Parks and Open 


Space Plan previously adopted by the City and as it is subsequently updated from time to time. The basis for 


the requirement that the property owner or developer install improvements to the dedicated parkland or open 


space shall be area, state, or national standards for parks and open spaces, as incorporated into and 


established by the City’s adopted Parks and Open Spaces Plan. 


 


2. The requirements for dedication of parkland and park improvements shall be a condition of plat approval. 


Said requirements shall be based upon the needs of a basic neighborhood park to accommodate the 


proposed land division area. The Council recognizes that the expansion or upgrading of said parks to 


accommodate community wide or regional users should be the responsibility of all City tax payers and 


should be financed by the general city tax levy. 


 


3. The requirement to install improvements in the dedicated parks or open spaces may include, depending upon 


the standards established in the Parks and Open Spaces Plan as well as the anticipated needs of the proposed 


development, grading, seeding, landscaping, installation of play equipment, athletic or recreational fields, 


walking paths, ponds, or other amenities. 


 


4. The land owner or developer may request a waiver of the requirements to dedicate land and improvements as 


described in this policy. If the City consents to such a waiver, in its sole discretion, the property owner or 


developer shall make payment to the City in lieu of satisfying the dedication requirements. The payment shall 


be based upon the formulas contained in Ordinance Section 66-105 for fees in lieu of parkland dedication and 


park improvements. 
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5. Any waiver of the dedication requirements and agreement to pay the fees described herein as consideration 


for said waiver shall be documented in an annexation agreement or development agreement as a condition 


of improving the proposed annexation or land division. Payment of said fees shall be made at the start of 


each building phase as outlined in an approved developer’s agreement. The City may record a portion of any 


such agreement to bind subsequent owners of the subject property. 


 


4.2.2 User Groups 


The City should coordinate with potential user groups when planning new facilities to see if cost-sharing, donation or 


outright purchase options exist. Groups that could potentially be involved include youth sports groups, private 


organizations and the school district. 


 


4.2.3 Planned Giving 


In many communities, parkland development occurs with the availability of land. Donations of private land for a public 


purpose is not uncommon, and criteria for accepting these lands is needed. A formal procedure should be in place for how 


the land will be planned and used in the best interest of the community. An established planned giving program through 


the City would allow prospective patrons to dedicate land in a legal manner that provides a legacy for how the land will be 


utilized over time. 


 


4.2.4 Grant Funding 


Implementation dollars are available for acquisition and development of recreation spaces and facilities. Linear parks and 


trails can be funded through the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) or the Department of Transportation 


(WDOT). The WDNR also provides monies for the acquisition of lands, the stabilization of shorelands and the protection of 


environmentally sensitive areas. A complete list of grant opportunities is provided in Section 4.3. 


4.3 Grant Information for Park Acquisition and Development 


The state and federal government provides grants to local governments for the acquisition and development of parks. 


Many of these programs require that a local government submit an approved park and open space plan or master plan to 


the Wisconsin DNR as a condition for eligibility. By adopting this Park and Open Space Plan, by ordinance, the City of 


Stoughton will have met the eligibility requirement for these grant programs until 2023.  


 


4.3.1 Projects that Require Grant Funding 


The high cost of park improvement projects necessitates the acquisition of outside funding to enable development. Grant 


funding provides seed money and crucial capital for leveraging additional community dollars and support. While many 


projects identified in this plan would benefit from the acquisition of outside funding sources, some projects will require 


grant funding if they are to be realized. Grant programs are discussed in the following section (4.3.2). 


 


4.3.2 Grant Programs 


This section provides general information and details for many of the grant programs that may be used to acquire and 


develop local park facilities, linear trails or beaches. Categories, by authorization agency, include: 


- Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 


- Wisconsin Department of Transportation  


- Wisconsin Department of Administration 


- Other Programs (Various Agencies) 


 


Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 


Knowles-Nelson Stewardship Program: Named for two of Wisconsin's most revered conservation leaders, Governor 


Warren Knowles and Senator Gaylord Nelson, the Wisconsin Legislature created this innovative program in 1989 to 


preserve valuable natural areas and wildlife habitat, protect water quality and fisheries, and expand opportunities for 


outdoor recreation.  
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All grant program awards cover up to 50% of eligible project costs. Projects eligible for Stewardship grant programs 


require that all land acquisition and development projects provide public access for “nature-based outdoor recreation” 


purposes. DNR decisions as to whether a particular project activity is “nature-based outdoor recreation” are made on a 


case-by-case basis. Please note that purchase and installation of playground equipment and the purchase of land for 


recreation areas not related to nature-based outdoor recreation (dedicated sports fields, swimming pools, etc.) are not 


eligible.  


For more information and to submit applications contact the South Central Region representative (listed below). All 


applications are due May 1. 


 


Cheryl Housley 


Telephone: (608) 275-3218 


 


Email: Cheryl.Housley@Wisconsin.Gov 


 


The Stewardship Program includes the four funds described below (A – D).  


 


A. Acquisition and Development of Local Parks (ADLP) 


Description: Stewardship sets aside 50% of funds for projects that improve community parks and acquire land for public 


outdoor recreation. Applicants compete against other applicants from their region. Funds may be used for both land 


acquisition projects and development projects for nature-based outdoor recreation such as fishing piers, hiking trails and 


picnic facilities. Funds are not available for non-nature based activities such as baseball and soccer fields. Costs 


associated with operation and maintenance of parks and other outdoor recreation facilities are not eligible for Stewardship 


funds. 


 


Eligible Project Examples: 


1. Land acquisition projects that will provide opportunities for nature-based outdoor recreation. 


2. Property with frontage on rivers, streams, lakes, estuaries and reservoirs that will provide water-based outdoor 


recreation. 


3. Property that provides special recreation opportunities such as floodplains, wetlands and areas adjacent to scenic 


highways.  


4. Natural areas and outstanding scenic areas where the objective is to preserve the scenic or natural values, 


including areas of physical or biological importance and wildlife areas. These areas shall be open to the general 


public for outdoor recreation use to the extent that the natural attributes of the areas will not be seriously impaired 


or lost. 


5. Land within urban areas for day-use picnic areas. 


6. Land for nature-based outdoor recreation trails. 


 


Ineligible Project Examples: 


1. Projects that are not supported by a local comprehensive outdoor recreational plan. 


2. Land to be used for non-nature based outdoor recreation such as athletic facilities. 


3. Acquisition and development of golf courses.  


 


B. Urban Rivers (UR) 


Description: Stewardship allocates 20% of funds annually to restore or preserve the character of urban riverways through 


the acquisition of land or easements adjacent to rivers. Funding will be provided for projects that are part of a plan to 


enhance the quality of a river corridor. Applicants compete against other applicants statewide. The purposes of the 


program are:  


1. To provide for economic revitalization through the restoration or preservation of urban rivers or riverfronts;  


2. To improve outdoor recreational opportunities by increasing access to urban rivers for a variety of public uses, 


including but not limited to fishing, wildlife observation, enjoyment of scenic beauty, canoeing, boating, hiking and 


bicycling; 


3. To preserve or restore significant historical, cultural or natural areas along urban rivers. 
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Funding Priorities: Priority is given to projects that have one or more of the following characteristics: 


1. Acquires land or land rights that preserve or restore natural values, including aesthetic values, and enhance 


environmental quality along urban waterways. 


2. Provides new or expanded diverse recreational opportunities to all segments of urban populations. 


3. Provides new or expanded access to urban waterways. 


4. Acquires blighted lands that will be restored to complement riverfront redevelopment activities. 


5. Encourages comprehensive riverway planning within and between municipalities and other agencies. 


6. Provides opportunities for increasing tourism. 


7. Acquires lands that through proper management will improve or protect water quality. 


 


C. Urban Green Space (UGS) 


Description: The intent of the Urban Green Space Program (UGS) is to provide open natural space within or in proximity to 


urban areas; to protect from urban development areas that have scenic, ecological or other natural value and are within or 


in proximity to urban areas; and to provide land for noncommercial gardening for the residents of an urbanized area. 


 


Funding Priorities: Priority is given to projects that have one or more of the following characteristics: 


a.  Planning considerations, including: 


• Specifically implementing a priority of the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan  


• Implementing the approved master plans of 2 or more units of government or regional planning agencies 


• Preserving land that is listed on the natural heritage inventory database 


• Implementing elements of water quality plans or initiatives 


b.  Project considerations, including: 


• Serving the greatest population centers 


• Serving areas of rapidly increasing populations 


• Providing accessibility 


• Having unique natural features, threatened/endangered species or significant ecological value 


• Providing open natural linear corridors connecting open natural areas 


• Having water frontage 


• Containing or restoring wetlands 


• Protecting sensitive wildlife habitat 


• Protecting an area threatened by development 


• Preserving a natural community or one that could be restored 


• Having regional or statewide significance 


• Relating to brownfield redevelopment 


c.  Administrative considerations, including: 


• Projects that are ready to be implemented and/or to continue previously started projects 


 


D. Acquisition of Development Rights 


Description: The purpose of the Acquisition of Development Rights Program is to protect natural, agricultural or forest 


lands that enhance nature-based outdoor recreation. "Development Rights” are the rights of a landowner to develop their 


property to the greatest extent allowed under state and local laws. The goals of the program are achieved through the 


purchase of those development rights and compensating landowners for limited future development on their land. 


 


Funding Priorities: Priority is given to projects that have one or more of the following characteristics: 


• Property with frontage on rivers, streams, lakes or estuaries 


• Property that creates a buffer between land that has been permanently protected for natural resource and conservation 


purposes and potential or existing residential, commercial or industrial development 


• Property that is within the boundaries of an acquisition project established by the DNR, a government unit or a non-


profit conservation organization where the uses of the property will complement the goals of the project and the 


stewardship program 


• Property that is within an environmental corridor that connects two or more established resource protection areas 
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Federal Programs Related to the Stewardship Program: The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) and 


Recreational Trails Act (RTA) programs fund projects that are similar to the Stewardship programs. One primary difference 


is that LWCF and RTA programs are not restricted to nature-based outdoor recreation projects. In these programs, nature-


based outdoor recreation projects compete against projects with non-nature based recreation elements for LWCF funds. 


Another difference is that federal programs have additional requirements that must be satisfied – for example, compliance 


with the National Environmental Policy Act, the Historic Preservation Act, etc. Federal programs administered through the 


DNR include the two funds described below (E, F).  


 


E. Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) 


Description: This program was established to encourage nationwide creation and interpretation of high quality outdoor 


recreational opportunities. The program funds both state and local outdoor recreation activities. 


 


Funding Priorities: Priority is given to projects that have one or more of the following characteristics: 


• Relationship to the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan; activities must be in locally approved plans 


• Regional or statewide in nature 


• Acquires land where a plan supports need 


• Provides or enhances water-based activity 


• Serves the greatest populations 


• Involves other local government cooperation, volunteers, local donations 


• First time applicants 


• Sponsor has completed past projects 


• Provides multi-season, multi activity use 


• Basic, over elaborate, facilities 


• Participant over spectator facilities 


• “Nature based” restriction does not apply 


 


Eligible Project Examples: 


• Land acquisition 


• Development of outdoor recreation facilities, including active sports facilities 


 


F. Recreational Trails Act (RTA) 


Description: These funds are used to develop and maintain recreational trails and trail-related facilities for both motorized 


and non-motorized recreational trail uses. RTA funds may only be used on trails which have been identified in or which 


further a specific goal of a local, county or state trail plan included or referenced in a statewide comprehensive outdoor 


recreation plan. 30% of funds must be used on motorized trail uses, 30% on non-motorized trail uses and 40% on 


diversified (multiple) trail uses. 


 


Funding Priorities: Priority is given to projects that have one or more of the following characteristics: 


• Maintenance and restoration of existing trails. 


• Development and rehabilitation of trailside and trailhead facilities and trail linkages.  


• Construction of new trails (with certain restrictions on Federal lands).  


• Acquisition of easement or property for trails. 


 


Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) 


The Wisconsin Department of Transportation offers a variety of programs that can provide financial assistance to local 


governments, along with other public and private entities, to make improvements to highways, airports, harbors, bike, rail 


and pedestrian facilities. The use of these funds in Stoughton would be most closely tied to developing trails to link parks 


to places of employment, residence and commerce.  
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G. Surface Transportation Program – Urban (STP-U) 


Description: This program allocates federal funds to complete a variety of improvements to federal-aid-eligible roads and 


streets in urban areas. Projects must meet federal and state requirements. Communities are eligible for funding on roads 


functionally classified as major collector or higher. The WisDOT requires that pedestrian and on-street bicycle 


accommodations be part of all STP projects within or in the vicinity of population centers, unless extraordinary 


circumstances can be demonstrated to WisDOT for not providing these accommodations.  


 


Contact: Michael Erickson, Southwest Region at (608)246-5361 or michael.erickson@dot.wi.gov 


 


H. Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) 


Description: The Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) allocates federal funds to transportation improvement projects 


that “expand travel choice, strengthen the local economy, improve the quality of life, and protect the environment." TAP is 


a legislative program that was authorized in 2012 by the federal transportation legislation, Moving Ahead for Progress in 


the 21st Century Act (MAP-21). The transportation alternatives program provides for the implementation of a variety of 


non-traditional projects, with examples ranging from the restoration of historic transportation facilities, to bike and 


pedestrian facilities, to landscaping and scenic beautification, and to the mitigation of water pollution from highway runoff. 


Examples of bicycle and pedestrian projects that TAP will likely fund include: multi-use trails, paved shoulders, bike lanes, 


bicycle route signage, bicycle parking, overpasses/underpasses, bridges, sidewalks and pedestrian crossings. Local 


municipalities contribute 20% of the project costs. Federal regulations restrict the use of funds on trails that allow 


motorized users, except snowmobiles.  


 


Contact: Tanya Iverson, State Coordinator at (608) 266-2574, tanya2.iverson@dot.wi.gov or  


Tom Koprowski, Southwest Region at (608) 246-3869 or thomas.koprowski@dot.wi.gov 


 


Deadline: the next application cycle expected to open in the fall of 2019 


 


Wisconsin Department of Administration 


I. Community Development Block Grant – Public Facilities (CDBG-PF)  


Description: Available through the Wisconsin Department of Administration (DOA), communities receiving CDBG funds 


from the State may use the funds for many kinds of community development activities including, but not limited to:  


• Acquisition of property for public purposes 


• Construction or reconstruction of streets, water and sewer facilities, neighborhood centers, recreation facilities and 


other public works 


• Demolition 


• Rehabilitation of public and private buildings 


• Public services 


• Planning activities 


• Assistance to nonprofit entities for community development activities 


• Assistance to private, for profit entities to carry out economic development activities (including assistance to micro-


enterprises) 


 


Contact: Tom Clippert (BCD Director) at (608) 261-7538 


 


Other Programs 


J. 10-Minute Walk Planning Grants 


Description: The 10-Minute Walk campaign is a National Recreation and Park Association program that offers grants to 


support park related planning efforts in communities. The goal of this program is to increase access to parks in chosen 


communities that are within a 10-minute walk. The first round of $40,000 grants were awarded on April 1, 2018 with 


additional application periods expected in the future. 


 


To qualify for the 10-Minute Walk grants the applicant must: 



mailto:michael.erickson@dot.wi.gov

http://www.ta-clearinghouse.info/index

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/map21/
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• Be a local government park and recreation agency 


• Provide a signed statement of support for the 10-Minute Walk Campaign from the Mayor of the applicant City 


• Provide a signed statement of support from at least two partners on the project (outside of parks and recreation) 


• Demonstrate a clear interest and commitment to the campaign, strong project management, and leadership 


support 


 


Contact: 10minutewalk@nrpa.org 


 


K. KaBOOM! Grants 


Description: KaBOOM! is a national non-profit partnered with businesses such as Home Depot that awards grants for 


playground development. KaBOOM! accepts applications for grants on a rolling basis from child serving non-profit 


organizations, schools and municipalities.  


 


Applicants with the best chance of receiving grants will: 


• Serve children from a low-income area, serve children with special needs or serve children in a disaster 


impacted area 


• Demonstrate the need for a playground 


• Have a space that does not currently have a playground on have a playground that needs to be replaced 


• Will implement a community-build model to engage the larger community in all aspects of project planning and 


playground build execution 


 


Contact: Grant applications can be filled out at the KaBOOM! website; kaboom.org 


 


L. Foundation Grants 


 


Anthem Foundation – Provide grants to communities to support health related programs. 


 


Clif Bar Family Foundation – Provides grants for projects that increase opportunities for outdoor activity, reduce 


environmental health hazards and build stronger communities. 


 


National Environmental Education Foundation – Awards grants for the promotion of a safer and healthier environment. 


 


Tony Hawk Foundation – Grants provided for the creation of skateparks.  


 


U.S. Bank Foundation Community Grant Program – Grant support for play spaces for K-12 students in low to 


moderate income areas. 


 


The U.S. Soccer Foundation – A grant program that supports soccer programs and field construction. 


 


Youth Outside – Provide grants to promote nature based outdoor experiences to children. 


 
 


M. Online Grant Provider Lists 


 


• Fundsnet Services • Grantmakers in Aging 


• SPARK Grant Finder • NPRA Grant Resources 


• The Grant Helpers • Grants.gov 


• Afterschool Alliance Funding 


Database 


• American Therapeutic 


Recreation Association 


• Federal Grantswire  


 



mailto:10minutewalk@nrpa.org
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N. Purchasing Partnerships 


Description: Some equipment suppliers will allow multiple municipalities to make group purchases of equipment. Details of 


this type of agreement vary between manufacturers, but the result will often be a reduced cost to the purchasing 


municipalities. Examples include Buy Board https://www.buyboard.com/ and US Communities 


http://www.uscommunities.org/. 


 


O. Friends of the Park Foundation 


Description: The National Association of Park Foundations helps communities create Friend of the Park Foundations for 


their local park system. An annual fee for membership can be used to fund park projects. Membership in the foundation 


includes educational programs, advocacy, networking opportunities and other information related to local parks.  


 


4.4 Capital Improvements Plan  


Capital improvements to a park are the addition of labor and materials that improve the overall value and usefulness of that 


park. Capital improvements are designated and funded individually through segregated municipal funds. Routine 


maintenance, on the other hand, is considered to be the repair and upkeep of existing park facilities, such as painting a 


shelter building. Routine maintenance of park facilities does not appreciably increase the value or usefulness of the park, 


and is traditionally funded through the park department’s operations budget. Non-routine maintenance of park facilities, 


such as upgrading a toilet facility to be barrier-free, is usually considered to be a capital improvement. 


 


Most projects can be easily identified and categorized, but some are difficult. When a project falls on the borderline 


between a capital improvement and maintenance, the overall cost becomes the determinant. Projects with a high cost, 


such as that for seal coating roads or parking lots, are categorized as capital improvements. 


 


The capital improvements program for each park is a combination of several types of projects. These projects are ranked 


according to their importance and priority in the overall development of the park and the value of the project to the overall 


City park system. Capital improvements for this plan are ranked in the following manner: 


 


a. Improvements to existing facilities that will: 


i. Correct health and safety hazards 


ii. Upgrade deficient facilities 


iii. Modernize adequate but outdated facilities 


 


b.  Installation of facilities as deemed appropriate and necessary through public demand (public meetings, park 


committee input, City budgeting) 


 


c. Development of new facilities as deemed necessary through level of service, population projection and age cohort 


analyses 


 


Generally, improvements to existing facilities rank the highest in the capital improvements program. New facilities are 


usually ranked lower, according to their relative need in each park location. Improvements that correct health and safety 


hazards are always given the highest priority. Improvements that are deemed necessary through empirical analyses are 


usually ranked the lowest.  


 


Parks have been divided by classifications established by the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) including 


Mini, Neighborhood, Community, Conservancy, and Special Use parks. Improvement costs are shown by year (2019-


2023) which establishes a priority ranking – higher priority improvements would occur sooner in the schedule. In some 


cases a capital improvement may utilize a special fund. When this occurs, the improvement contains an identifier citing 


that particular funding source. Depending on the fund, it may or may not be reflected in the subtotal for each park type.  


 


Potential costs for site master plans have not been included in the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) table but should be 


accounted for the budget planning. Depending on the level of public involvement and final deliverables, the City should 



https://www.buyboard.com/

http://www.uscommunities.org/
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anticipate a cost of $15,000-$25,000 for each site Master Plan. It should also be noted that if the City brings on new 


parklands, the required maintenance for these new facilities will also carry a long-term cost implication. A basic mini-park 


for example will require at minimum, weekly mowing. Neighborhood and Community parks will require mowing, snow 


removal, playground maintenance and potentially other monthly or annual upkeep depending on the level of facility 


development. 


 


The total improvement cost by park classification and by year is assembled in Table 4.1. Costs associated with each park 


improvement option are based upon recent regional project construction costs and may be spread out over many years.  


 


Table 4.1: Total Improvement Costs by Year and Park Classification 


 


 


 


Detailed CIP tables by individual park can be found on the following pages. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


MINI PARKS


Subtotal $153,000 $17,500 $0 $7,350 $0 $177,850


NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS


Subtotal $22,000 $242,000 $236,775 $111,825 $268,750 $881,350


COMMUNITY PARKS


Subtotal $48,000 $7,500 $179,375 $84,525 $0 $319,400


SPECIAL USE PARKS


Subtotal $1,000 $51,000 $0 $0 $0 $52,000


CONSERVANCY PARKS


Subtotal $0 $2,500 $0 $246,750 $0 $249,250


ALL PARKS


Subtotal $224,000 $320,500 $416,150 $450,450 $268,750 $1,679,850


Grand Total2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
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MINI PARKS


Criddle Park


Remove and replace playground equipment (play structure, balance beam and safety surfacing) $150,000


Resurface basketball court $5,000


Refurbish gazebo $3,000


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Remove tree stumps $1,000


Trim tree at basketball court $0


Subtotals $150,000 $5,000 $0 $5,000 $0 $160,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 150,000$   5,000$       -$           5,250$       -$           160,250$   


Division Street Park


Improve the school operated area of the park with native plants and grasses. Include interpretive signage and a mowed path. $3,000


Investigate strategies for managing geese access to all parts of the park. $3,000


Construct asphalt or concrete path from the sidewalk on Division St south of Forton St to park bench and picnic table $2,000


Replace picnic table with an ADA approved model $1,500


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Subtotals $3,000 $5,500 $0 $2,000 $0 $10,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 3,000$       5,500$       -$           2,100$       -$           10,600$     


Riverside Park


Whitewater park improvements planned for 2020 TBD


Construct concrete pad to provide ADA access to fishing pier $1,500


Install recycling receptacle $1,500


Subtotals $0 $3,000 $0 $0 $0 $3,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$           3,000$       -$           -$           -$           3,000$       


Roby/Page Park


Install secured safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and improved ADA accessibility to equipment $3,000


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Subtotals $0 $4,000 $0 $0 $0 $4,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$           4,000$       -$           -$           -$           4,000$       


MINI PARKS


Subtotal $153,000 $17,500 $0 $7,350 $0 $177,850


Grand 


Total


2019 2020 2021 2022 2023


2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Grand Total


NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS


Bjoin Park


Repair and resurface tennis/pickleball court $15,000


Construct asphalt or concrete path from restroom building to playground and from Grant St to tennis and 


basketball courts


$10,000 


Remove dead/dying trees $10,000


Install ADA approved and accessible drinking fountain at restroom building $10,000


Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment $3,000


Install bike rack on concrete pad or other hardscape surface $1,500


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Remove mildew/mold from play equipment $1,000


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Replace end caps on backrest of baseball team benches $500


Trim tree overhanging basketball court $500


Subtotals $12,000 $14,000 $2,500 $25,000 $0 $53,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 12,000$       14,000$       2,563$         26,250$       -$             54,813$          
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Grand Total


NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS (CONTINUED)


Dunkirk Avenue Park


Replace, regrade and relocate playground equipment (play structure, swings, benches and safety surfacing) 


away from river and closer to Dunkirk Ave. This will potentially alleviate erosion and goose excrement issues 


at current location $150,000


Construct asphalt or concrete path to relocated park facilities $5,000


Investigate goose management strategies $3,000


Remove basketball court $3,000


Install park sign $3,000


Install trash & recycling receptacles $2,000


Install bike rack on hardscape surface $1,500


Subtotals $3,000 $3,500 $161,000 $0 $0 $167,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 3,000$         3,500$         165,025$     -$             -$             171,525$        


East Side Park


Resurface tennis/pickleball court $15,000


Construct asphalt or concrete path from sidewalk on Park St to playground, tennis court and basketball court $12,000


Resurface basketball court $5,000


Install ADA approved drinking fountain $5,000


Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment $3,000


Install recycling receptacles $2,000


Install bike rack on concrete pad or other hardscape surface $1,500


Repair storage shed $1,000


Replace swing seats $500


Remove dead tree limb overhanging volleyball court $500


Subtotals $1,000 $34,000 $10,500 $0 $0 $45,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 1,000$         34,000$       10,763$       -$             -$             45,763$          


Lowell Street Park


Remove and replace playground equipment (play structure, benches and safety surfacing) $100,000


Create mountain bike trails west of BMX park $50,000


Repair or replace damaged bike ramps $15,000


Construct concrete path/plaza behind baseball backstop connecting bleacher area to sidewalk on Milwaukee St $10,000


Construct asphalt or concrete path from sidewalk on Milwaukee St to playground and basketball court $6,000


Install recycling receptacles $2,000


Install bike rack on hardscape surface $1,500


Subtotals $0 $117,000 $17,500 $50,000 $0 $184,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$             117,000$     17,938$       52,500$       -$             187,438$        


Nordic Ridge Park


Install bike rack on hardscape surface $1,500


Subtotals $0 $1,500 $0 $0 $0 $1,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$             1,500$         -$             -$             -$             1,500$            


Norse Park


Replace existing concrete path and connect new path to parking, shelter, basketball/tennis area, baseball 


concession area and playground $20,000


Resurface tennis courts $15,000


Resurface basketball court $10,000


Stripe parking stalls along Kriedeman Dr. (Including ADA accessible stalls) $7,500


Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment $3,000


Install recycling receptacles at shelter and near concession stand $2,000


Install bike rack on concrete pad or other hardscape surface $1,500


Repair damaged trim on first base dugout $1,000


Subtotals $0 $31,000 $29,000 $0 $0 $60,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$             31,000$       29,725$       -$             -$             60,725$          


Schefelker Park


Construct shelter/restroom building $125,000


Install ADA approved drinking fountain $10,000


Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment $3,000


Stripe parking stalls $2,000


Install asphalt path connection playground to existing path $2,000


Install bike rack on concrete pad $1,500


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Subtotals $0 $19,500 $0 $0 $125,000 $144,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$             19,500$       -$             -$             134,375$     153,875$        
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Grand Total


NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS (CONTINUED)


Veteran's Memorial Park


Replace existing shelter with shelter/restroom building $125,000


Install asphalt path connecting park facilities to parking lot on Riverside Drive and sidewalk near tennis courts $20,000


Install ADA approved drinking fountain $10,000


Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and ADA access to play equipment $3,000


Stripe parking stalls along Riverside Dr. (Including ADA accessible stalls) $2,000


Install bike rack on concrete pad $1,500


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Subtotals $0 $6,000 $0 $31,500 $125,000 $162,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$             6,000$         -$             33,075$       134,375$     173,450$        


Virgin Lake Park


Construct asphalt or concrete path from park shelter building to playground $5,000


Install ADA swing set $4,000


Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and improved ADA accessibility $3,000


Resolve drainage issue at playground $2,000


Install bike rack on hardscape surface $1,500


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Subtotals $6,000 $0 $10,500 $0 $0 $16,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 6,000$         -$             10,763$       -$             -$             16,763$          


Westview Ridge Park


Install ADA approved drinking fountain $10,000


Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and improved ADA accessibility $3,000


Install bike rack on hardscape surface $1,500


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Subtotals $0 $15,500 $0 $0 $0 $15,500


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$             15,500$       -$             -$             -$             15,500$          


NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS


Subtotal $22,000 $242,000 $236,775 $111,825 $268,750 $881,350
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Grand Total


COMMUNITY PARKS


Mandt Park


Whitewater park improvements planed for 2020 TBD


Repair, resurface and re-stripe main parking lot $175,000


Extend sidewalk on the south side of Mandt Pkwy east to the park shelter $20,000


Install asphalt or concrete path linking the south parking lot to the playground, skatepark, shelter and 


proposed sidewalk on Mandt Pkwy $20,000 


Install concrete or asphalt path from parking lot to bleachers and drinking fountain on the first base side 


of the ballfield. $10,000 


Install ADA approved and accessible drinking fountain near playground and skatepark $10,000


Install ADA accessible path from parking lot to Troll Beach pond $10,000


Install (6) recycling receptacle throughout the park $6,000


Install concrete pad for bleachers on first base side of ballfield with extra pad area for ADA seating $5,000


Install ADA approved and accessible drinking fountain at ballfield $5,000


Investigate new goose management strategies $3,000


Resolve drainage issue at skatepark bowl $2,000


Patch or replace aging concrete areas at skatepark $2,000


Install bike rack on hardscape surface near main parking lot $1,500


Install crosswalk at path crossing with the park entrance road $1,500


Install asphalt or concrete path from existing path to basketball court to provide ADA accessibility $500


Install end caps on team benches $500


Subtotals $9,000 $7,500 $175,000 $80,500 $0 $272,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 9,000$            7,500$       179,375$   84,525$     -$               280,400$          


Racetrack Park


Investigate the possibility of Racetrack Park as the potential location for a future outdoor pool or aquatic 


center TBD


Construct asphalt path connecting basketball court, playground and ballfield bleacher pads to parking 


lot or existing asphalt path $15,000


Patch, resurface and restripe cracked basketball court. Sawcut an expansion joint to prevent future 


cracking $15,000


Install bike racks (2) on a hardscape surface $3,000


Install (3) recycling receptacles throughout park $3,000


Install safety mats under play equipment to provide safe fall zones and improved ADA accessibility to 


equipment $3,000


Move ADA picnic table to an ADA accessible location near the concession stand $0


Subtotals $39,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $39,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 39,000$          -$           -$           -$           -$               39,000$            


COMMUNITY PARKS


Subtotal $48,000 $7,500 $179,375 $84,525 $0 $319,400


SPECIAL-USE PARKS


Heggestad Park


Install recycling receptacle $1,000


Subtotals $0 $1,000 $0 $0 $0 $1,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$                 1,000$         -$           -$           -$           1,000$             


Stoughton Rotary Park


Install small restroom building $50,000


Clean/paint gazebo interior $1,000


Subtotals $1,000 $50,000 $0 $0 $0 $0


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals 1,000$             50,000$       -$           -$           -$           51,000$           


Victorian Park


None


Subtotals $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$                 -$             -$           -$           -$           -$                 


SPECIAL USE PARKS


Subtotal $1,000 $51,000 $0 $0 $0 $52,000


Grand Total2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
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CONSERVANCY, OPEN SPACE & NATURAL AREAS


AJ Admunson Park


Install exercise stations along trail $15,000


Replace prairie plant sign $1,500


Repair shed $1,000


Subtotals $0 $2,500 $0 $15,000 $0 $0


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$           2,500$         -$           15,750$     -$           18,250$       


Nottingham Park


None


Subtotals $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$           -$             -$           -$           -$           -$            


Roby/Page Conservancy


None


Subtotals $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$           -$             -$           -$           -$           -$            


Settler's Point Parkland


Develop gravel and/or natural surface trail network $100,000


Construct small gravel or asphalt parking lot $50,000


Subtotals $0 $0 $0 $150,000 $0 $150,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$           -$             -$           157,500$   -$           157,500$     


Virgin Lake Natural Area


Expand Virgin Lake Trail & Virgin Lake Trail trailhead signage at Barberry Rd $30,000


Subtotals $0 $0 $0 $30,000 $0 $30,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$           -$             -$           31,500$     -$           31,500$       


Yahara River Natural Area


Potential boardwalk/pier location $40,000


Subtotals $0 $0 $0 $40,000 $0 $40,000


Inflation 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 5.0% 7.5%


Totals -$           -$             -$           42,000$     -$           42,000$       


CONSERVANCY, OPEN SPACE & NATURAL AREAS


Subtotal $0 $2,500 $0 $246,750 $0 $249,250


Grand 


Total


2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
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EXISTING FACILITIES MATRIX City of Stoughton Parks and Open Spaces
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MINI PARKS


0.22 Criddle Park      


0.76 Division Street Park      


1.36 Riverside Park     


0.13 Roby/Page Park   


NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS


7.23 Bjoin Park          


1.31 Dunkirk Avenue Park      


1.95 East Side Park            


14.96 Lowell Street Park           


6.62 Nordic Ridge Park          


8.00 Norse Park            


10.41 Schefelker Park       


3.93 Veteran's Memorial Park         


6.96 Virgin Lake Park           


5.06 Westview Ridge Park     


COMMUNITY PARKS


33.20 Mandt Park                    


 28.56 Racetrack Park             


SPECIAL USE PARKS


1.29 Heggestad Park     


0.71 Stoughton Rotary Park     


0.44 Victorian Garden   


CONSERVANCY/NATURAL AREAS


52.55 AJ Admunson Park      


 1.10 Nottingham Park  


 5.66 Roby/Page Conservancy  


 41.65 Settler's Point Parkland   


10.50 Virgin Lake Natural Area    


42.14 Yahara River Natural Area    


TOTAL ACREAGE: 286.70
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Dane County trail p lanne dto conne ct to LakeKe gonsa State Park, FishCam p County Park, the V illage of McFarland  andthe Cap ital City Trail in Mad ison.


_
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BIKE ROUTES


Existing Trail
Existing Bike Lane
Prop ose d  Multi-U se Trail
Planne d  Multi-U se Trail
Planne d  Bike Route
Planne d  County Bike Trail
Planne d  Bike Lane


N ote: Existing and  p lanne d  b ike trails, lanes and  routes are from  the 2017 Stoughton Bike Transp ortation Plan and  the 2017 City of Stoughton Com pre he nsive Plan. ThePlanne d  Dane County Trail is from  Dane County Parks and Op e n Sp ace Plan.
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County Parks
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OTHER BIKE/PED IMPROVEMENTS


Re construction of the b rid ge at Coop er'sCauseway should  includ e b ike/p e dac com m od ations. The curre ntconfiguration und er the b rid ge is unsafeas b icyclists, p e d estrians and  m otoristsare forc e d  through the sam e narrowpassage. Im p rove m e nts should  includ e wid e ning the road  and  se p arate d  facilities for b ike/p e d  users.


Coop er's Causeway Brid ge!2


!1 Bike/Pe d  Brid ge
A b ike/p e d  b rid ge is re com m e nd e dto serve the future resid e nts of the Kettle Park W est d eve lop m e nt.


A b ike/p e d  b rid ge is re com m e nd e d  to conne ct the future RDA Riverwalk to the Mandt Park trail network and  future whitewater park d eve lop m e nt.


!3 Bike/Pe d  Brid ge
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Park Fac ilities: 1/2 basketball c ourt, play equipm ent and open space. (Town of Dunkirk)
ANDERSON AVENUE PARK!2 !!


Park Fac ilities: 1/2 basketball c ourt, play equipm ent, sandlot backstop and soc cer (Town of Dunkirk)
! !ASH STREET PARK!3 ! !


!i
Park Fac ilities: Boat launc h  with  b oat parking lot (Town of Dunn)


AMUNDSON LANDING AND PARK!1 !y


!i
Park Fac ilities: Fish ing area, open space and parking lot. (Town of Dunkirk)


CHARLIE H. LYON MEMORIAL PARK!4 !l


!|
Park Fac ilities: Boat launc h , canoe launc h , restroom s, fish  c leaning fac ilitiy, parking lot, fish ing piers andpic nic area. (Dane County Park)


!lFISH CAMP COUNTY PARK!5 !y !a !i !3


!i
Park Fac ilities: Fish ing area, canoe lanc h , play equipm ent, parking lot, park sh elter and restroom s.(Dane County Park)


!lLAFOLLETTE COUNTY PARK!6 !| ! !3 !a


!i
Park Fac ilities: Baseball, play equipm ent, tennis, parking, sh elter and restroom s (Town of Pleasant Spring s)


OAK KNOLL PARK!8 ¾! ! !3 !a


Park Fac ilities: Play equipm ent, sandlot backstop and tennis court. (Town of Pleasant Spring s)
OAKWOOD HILLS PARK!9 ¾!!


¾MORVOLD PARK AND NATURE CONSERVANCY!10
Park Fac ilities: Natural area/conservancy area (Town of Dunn)


Park Fac ilities: Boat launc h  and parking lot (Town of Pleasant Spring s)
PLEASANT SPRINGS BOAT LAUNCH!11 !y !i


Park Fac ilities: Basketball court, play equipm ent and soc cer (Town of Dunkirk)
PLEASANT VIEW DRIVE PARK!12 ! !!


Park Fac ilities: Basketball court and play equipm ent (Town of Dunkirk)
!!RIVERWOOD ESTATES PARK!13


Park Fac ilities: Basketball h oop and play equipm ent (Town of Dunn)
!!ROCK ELM PARK!14


Park Fac ilities: Volleyball, basketball c ourt and play equipm ent (Town of Pleasant Spring s)
!!ROLLING MEADOWS PARK!15 ¾


Park Fac ilities: Tennis c ourt, basketball, play equipm ent, park sh elter and backstop. (Town of Pleasant Spring s)
!!SPRINGHILL PARK!16 ¾ !3 !


Park Fac ilities: Fish ing area, canoe launc h , trails, park sh elter, parking lot, restroom s and dog exerc ise area. (Dane County)


VIKING COUNTY PARK!17 !l !| !3!F !i !a


Park Fac ilities: Cam ping, h iking trails, pic nic areas, ballfields, play equipm ent, volleyball, fish ing piers, boatlaunc h , canoe launc h , beac h , pet swim  area, restroom s and sh elters. (State of Wisconsin)


!Í


!i


!lLAKE KEGONSA STATE PARK!7 !r !3!a


¾!F!np !


!y !| !Í


!


PARKS WITHIN 4 MILES OF STOUGHTON CITY LIMITS


0 6,4003,200 FeetI


4 Mile Buffer: Four m ile bufferfrom  Stoug h ton City lim its


MAP LEGEND


Planned Lower Yahara R iver Trail


Parks: Town of Dunkirk, Townof Dunn, Town of PleasantSpring s, Dane County andWisconsin State Parks
!5
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Underserved areas forchildren under 5


Underserved areas forages 10 to 17
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Need for additional facilities
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Parks!
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Overlay of population density and access to park facilities by age group


Exam ples of park facilities by ag e g rou p:
Under 5 - Toddler swing s, sandboxes, sandbox dig g ers,tot slides, spring  riders and tilt cu ps.
5 to 9  - Standard swing s, clim bing  structu res, teeter
totters, standard slides, merry-go-rou nds and monkeybars.
10 to17 - Baseball/softball fields, basketball cou rts, sand
volleyball cou rts, skate parks and ice rinks 
55 & u p - Hiking  trails, ou tdoor fitness stations, boat
lau nches, pickle ball, com u nity g ardens and tennis.


Darker areas indicate less access to park facilities desig ned for the specific ag e g rou p and at the sam e tim e
a h ig h popu lation density of that specific ag e g rou p.


This m ap u ses the sam e techniqu e as Map 8 in that popu lation density and park facility data layers are 
overlayed to create a new layer. The resu lting  layer inMap 8 g ave new inform ation abou t what areas of the City
m ig h t be in need of new facilities. This g rou p of m aps alsoshow the overlay of popu lation density and park facilities,
bu t with a focu s on fou r specific ag e g rou ps. This g ivesinform ation not only on where new facilities m ig h t be
needed bu t also what type of facilities shou ld be installed.


I 0 3,5001,750 Feet


I 0 3,6001,800 Feet


I 0 3,5001,750 Feet
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PARKS AND RECREATION COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
September 18, 2018
6:00 PM
Stoughton Fire Department Training Room


Present: Alderpersons: Phil Caravello, Denise Duranczyk, Regina Hirsch, Nicole Wiessinger, and
Parks & Recreation Director Dan Glynn
Guests: Pat Groom


1. Call to Order
Meeting called to order at 7:28 pm.


2. Approval of the Minutes from August 21, 2018


Motion to approve the minutes as presented by Duranczyk and seconded by Wiessinger. Motion
carried unanimously.


3. Communications


Pickleball Court Construction Update
Hirsch shared her concern about there still being a drainage issue. Groom shared that there was
fabric over the drain and it drained properly after the fabric was removed. Glynn shared that the
painting should be scheduled soon.


Whitewater Park Update
Glynn shared that we haven’t received any communication from the DNR regarding the
Stewardship Fund grant. The Steering Committees meetings have started with the second
meeting centered around the dam and lake levels. Hirsch shared that John Reimer from Dane
County and Rob Davis from the DNR were in attendance. Hirsch shared that the Steering
Committee is working on a decision to see if dam removal is in the best interest of the whitewater
park. There may be some safety reasons to get rid of the dam. The next step would be to have a
study to determine if dam removal and dam design would affect water levels. Hirsch shared that
she was surprised about the time and cost involved with operating the dam. Duranczyk shared
that any potential revenue generated should be used for park projects instead of going into the
City’s general fund. The committee agreed with her.


Yahara River Trail Extension


Kegonsa Afterschool Program
Glynn shared the progress of the afterschool program at Kegonsa School. There are some
financial concerns with the program since 82% of the children needed a reduced fee. Glynn
shared that he has been working with the Mayor and the Finance Director to find alternative
funding sources.


Bike Route Sign Installation
Caravello shared that around 30 signs have been installed. He shared that poles will be needed
to finish the project since there are no street signs on a few roads. He estimated about a dozen
poles would be needed. The plan of action to move forward was to have locations mapped for the
poles and get the utilities located in those areas. The committee agreed to use Park Development
funds to purchase the 12 poles.


Old Business


4. Friends of Stoughton Parks Formation (Discussion)
Glynn shared that he watched a webinar on creating a parks foundation. A follow-up phone call
with the Executive Director with National Association Park Foundation was helpful. He gave
advice on how to move forward which was to identify 30 potential members and send them a
letter. The committee agreed to help by sending Glynn a list of community members they believe
who would be interested. Duranczyk shared that there may be potential for fundraising by having







a membership fee. This is backed up by the CORP survey which indicated that many people
were in favor of paying more for parks and recreational services.


5. Park and Open Space Plan (Discussion)
Duranczyk shared that she would like to see the survey results and see if the goals correlate to
the survey results. Hirsch shared that she would like to go over a revised draft at the next
committee meeting. Groom shared that the plan identified a lot of accessibility issues and the
costs involved to get the parks compliant will be significant.


6. Nordic Ridge Mini Park (Discussion)
Glynn shared that he got the Nordic Ridge plat and that there is a lot designated for a mini park.
Glynn shared that he was unaware of the history behind it. Duraczyk told the committee that the
thought behind it was the location of the lot is an area of the development that is the densest.
Duranczyk also shared that it could be moved if the location is not optimal. Hirsch shared that a
better location may be near the apartments.


7. Safe Routes to School Maps (Discussion)
Hirsch shared to look into an app for this that children could use. Caravello shared that he
developed the maps by riding his bike around the city and mapped out routes he felt were the
safest and connected major points of interest like schools. Glynn shared that this was the
recommendation on how to do it by the Safe Routes to School literature he read.


8. Park Ordinance (Discussion)
Hirsch shared that the committee will know more information because an updated draft of the
open space plan will be updated. Duranczyk shared that factors such as park classification will
determine amenities within the park and how the layout should be.


9. Future Agenda Items
Yahara River Trail
Park & Open Space Plan
Pickleball Court
Whitewater Park
Park Friends Group Formation
Purchase of Bike Route Sign Poles


Adjournment
Motion made by Wiessinger and seconded by Caravello at 9:18 pm. Motion carried unanimously.








OFFICIAL NOTICE AND AGENDA


Notice is hereby given that the Parks and Recreation Committee of the City of Stoughton,
Wisconsin will hold a regular or special meeting as indicated on the date, time and location
given below.


Meeting of the:
Date /Time:
Location:


Members:


CC:


PARKS AND RECREATION COMMITTEE OF THE CITY OF STOUGHTON
Tuesday, October 16 at 6:00 PM
Stoughton City Hall – Ed Overland Room (381 E. Main St)
Regina Hirsch, Nicole Wiessinger, Denise Duranczyk, Phil Caravello, Tim Swadley


Attorney Matt Dregne, Department Heads, Stoughton Newspapers,
Judi Krebs, Mary Demczak, Pat Groom, Sarah Monette, Jon Lewis, Bob Diebel,
Desi Weum, oregonobserver@wcinet.com, Council Members, Alexander Cramer


* Note-For security reasons, the front doors of the City Hall building (including the elevator
door) will be locked after 4:30 p.m. If you need to enter City Hall after that time, please use the
entrance on the east side of City Hall (the planning department door). If you are physically
challenged and are in need of the elevator or other assistance, please call 873-6677 prior to 4:30
p.m.


Item # CALL TO ORDER
1 Call to Order


2 Approval of Minutes from September 18, 2018


3 Communication
Pickleball Court Construction Update


Whitewater Park Update


Yahara River Trail Project Update


Rotary Park Update


Accessibility Advisory Committee


Operating & CIP Budget Update


Nordic Ridge Park Utilities


Item # OLD BUSINESS
4 Friends of Stoughton Parks Formation (Discussion)


5 Bike Transportation Plan Online Maps (Discussion)


6 Open Space Plan Update (Discussion)







7 Chalet Court Park Land (Discussion)


Item # NEW BUSINESS


8 Purchasing Bike Route Sign Poles (Discussion & Possible Action)


9 Park Metrics (Discussion)


10 Future Agenda Items


Item # ADJOURNMENT








Erosion due to


drainage issues


Water coming in here off of hill 


and causing erosion. Basin and


culvert to be installed in this lo-


ĐĂƟŽŶ







Ho (Houghton Muck) Soil


The Houghton series consists of very deep, very poorly drained soils formed in herbaceous organic materials more than 130 cm (51 inches) thick in depressions and drainage-


ǁ ĂǇƐ�ŽŶ�ůĂŬĞ�ƉůĂŝŶƐ͕ �ŽƵƚǁ ĂƐŚ�ƉůĂŝŶƐ͕ �ŐƌŽƵŶĚ�ŵŽƌĂŝŶĞƐ͕ �ĞŶĚ�ŵŽƌĂŝŶĞƐ͕ �Ɵůů�ƉůĂŝŶƐ͕ �ĂŶĚ�ŇŽŽĚƉůĂŝŶƐ͘ �̂ ůŽƉĞ�ƌĂŶŐĞƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�Ϭ�ƚŽ�Ϯ�ƉĞƌĐĞŶƚ͘ �D ĞĂŶ�ĂŶŶƵĂů�ƉƌĞĐŝƉŝƚĂƟŽŶ�ŝƐ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ϴϴϵ�ŵŵ�


(35 inches), and mean annual temperature is about 10.0 degrees C (50 degrees F).


ŚƩ ƉƐ͗ ͬ ͬ ƐŽŝůƐĞƌŝĞƐ͘ ƐĐ͘ĞŐŽǀ ͘ ƵƐĚĂ͘ ŐŽǀ ͬ K ^�ͺ �ŽĐƐͬ , ͬ , K h ' , dKE ͘ Śƚŵů
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Company:
Stoughton, City of


Stoughton WI, 53589


Contact:
Dan Glynn
(608) 873-6746


dglynn@ci.stoughton.wi.us


 WI-18-0243Project Number:


October 1, 2018


     


Walkway:


 
1000 LF of 10 foot wide modular prefabricated galvanized HSS structural steel frame
walkway with adjustable leg sleeves.


$123,906.97


   10 foot wide deck panels made of continuous construction 2x6 High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE) plastic deck panels.


$209,603.04


  This system also includes the following:  


   12" attachable galvanized steel pan foot.  


   1.5x1.5" galvanized structural steel legs.  


   Project layout and installation documentation.  


   2,000 LF of ADA continuous constructed HDPE curb rail material. $12,726.43


   No handrail material provided.  


 


 


Walkway Subtotal = $346,236.44


Add-ons:


   No design and engineering services required. $0.00


   Professional engineer stamped drawings. $750.00


   No installation and onsite oversight needed. $0.00


   Shipping is not included in this quote. $0.00


 


Add-on Subtotal = $750.00


Special note:
 


 


 


 


Total = $346,986.44


 Wickcraft will invoice for one-third the total amount to start production, one-third at completion of production andTerms:
one-third prior to shipping.







 
 
Lifetime Workmanship Warranty 
Our Lifetime Warranty is simple; it covers Wickcraft’s workmanship on all Wickcraft 
fabrication against defects for the entire life of the boardwalk. During this period, if the 
product is covered by the warranty, Wickcraft will repair or replace it at our discretion.  
“Lifetime” is defined as the lifetime of the product under normal use. 
 
What is Covered 
Defects in materials or workmanship are covered for the lifetime of the product. 
Material defect refers to galvanized structural steel use in the frame construction. 
Workmanship malfunction refers to welds, and/or construction process used. Damage 
due to events such as overloading, natural disasters, fire, flooding, and vandalism are 
not covered under the warranty policy but may be repairable for a fee. 
 
Although our Workmanship is warrantied for life, all natural and man-made materials 
have a typical or designed period of use. Specifically, wood and other non-steel products 
suffer from differing degrees of decay due to exposure depending upon location and 
other environmental conditions.  Wickcraft maintains the full extent of any 
manufacturer’s warranty of materials selected for the decking and handrails.  
 
Typical Design Periods of Use 
The typical period of use for commonly used material are: 


• Galvanized Structural Steel framing – 100 years. 


• Aluminum bar or plank decking – 75 years. 


• High-density polyethylene (HDPE) plastic decking – 50 years. 


• Pressure treated Southern Yellow Pine (SYP) decking – 15 years 
 
Material Warranty 
Because our customers often choose specific non-frame materials such as decking and 
handrails, Wickcraft supports all original supplier’s product warranty. However, our 
workmanship is always covered for life.  
 
Material Replacement 
In the event that non-steel material decay occurs that is either outside or otherwise not 
covered by the original supplier warranty, Wickcraft will provide replacement product at 
customer’s request and cost. 
 
 
 
Thank you for purchasing a Wickcraft boardwalk and we look forward to supporting you 
in to the future. 
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Pickleball Court Project Budget


Revenues


Park Development Fund $20,000.00


Bryant Foundation Grant $20,000.00


Lions Club Donation $20,000.00


Private Donation $5,000.00


Bench Donation $700.00


Total $65,700.00


Expenses


Bid Ad $70.57


Engineering Services - Royal Oak $2,482.50


Pickleball Court Construction - Tri-County Paving $56,535.71


Pickleball Nets & Posts (6 Courts) $1,751.90


Bench $732.00


Sign $490.00


Total $62,062.68


Outcome $3,637.32


Additional Expenses


Royal Oak Bills due to Construction


Meetings with Client, Field Locate As-Built $539.00


Field Locate As-Buiilt, Map Topography, As-Built Site Plan $1,822.70


Total $2,361.70


Additional Construction Expenses


Additional 3/4 inch Base Aggregate $1,314.50


Additional Pavement $992.84


Additional 3 inch Base Aggregate $18.00


Additional Off-site Disposal $196.00


Undercutting & Subgrade Needed $598.50


Total $3,119.84


Outcome with Additional Construction Expenses $517.48


Outcome with Additional Construction & Engineering Expenses -$1,844.22







Item # Description Bid Actual Difference


1 Mobilization 4,200.00$ 4,200.00$ -$


2 3/4 inch Base Aggregate 790.00$ 2,104.50$ 1,314.50$


3 3.5 inch depth HMA Pavement 21,829.50$ 22,822.34$ 992.84$


4 Paint - 2 Resurfacer Coats 5,940.00$


5 Pant - 2 Color Coats 5,700.00$


6 Pickleball Court Striping 3,112.56$


7 Pulverize and Relay Existing Asphalt 6,095.25$


8 3 inch Base Aggregate 790.00$ 808.00$ 18.00$


9 Excavation - Off-site Disposal 1,772.40$ 1,968.40$ 196.00$


10 Seed, Fertalize, and Mulch 1,486.00$


11 Install Pickleball Nets & Posts 2,400.00$


12 Silt Fence 420.00$ 420.00$ -$


13 Construction Entrance Tracking Pad 2,000.00$ 2,000.00$ -$


14 Remove Existing Basketball Poles -$ -$ -$


15 Remove Existing Light Poles -$ -$ -$


16 Remove Existing Bench -$ -$ -$


17 Undercutting Subgrade -$ 598.50$ 598.50$


18 Geotextile Fabric -$ -$ -$


TOTAL 56,535.71$ 34,921.74$ 3,119.84$





		Pickleball Court Budget.pdf

		Pickleball Court Budget2.pdf






Stoughton Bicycling Map


purpose for the map is to provide residents of the City of Stoughton safe routes to bike in the


ĐŝƚǇ͘�D ĂŶǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŽƵƚĞƐ�ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚ�ĚĞƐƟŶĂƟŽŶƐ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�ƉĂƌŬƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐĐŚŽŽůƐ͘ �dŚĞƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�


Ěŝī ĞƌĞŶƚ�ƚǇƉĞƐ�ŽĨ�ďŝŬĞ�ĨƌŝĞŶĚůǇ�ĨĂĐŝůŝƟĞƐ�ŝĚĞŶƟĮ ĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂƉ͗


Bike Routes—Bike routes are on less trafficked streets and are marked by signs. Many of the 


ďŝŬĞ�ƌŽƵƚĞƐ�ǁ ŝůů�ŚĂǀ Ğ�ƐŝŐŶĂŐĞ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƟŶŐ�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�Ă�ďŝŬĞ�ƌŽƵƚĞ͘��dŚĞǇ�ĂƌĞ�ŝĚĞŶƟĮ ĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƌĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�


map.


Bike Lanes—Bike lanes are a division of road that are painted to separate cyclists from vehi-


ĐůĞƐ͘ ��dŚĞǇ�ĂƌĞ�ŝĚĞŶƟĮ ĞĚ�ŝŶ�ďůƵĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂƉ͘


Off-Road Pedestrian Trails—These are trails that are located separate from the street. They


ĂƌĞ�ŝĚĞŶƟĮ ĞĚ�ŝŶ�ŐƌĞĞŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂƉ͘


The map can be seen in Google Maps by scanning the QR code below or by going to


www.stoughtonrec.com/trails








Description Per CIP Debt SA's Other Funds Grants Rates


2019 - Street Construction 2,412,508$ 1,837,968$ 474,540$ 100,000$


2019 - Street Engineering 229,971$ 229,971$


2019 - 2020 Street Engineering 100,000$ 100,000$


2019 - Preventative Maint 180,000$ 180,000$


2,922,479$ 2,347,939$ 474,540$ 100,000$ -$ -$ -$ -$


Description Per CIP Debt SA's Other Funds Grants Rates


2019 - Streets - Sterile Coni Column Lifts 43,000$ 43,000$


2019 - Streets - Forklift 40,000$ 40,000$


2019 - Streets - #22 Loader (John Deere) 215,000$ 215,000$


2019 - Streets - #17 Patrol Truck (Chevy) 190,000$ 190,000$


2019 - Recreation - Whitewater Park and Trail Dev. Soil Sediment Testi 30,000$ 15,000$ 15,000$


2019 - Recreation - Whitewater Park & Trail Dev. Planning & Engineeri 188,960$ 94,480$ 94,480$


2019 - Recreation - Nordic Ridge Park Playground 115,000$ 24,571$ 90,429$


2019 - Recreation - Mandt Park Master Planning 16,000$ 16,000$


2019 - Recreation - Criddle Park Natural Playground 45,000$ 45,000$


2019 - Fire - Squad 5 Pierce Kenworth 700,000$ 700,000$


1,582,960$ 1,383,051$ -$ -$ 199,909$ -$ -$ -$


Description Per CIP Debt SA's Other Funds Grants Rates


2019 - Subdivision & Platting/Zoning Code Update 40,000$ 40,000$


2019 - Streets - Grapple Bucket for Toolcat 3,500$ 3,500$


2019 - Recreation - Troll Beach Hard Mat 4,500$ 4,500$


2019 - Recreation - Nordic Ridge Park Furnishings 7,700$ 7,700$


2019 - Recreation - Mandt Park Pickleball Court Fencing 7,000$ 7,000$


2019 - Recreation - Amundson Trail Extension 20,000$ 20,000$


2019 - Parks - Troll Beach Plumbing Upgrade 3,500$ 3,500$


2019 - Parks - Trash Receptacles 5,000$ 5,000$


Fund 400 Projects for 2019


Debt Funding Other Funding


Debt Funding Other Funding


Fund 410 Projects for 2019
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Proposal for Hydraulic Analysis, Preliminary Design and 


Permitting Assistance 
Yahara River Whitewater Recreation Improvements  


Stoughton, WI 


By Recreation Engineering & Planning (REP) 


May 18, 2018 
 


The following proposal is for Hydraulic Analysis, Preliminary Design and Permitting 


Assistance services for recreational improvements on the Yahara River in Stoughton, WI. 


This proposal is being sent to Dan Glynn of the City of Stoughton as requested.  


 
 


Work Item Task Cost 


Phase I 


1 


Concept Plan: 
Kick off meeting, site visit and review of site opportunities and 
constraints, obtain appropriate base mapping, develop conceptual 
renderings and narrative report identifying potential whitewater, bank, 
access, and navigation improvements along the Yahara River in 
Stoughton. Meet with applicable regulatory agencies. On Site 
Presentation in Stoughton to present the conceptual plan to the City 
of Stoughton and key stakeholders. 


Completed 


Phase II 


1 


Site Survey: 
Obtain bathymetric (river bottom) and adjacent topographic survey 
data necessary for the design of the instream portion of the park. 
REP will provide a bathymetric topographical map at the appropriate 
scale.  


$6,500.00 


2 


Hydraulic Analysis: 
Update the DNR model of record with updated survey data, build 
proposed conditions model, calibrate, and analyze floodplain impacts. 
Submit model and report to local floodplain administrator for review 
and comment. Does not include additional requests from the DNR. 
Hydraulic analysis for fish passage, split flow analysis for the bypass 
channel and whitewater performance characteristics.  


$12,800.00 


3 


Preliminary Design (60%): 
Develop a preliminary plan for the site. This plan will include a short 
design report on recommendations for in-channel improvements to 
enhance boating and fish habitat, and for access and bank 
improvements as outlined in the concept plan. The intent is to 
provide: 


• Preliminary plan of structures that are structurally and 
hydraulically sound, aesthetically pleasing, and natural in 
appearance. Includes plan, profile, section, and typical 
drawings 


• Drawings suitable for permit applications 


• Sufficient detail to determine preliminary costs 


$46,000.00 
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4 


Quantity and Cost Estimate: 
Revise conceptual quantity and cost estimate concurrent with 
preliminary design 


$1,800.00 


5 


Permitting Assistance: 
Application for USACE 404 Permit, Wisconsin State DNR Permits 
(dredging, bank modification, headrace and tailrace abandonment) 
and local floodplain development permit.  
Includes two (2) design review meetings with City and DNR staff.  


$21,000.00 


6 
Additional Request: Complete additional requests from the 
permitting agencies. 


As Requested 
Hourly 


Estimate Travel Expenses: Three (3) trips to Stoughton.  
Only direct expenses will be billed. 


$3,300.00 


Total Phase II $91,400.00 


Phase III 


7 


Final Design:  
Development of final construction plans and technical specifications  
Final construction plans to include:  


• Design layouts, cross sections, profiles, elevations, details, 
and specifications for river improvements. 


• Includes one round of stakeholder comments and revisions 
 


$34,400.00 


8 


Bidding Support:  
Aide the City with preparation of bid documents and review, 
attendance to the pre-bid meeting, answer contractor questions, and 
review bids. Assumes the project will be bid through the City of 
Stoughton. 


$6,400.00 


9 


Construction Phase Services:  
Construction phase services to include: attendance to the pre-
construction meeting, construction inspection and documentation, 
quantity documentation, quality conformance, etc. Technical support 
and communication to both the approved contractor and city 
representative through the complete construction process. This will 
include critical on-site technical inspections and review of work for 
compliance to drawings, details and specifications. Assumes a six (6) 
month construction period.  


$30,720.00 


  Estimate Travel Expenses: Only direct expenses will be billed. $11,200.00  


  Phase III Total: $82,720.00  
  


 Notes:  
2) assumes the DNR will supply the current effective HEC-RAS model of record for the reach. 
5) includes two design review meetings with City staff, regulatory agencies and other key stakeholders.  
5)Does not include additional rebuttals, studies, reviews, analysis, threatened and endangered species, etc. 
that may be required by the agencies noted above. 
9) Construction phase services (assumes eight (8) trips to the site at three (3) days each) 
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Payment 


 


Invoices will be sent every 30 days for work completed plus expenses.  Payment is due 


within 30 days.    


 


If the above proposal is acceptable to you, please print 2 copies, sign both copies and 


return to REP. 


 


Submitted by:                   5/18/18   


   Gary Lacy, President        Date 


   REP Headquarters 


   485 Arapahoe Ave 


   Boulder, CO 80302 


   (303) 545-5883 


   gary@boaterparks.com 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Approved by:    ______________________            ___________________   


   [Please Print Name, Title,         Date 


 Address, and 


 Telephone Number] 
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